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?he pzlrposes of this dissertation are tw-fold. The f i r s t  is to examine 
one aspect of the syntax of a largely txdescribed Bantu language, Makua. Ihe 
aspect under consideration is the syntactic Fp?operty loosely (and perhaps 
ill-advisedly) temW free word order. Ihe second purpose is to provide a folc 
ml treatmnt of this part of Makm syntax. Ihe analysis is cast w i t h i n  that 
-ion of phrase structure grarrmar as developed by Gerald Gazdar a t  the 
Wversity of Sussex. 'ibis versi6n of phrase strucchxre grartrar M e 5  
trends in linguistic theory: 1) a mmmnt away froan transformations and 
towards base-gemration and 2) the incorporation of a atpsitiondl senantics 
of the sort adwcated by Wntaqae and others. 
It is argued that even though M a l ~  exhibits a certain degree of order 
freedam, it is hgpmpriate to analyze this order as free a t  the mrd level 
or free at the constituent level. Rather, certain constituents and mrds 
enjoy freedrrm while others do mt. ?he analysis proposed consists of a set 
of rules w i t h  specific properties which depend, in part, on the d t e n c e  of 
certain constituents, e.g. the presence of a vexb w e  in some orders but 
mt in  others. Other rules are mtivated by cxrnstraints on the distribution 
of st& constituents as sententidl cmplements and infinitive axplenents (but 
not infinitives themeles)  . Additional supporting evidence for the separate 
rules cunes fmn the fonnalizatian of & agreemnt and froan the analysis of 
thE! syntax of relative clauses. It is ccxduded that this multi-rule 
a p p w  renders both s&ling rules or linear mncatenation rules m t  only 
mperflu3us for an analysis of Makua syntax, but hadequate as well. 
Itisofno&--tom-c-rythatageneralamt 
of order can be given in a gramnar consisting entirely of phrase structure 
rules, because such gramrrars were t k q h t  (by early advocates of transforma- 
tional gramrrars) to be not only inelegant, but hadequate on descriptive 
grounds. In addition, the kind of analysis plDVided for Makua is suggestive 
of a general ~ r u a c h  to order freedcan, wh id i ,  unlike other formal proposals 
for such languages, requires the addition of rm -tally different rule 
type (e.g. scranbling transformations (Rxs (1967) ) or linear concatenation 
rules (Hale (1979) and Iapinte (1980)) ) . Because linguistic W r i e s  tend 
tnbeegbnxal innature, themst lastingcontdbutbnnraywell be the 
presentation of data frnrn a heretnfore unstu3ied language. It is hoped that 
the thesis presents a significantly large of data to aid in our general 
understanding of human langmge. 
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C H A P T E R  I 
This  thesis is an examination of the syntax of a largely undescribed 
Bantu language, we1 Such a stu3y is mtivated not just by the intrin- 
sic value that derives fran an indepth exploration of any (but especially 
a little known) language, but also by a syntactic pm- that Makua ex- 
hibits that is of considerable general i n m t .  This language has a high 
degreeof~order f reedun ,but ,  u n l i l c e ~ ~ ~ l a n g u a g e s w i t h t h i s  
p roper ty , thenounsd isp laynocasenrar~ .  
Iheprinci.pleaimof thisthesisis topmwideafragwntof thegram- 
mar for Mwa misting of a precisely defined syntax (and tm a naach lesser 
extent, a -tics) for what is i n s  to be a significantly large body 
of data. The framemrk in  whi& this fr-t is defined is one which 
-, b-ly, twb trends in  Linguistic theory: 1) a nwe a 
-ted syntax and may from transformations, and 2) attapts to 
define a senantics directly on the syntax of natural language in such a way 
that the meaning of the whole is a function of the nreaning of its parts. 
The particulars of the f-rk have been develaped by Gerald Gazdar 
(e.g. 4s a, b) ant2 in joint work by Gazdar, EXJan K l e i n p  Geoffrey 
Pullun, and Ivan Sag. 2 
Ihe thesis is in- to serve anuaberof purpses. One is to pro- 
videananalysisofMakuawordcxder. IshowthatwordorderinMakuais 
not entirely free, being subject to certain syntactic constraints, .& that 
it is possible to separate out syntactic rules with specific effects. Thus, 
I w i l l  claim that word order in Makua is not "scrambled1', but definable by 
a set of rules. This milti-rule appmach is in -sition to pmpsals for 
free order bqmges in other -etical pradigms (e.g. bss's (1967) 
s d l i n g  transfomtion %r Latin, Hale's (1979) trea-t of W Ian- 
guages arad Lapointe8s (1980) Umpezified Category des )  . In the analysis 
praposed in this thesis, Makua is claimed nut to differ i n  any fmdamental 
way frcun a fjxed order language. 
A semnc5 pinpose of the thesis is lm irnrestigate the formdl devices 
of the fr-k in question. QE question that arises w i t h  respect to 
any mvel formal nudel is how mil (or m y )  that formalisn stands up i n  
the analysis of radically different language types. !the evaluation of the 
formalism addresses Ism sepamte but related issues. First, there is the 
question regarding f 5 ~  adequacy of any bsegemrated syntax for the anal- 
ysis of natural languge. Ihe syntactic rules in the present f r v k  
are all phrase structure rules. are no transformations. Because 
generative grarrmars anplaying only phrase s"iructure rules have standardly 
been argued to be mt only inelegant and incapable of capturing linguistic 
generalhatisms but anpirically inadequate for the description of natural 
language as well, it is an interesting enterprise to see whether the 
pesa~t fr-k can pz-mi.de even an observationally adequa- (in the 
sense of Chrmsky (1965) ) &aracbrization of Mak!,;.. !the second pint of 
evaluatian revolves around the formalism specific to this versim of phrase 
structure gramnar, that is, whether or not the fonmlisn allaws for an ade- 
quate dmmckrization of Makua syntax and, mre particularly, whether any 
of the &xm~. tievices seem t~ provide an -lanation fir the facts.3 
The analysis shaws that not only tbes the frankwork al low for observa- 
tional adequacy but it provides for elegant and general sta-ts as Wl. 
In addition, certain formal devices are shvn b be capable of explaining 
sane unruly facts about MakuamrphDlogy. T k s ,  the analysis s* as an 
implicit a m p m t  in  favor of t.he appmach a&pted. I Filauld like to stress, 
hmever, that this thesis Cbes mt stand as an explicit argment against 
any q t i n g  m m t ,  transf6mtional or o*e. 
?he bn sorts of evaluation mentimed above are the major theoretical 
concerns w h i c h  mtivate the thesis. Since mries  have a wiq of becanhg 
rapidly outdated, a mre lasting csntributbn m y  well be the presenta- 
tian of data on an mimestigated language and one w h i c h  has the inwt- 
ing property of oonsiderable word order freedan. I hope that the theoretical 
-tary does not detract fmn the presentation of thrt data but, rather, 
that it cslhances the discussion. Such fo& precision forces one, at the 
very least, tD ask questions about a language one might otherwise neglect. 
In the best case, an analysis of explanatory value may emrge. mese 
advantages, when d g h d  against the possible hadequacies of ;mv theory 
have pronp3ted me to adopt this less descriptive appmach. 
Before surrmarizirPg the outline of the *is, severdL in- 
remrks about the language and mode of research are i n  order. Ihe Makua 
language is spoken by over tm million people, approximately 200,000 of 
these residing in Tanzania and the vast majority d w d l i q  i? Mzan&ique. 
I h a e  ids no systematic analysis of Makua d h k c b l q y  mailable, and in 
any case the situation is likely a quite ap l i ca ted  one due to the fact 
that the Makua appear to have migrated intn Tanzania in small group which 
Mived fmn various dialect groups in mzambique. rn any case, the pre- 
sent thesis is based exclusively & data fran a dialect that identifies 
itself by the term I rn i thup i ,  W is spoken in  Masasi district in southern 
Tanzania. 
l%ere is very l i t t l e  mdern linguistic mrk on Makua available; the 
~inciple works in recent years have been written in Po-e and deal 
with & dialects in Wzambique. AltfiDugh these works have been unavail - 
able to noe, they a w r  b be gentxal intmdwtim to the language and 
are unlikely to include a detailed analysis of the syntax. Ihe older lit- 
erature on Makua derives £ram the mrk of missionaries in the early part 
of this century and primarily - the noxpblogy (as is true of mst 
traditional works on Bantu languages). lhus the present study represents 
to my knowledge the f i r s t  mdem treabnent of Makua syntax. 
Ime investigation of this particular dialect of Makua is part of a body 
of resear& conducted by sixdents and faculty of the University of Illinois 
on Bantu languages over the past ten years. Mare recently, research ini- 
tiated by Professor Charles W. Kissebe-th has spawned particular interest in 
a n& of !hmmian languages. Iro date, v.e have investigated tm dialects 
h of Makua: I b ~ w e r e  and Imit upi (Ikonmere is spoken in Tunduru district, 
which neighbozs PI-i, &ere Irnit%pi is spoken). Bie uark on Imithupi 
is based on data pruvided by John Wenbah RaslU, a graduate student in 
An-logy a t  *e University of Illinois, during sanre musand contact 
hours over a bm year period. Ihe data on norphology, -logy and tone 
were oollected in conjunction w i t h  Professors Kisseberth and C h i n  Chuan 
Cheng. %e syntactic W t i g a t i m  I mndwted myself. Hopefully, as the 
research continues, it will be possible to verify these data w i t h  mre  
native speakers in Tanzania. A s  it stands, the data here onnot be gene 
ralized beyond I i n i t h h u p i  (although Ikomvere appears not tn differ in any 
major way s y n m l y ) .  As such, this analysis is just the f i r s t  step 
in pmviding what we hope w i l l  be a full-fledged gramnar and dictionary 
of the ism Tanzanian dialects. 
IR broad outline, the thesis is organized as follows. chapter 11 
provides a description (in non- texns) of that  Makua stmdzre 
needed in order to alow the ensuing discussion. N l  tables of mrphology 
are presented in Appedix A for in-ted Bantuists, In the third chapter 
I present a discussion of the general nof-=ion of basic word order in con- 
nection with a definition of basic syntactic word order as defined in the 
f-rk discussion. It is sbwn b w  a single basic word order 
m i l d  be defined w i t h i n  the frammork king explored and what sorts of evi- 
-
dence wuld mmt in choosing one order w s  another. relationship of 
this definition of syn-c basic order to other related notions of basic 
mrd order (e.g. mrked n, unmarked, typological) is taken up. It is 
argued that these ancilliary definitbns of basic w c x d  order are not 
necessarily mtivated by the same sorts of that count for esta- 
blishing a basic syntactic order. Rather, it seam that the linguist's 
intuitia that there is a siiigle basic order is based on a mriety of factors 
which q impinge on the syntax but w h i c h  need not be, str ict ly speaking, 
syntaclAc. 
'Ilhe folluwing three &apters cnnstitute the analysis of the gramnar 
~~t of Makua. Chapter IV pmvides the analysis of mrd order proper. 
Various rules are proposed, m k i ~ t e d  in part by their application to 
seprate categories and i n  part by their pmperties w i t h  xespect to bounded 
versus mbamded depm3encies (a . . made explicit in the fondism). 
The fifth -ex- the analysu o f m ~  order t~ include-agree 
mt. In addition to acanmting for the facts, the specific formulation 
pmddes w r t  for various classes of rules and for specific claims about 
constituent struckae, notably the &&ce of a syntactic VP in sane 
orders but nut in others. ?he sixth chapter an relative clauses is a 
venture into a single constructian. A s  such it allows for a detailed 
d e s ~ : i p t i o 1 n  of one of the mre ccmplex CO- in the language. At 
the sane time, the analysis of relative clauses supports (to a certain . . 
ex-t) the analysis of mrd order ard -s use of sane of the finer 
points of the frammrk. A amcluding chapter sumarizes the findings and 
states the implications of this work for mre general linguistic. cansidera- 
1zhis research was made possible by grants fmn the University of 
Illinrris Research Board, a University of Illhois D i s m t i o n  Grant 
(1978) and University of Illinois Graduate Fellawships (1978-80). 
%he relevant ref, m: azdar  (to appear a,. to appear b) 
Gazdar, Pullurn, and Sag (19801, Maling and Zaenen (to appear), Gazdar and 
Sag (to appear). 
3 ~ o r d e r t o ~ f a i r t n t h e p r e s e n t ~ ~ ,  ~ w ~ u l d l i k e t o p i n t  
out several mtivations which pmpted Gazdar to explore this a~pmach. 
The reader is referred to Gaz&-c (to appear b) in particular, for mre 
wmmgh discussion. The ladl of tr8aiment of the issues he addresses is 
not meant to  inply that they are not iqortant.  Tky are. Rather, a 
fulltr&mmtisbeyondthescapeofthethesis. Hert?then,isabrief 
ammq of the mtivatiar~ fir such an en-.
~ 0 f t h e ~ r k w i t h i n t h e t r a n s f 0 n n a ~ ~ ' g n h a s ~ ~  
the constrahing of the transformational e n e n t .  The canstraints on 
the transformational ccnpanent range fran (1967) seminal work i n  
which he proposed constraints on a cerbin class  of rules to Qxnrskyls 
limitation of the transfoxnational ampnent W a single transfonnaticm 
9 1). Ihe present frammrk is part of a mre radical m c h ,  the 
exploration of a theory which eqmuses no transfinnations a t  a l l .  Altbugh, 
at first glance, this latter appmach might to be throwing out the 
babywiththebathwater, itreminstobeseenwhetherthisisso. . 
The reasms one might investigate this latter mre radical approach 
in genwxil, and this specific framewark in particular, are the follcrwing. 
First,  tkis frmemrk (but ncrt current transfop~tional nudels) has well- 
understood mathmatical pmpedes. The gramar is a aontext-free -
st.ruckae gramar. of W mtivaticms for the exploration of this 
~ c l i L a r ~ i a n 0 f p h r a s e ~ g r a m n a r i s t h a t G a z d a r ~ u s e  
of f o d  devices not p r e 1 y  eXQlored in syntzctic theory. lhese 
&vices, are cmpletely w i t h i n  IAe mathematical amfines explicated 
above. lbe first such device is the  use of a set of derived categories and 
a rule schema which together acwunt for mbunded depemkncies. The 
seccmd is the use of inductive rule schemata d c h  allow for generaliza- 
tions to be stated w e  sets of rules. Each of formal W c e s  is 
explicated in detail where needed. Tihat is of inportme here is that part 
of t h e m t i ~ t h n  for this appmach is t-hatunless the fullpakllerof m& 
phrase structme qannars is explod,  any -ts that sm.qamars are 
inadeqwte for natural language do not go thmugh. 
A third mtivatim underlying this parti&- forinal approach is a grow 
ing interest in ~~g a senantic intexpretian directly on the syntax 
of a natural language. Fa- t-han relying on a ~ a ~ n t i c  interpretation of 
the autput of a syntactic uxpcnat, the senantics are interpreted on the 
syntax directly. For each syntactic rule there is a co 
semantic d e .  a p ~ h  falls un- the e i c  o f E Z X Z L y -  
rule hypothesis (1976) . 
Taken tnge~s, the precise mthenatical pxqeties of the system, the 
addition of unexplored formdl devioes, and the addition of a ricpmus 
semantics make this enterprise a plausible one, a t h e r  or not ultimately 
a correct appmach to a grammrs of natural languages. 
C H A P T E R  I 1  
BASIC MmJA 
'Ibis chapter has tm purposes. One is to pKNide a descriptive ac- 
aountof ~ b a s i c ~ m ~ l o g y w f i i c h w i l l  behelpful the reader 
in sutsequent discus~;ion.' The seamd is to pmvide new data for Bantuists, 
since little is known about the Makua dialects and virtually nothing is hown 
about Jmithupi itself. this end, A provides more -1ete data 
in the fonn of tables for Trnithupi momlogy than is in the text 
of this chapter. 
The chapter is organized as follows. Sectian 2 intmdu~es mainly the 
struc3ture of I-Qkua nouns and, a lesser extent, the strucft.lre of noun 
phrases. Ihethirdsectlon h inclu&s a discussion of the Imit upi verb. 
Verbal mrphology is quite umplex, abmcing m t  only inflectioml mqh- 
ology (induding subject *and cbject agreemnt af&ces and taue and aspect 
affixes) but deri~t ional  mrphology as w e l l  (including m o r p W  marking 
vxbs as causative, passive, applied, etc.) . In Section 4, I discuss the 
tDnalstructureinbroadoutline. S e c t i m 5 ~ t s d a t a c o n ~ g a n  
in- bemeen tense and asp& and the syn-~ of Imithupi. While this 
interacthn is crucial in giving a carplee pic- of the syntax of this 
language, it is ctne area of the gramar which does not figure into the larger 
analysis prowed. That is it is included here. 
It is pmbably as inpr tant  to state what Maha nouns Cb not have in the 
way of mrpblogy as it is to describe what they do have. Nauns in Makua 
(and in Bans in germd) are not -Iced, a fact whi& is perhaps 
surprising given the degree of word order freedan in the language. There 
are m articles as such, alt-hough the damnstratives ham not only a func- 
tion -king Wee f r a n  the speaker and hearer but also a functian related 
to the definiteness with respect to disaxtrse. !that is, -g on the 
position of a noun in the sentence, a danonstrative can be used as just 
that, or it can signal to the audience that that naun has been mntioned 
before. (See Section 3.6 in C h p t e r  111 for a discussion of danonstratives 
withrespect towordorder and Sectians 2 and 3of Chapterm for apresenta- 
tiDn of naun phrase syntax). 
What is of impo-e for the analysis tn follow is a basic understan& 
ing of the nwn classes since they trigger a g m r t  of various sorts, 
notably subject and object agreanent. Makua nouns, like nouns in a l l  other 
Bantu languages and q other Niger-Cago languages as w e l l ,  are divided 
i n b  noun classes. A noun class is a set of nouns which (a) share a char 
actd.stic prefix and (b) govern the appearance of particular agreemnt 
mrphenes on item such as verbs, adjectives, demn&ratives, etc. nese 
'noun classes have, in traditional grammtical trea-ts, been given nlmibers 
accomlhg to their cam- i n  Proto-Bantu reconstructions. I will 
follow that traditim here. Of the m i p t h r e e  noun classes reamstructd 
so far, Rnithupihas fifteenO2 Itisnotu~omrcnfor&mtulanguages to 
have xedwd the mmbr of distinct noun classes, either as a result of 
@mnolOgi.cal mergers or moqhologidl reanalys'is. Perhaps it is tmrth mting 
that the mst surprising gap in the nocln class sys- is the absence of 
Classes 7 and 8 which (to my knowledge) are hardly ever lacking, at least in 
eastern Bantu; there is evideme that the absence of this pairing is due to 
a falling tqether of Classes 7 and 8 w i t h  Classes 9 an3 10. 
SQne of these prefixes funckhn as pairs, one marking the singular and 
one the plural, so that a noun with prefix'ni- (Class 5) always has as its 
-
03- plurdl. same stgn w i t h  the prefix 'E- (Class 6). Ekmples 
of this pairing are in (1). See Section 4 of this chapter for discussion of 
tone 0-cal m e n t i o n s  used in this thesis. 
'spear' 
'spears' 
' (a kind of) yan' 
'yarns' 
Qle ngun class (2a) has no overt prefix in the singular but &es h a x  one 
(a- - Class 2)  in the plural. !tl~us one finds pks of the following sort: 
'frog' 
'frogs' 
b. d- ' (a  kind of) thorn tree' 
'thorn trees1 
mther pair of Fnefixles is not really distinct (Classes 9 and lo) ,  
since both exhibit the prefix i-, but they do govern different agreanents. 
- 
'Ihus, the following nouns have cbmnstrative suffixes which differ in agree- 
mt according to whether the.noun is singular ar plural. 
3. a. ik&.&va 'came, canoes' 
b. ik&&lit 'this canoe ' (ikalava+ila) 
c. ~ ~ h 6  '13lese canoes' 
S t i l l  other prefixes do not fal l  into singula~plural pairs, notably 
the locative prefixes, 'mu- 'in'; va- 
- -
'an ' , and u- 'at ' (Classes ii-i7) . 
- 
Additional features distiraguish these locative prefixes fnmn the athers. 
h In Imit upi, locative nauns generally have, in addition to  a regular noun 
. .. . 
class prefix, a s u f f a . 4  - (a feature is particularly ammn in 
eaSkI31 Bantu languages) . W e  often than not, locative behave 
as pre-prefixes, prefixed to a noun which already has a noun class prefix. 
lhese pre-prefixes do, -, triw the full range of pssible agreemnts 
s o t h a t t h e y s h a r e s y n ~ ~ ~ e s w i t h t h e ~ t h e r n o u n ~ l a s ~ ~ i x e s .  3 
In (4) below is the noun for 'desk' -ti (a class 5 lroun in d c h  the 
prefix - ni- has -gone the loss of a mwel according ia regular phonological 
processes in the language). 
4. a. n U t i  'desk1 
b. rmrn&&ti-ni 'in the desIcl 
c. va-&ti-ni 'an the desk' 
d. e sr-ti-ni 'at the desk1 
A questiun often posed is whether the noun class of a noun can be 
predicted on senantic grounds, i.e. whether .- noun class prefixes need to 
be entered in the lexi-n along W ~ I  their nouns or whew scme rule can 
account for the prefix. aE answer is a qualified no. !3pAxmically, one 
can find in Elakua (as i n  many Bantu languages) a sort of gen-zation; 
mst human and animate nouns f a l l  into Classes la, 1 and 2, but not all. 
In additian mankite nouns are fcnmd in these classes as w e l l .  It is 
even less profitable to look for s m t i c  generalizations in the other 
classes, although there are regular mrd forrnatian processes involving s a ~ ~  
of t.he prefixes (egg. the locatives, the infinitive prefix, and tIae augments- 
tives and diminutives). Outside of these regular formation processes, however, 
r&kua nouns w i l l  have to be entered i n  the lexioan with prefixes intact. 
Additional evidence to supprt this position coanes froan the behavior of tone 
which needs .to be laically marked. See the exanples and attendant dis- 
cussion in (16) in this c h w  shbwing how the p r e f k  are treated as 
. . 
part of the lexical item. 
In addition to the interaction of noun classes and agreement, a second 
relevant issuewithrespct.tD thedata discussed in thebcdyof the thesis 
is the order of vnrds in the noun m e .  Ihe mst important fact is that 
the order of a noun and its Mi- is fixed. Adjectives, genitives, 
and relative clauses a l l  f o l h  their head nouns. These modifiers cannot 
be separated froan theFr nouns (there seeus b be nothing like Fklative 
Clause Extraposition as in mglish &ere a heay relative clause is separated 
fmn its head noun and is found at the end of the clause). -re, 
mun @rases cannot be extracted out of (i.e. they are islands) by tapicaliza- 
tion ar relativization.' Demnstratives have a sanewhat anplicated distribu- 
tim and are discussed in Chapter VI where the syntax of noun phrases is 
taken up in sane detail. T k  -1es in (5) and (6) are illustrative of 
the in- order of noun phrases as w e l l  the agreenent that the head 
governs. (The prefix appearing on the nare.se$t& is one of three 
~cefixes, a, c9-d and - b. used as bmrifics) . 
5. a. xi-& ni-& 
--spear agiother 
'another spear' 
I # # #  b. hkni-& ni-kma-nne 
' tbose (aver by you) other spears 
c. &&ni-& p a  &--&& 
-P=f-spear ag-gen sew= - den 
'that spear of sepete' 
d. ni-vkA - - & - h e  &-s&&-&&... 
pef-spear ag/Ya-f orget/a Sepete-dem 
'the spear that Septe forged. .. 
6. a. i - d& i-k&k 
pref-hoe ag-ather 
'another be' 
b. - i&-&k 
*hoe other/& 
'that (aver by you) other spear' 
I f  I C. h& - y- a & - 
dfm hoe m. 
'that hoe of sepe*' 
sepew- 
1 1 1  d. y - a a - & - h e  &-~epetele... 
ag-t/a-forge - t/a 
'the hoe that Sepete forged.. .' 
rn/h 
Bms, W facts about Irnithupi nouns are relevant for the analysis 
to be presented. One is that the nouns are marked by prefixes and govern 
second is the internal structure of the naun phrase itself. !he mrd 
of a noun phrase is fixed, and no m- belonging to this oanstituent 
canappearelse&ereinthesentence. ?hesyntaxofthenounphraseis 
also relevant to the analysis of relative clauses and is taken up in 
- 
3. verbs 
h As is the case w i t h  mst, if not all Bantu languages, Imit upi has a 
canplicated verb -logy. In (7) belw is a fram shDwing the order in 
which various mrphm=s appear. The parentheses indicate optional mrphenes. 
Each of the kinds of mrphems is then Wen up and discussed separately. 
7. (ny) - sa- t - o a -  (n-9 - sten.- (mi-) - t 
h negl - sentential negator (k a-) 
-
sa - subject agreanent -fix 
t - tense, aspect, and mod affixes 
oa - object agreemnt (including the reflexive -i-) 
- 
neg2 - verbal. negation (-hi-) 
 
extensions - (one o r  mre of the follcwing) 
causative -ih- - -- 




i terative =- 
reciprocal -an- 
Vowel coalescence can occur between all  of these morphmes. WiEn this 
happens, the two mrphems and their glosses are not separated by a hl@en 
in the transcription used here. Rather, a slash is used (i.e. sa/t instead 
The negative marker kha- (which may alternatively show up as just a- 
- - 
in the f i r s t  perscm singular) is prefixed to the verb. It generally indi- 
cates sentential negation, althaugh it can interact wia focus m e  and word 
order to yield a reading mre l ike that  of constituent negation. Canpare 
the examples i n  (8) below. In (8a) the subject NP is preceding the verb 
and the reading is straighfformrd sentential negation. In (8b) the tone 
is altered on the subject NP and it follcm the verb. The reading in the 
second case is one of canstituentnegatian, i.e. the verb itself is not 
negated. lhis mrph-, kha- can be prefixed to vartw m k e d  by p l l y a  
-
fact is discussed in mre dletail. 
8. a. b%ikely - 6l& kh& - wul& - h e  
bicycle -dan negl/sa/t -fall- t 
'the bicycle didn't fall' 
b. k h s  - wul& - h e  baasikely - &L6 
'It isn't that bicycle that fell (scmetking else did) ' 
FWe the in- of this sort of negation w i t h  wrd order (in prti- 
cular its interaction w i *  quantified nouns) is of crucial importance for a 
full-fledged treaiment of the syntax and senantics of m, I have not 
inmrparated this into the analysis. 
3.2 SA. 
With just two (ane is in relative clauses as discussed in 
Chapterm and the other is in topicalizedsentences as discussed in Chapterv) 
the SA prefix is in agr-t with the nwn class of the subject of t3e 
clause. Subject agrearwt is obligatory (dl- there are a couple of in- 
stances in vhich there is no overt mrphem, i.e. Class 1 and la nouns and 
essentially -ric -n, although they can be used to make reference 
to an indefinite subject as well. Canpare the examples in (9)' below. (9a) 
has an subject NP (third m n  sg. initiated) while (9b) dees not. (9b) 
has readings, which are separated out by context. One is anapbric, the 
second is indefinite. 
9. a. IXK-S* a - & - - - a  
Sepete s a ~ t  leave-t 
'Sepete is going to learn' 
b. A - & - = - a  
1. 'he left' 
2. 'satleone left' 
Nearly a l l  of the ewnples which appear in the analysis are, however, with 
overt NPs because their agpeamncs is crucial in  Pctablishing the word 
arder. 
3.3 T/A 
See Appendix A for a partial list of T/A mD70qy and Section 5 of 
this d q t e x  for scane discussion of the interaction of T/A morpharres w i t h  
h the syntax of Imit upi. 
3.4 OA. 
Like subject a-t, object agr-t occurs both when the object 
r#nm isovert andwhen it is mt. Unlike sarre Bantu languages, inwhichthe 
object prefix cannot oooccur w i t h  an overt noun (e.g. a), and others 
in d c h  agrement is syntactically optimal (e-g. Swahili here agreanent 
h is mre Likely to occur with hunan nouns) object agreement in I m i t  upi is 
obligatory w h a  an object noun occurs. mere is, hmmer, an inportant gap 
in the mrphology. There are no object agreemnt rnqhaes for classes 
other than la, 1, 2 and the personal pronouns. lhis gap creates same catpli- 
caw a-t patterns with respect to t b  objects of bi-transitive verbs. 
'Ifiese facts are taken up in Chapter V. For the tirne being, it w i l l  suffice 
to illustrate the nature of agreerrent w i t h  simple transitive verbs. In (10a) 
below the object of the ve.~% is overt and it is of Class la, w h i c h  triggers 
the appearance of the prefix'-rmr (which shows up as just a nasal consonant 
 
p e c d h g  most amsonants). In (lob) no wert object appears and the sen- 
tence has t % ~  readings: one anaphoric, the other indefinite, parallel to 
the subject agreawnt example in (8b) above. (10c) skms a with a 
Cla& 5 noun. In th is  case there is  sinply no agreemnt form available. No 
mrpholcgical trace of it is present. 
10. a. &i-&t& &16-ii-*~- &ikeli 
m sa/t -0a - buy -t bicycle 
'Sepete bought a bicycle' 
b. W;;I-* ~ - r ; - t I r h & - a  
sew!* sa / t -oa -bq  - t  
1) 'Sepete bought i t '  
2 )  'sepete bought snnlsthing' 
c. & - w g  M - ulh&, - d&&, 
sepete sa/t - buy - t spear 
'Sepete bought a spear' 
The negative pref ix .4-  is a verbal negator. No tense and aspect 
-
nestrictions of Me sort associated with Negl are in effect. It XIBY orrmcur 
with Negl as the foll&ng exanples show. 
U. a. Hiri-sep&& & 6 - h i - p i c - a  
sepete Wt -neg2- delay-t 
'mte did not delay' 
3.6 Ektemians 
O f  the -ions given in the list in  (7) above, only ism, the causative 
and i 5 ~  applied, figure into the analysis. These ism suffixes are important 
in the syntax because they have the semantic effect of increasing the valence 
of the verb by one, so that intransitive verbs have an additional nwn argu- 
ment and transitive verbs b e c m ~  bitransitive, having an additional noun 
argument as d. Because these extensions are discussed in Chapter IV, t-fiey 
are not discussed here. 
4. mne 
Ihepllrposeof t h i s s e c t i a n i s t o o u t l i n e i n b m a d ~ b w t o n e i n  
Imi thup i  works so that tk transcription (khich is mt phoneti=) is not 
1 Ixnithwi bne can be analyzed in tenas of two tones, Hi and ID. 
In the orthograFhy used in the thesis, H i  tones are marked by an acute accent; 
ID tone is left unmarked. 
h Themst Strikingpropertyof Imi tupi torneis  t h a t H i t a n e s  o=we in 
pairs. !Ihesecondof a p a i r o f H i t o n e s , u n d e r ~ ~ t a m e s i s m t  
heard, kmver. First ,  if the s a n d  of a w o f  H i  tmaes is utterance 
findl it is pmmunced @mnetically low. m r  t k  word for 'hoe' in (12) 
below is pronounced in isolation as i n  (lOa), but it is transcribed as i n  
(123). That the secmd of the pair is present (in sane sense) is e v i m  
by the addition of the demnstrative suffix. Ihe second H i  .tone then 
enxyes (altbugh the second of the pair of H i  on the demnstrative is 
pmmmced low). Thus, the pronunciation of 'this hoe' is as i n  (12c) 
but written as in (12d). 
12. a. ihipa 'hoes' 
b. ihipA 'hoes' 
c. *h 'these hoes' 
d. ihi&-ch6 'these hoes' 
The second of a par of H i  tmes may also be phonetically realized as a long 
fall  just in case the pair of Hi tones occurs on a long penultimte syllable 
in utterance final position. Apprently, long vawels c~lstitute two mra 
which wunt as two -g Qms, a H i  tone on the first mra of 
a long vowel has its pired Hi on the secord mra, d c h  is then lowered in 
utterance final position. For ewnrple, the word for 'incense' w i l l  be heard 
in isolation as (Ua) but written as (13b). Again, if a suffix is added 
to the noun, the seamd Hi m e  anerges as part of the level Hi tone. (1%) 
represents the hmad phonetic transcription, (13d) the o-aphy. 
13. a. rub&. ' incense ' 
b. & '-1 
# I  4 c. mbaanih ' this incense' 
d. mbaanil I I  I / a 'this incense8 
If the f i r s t  of the pair of Hi is utterance final, howwer, it is 
meed as a Hi .tone as indicated by the -1e i n  (14) below. It sbuld 
be noted beve r ,  that the of a final Hi tone is extrendy rare. 
In fact, this construction is the anly one I am aware of to date, in which 
this  occurs. 
14. &ikeli kha - wuluw - il& 
bicycle neg /sa-fall - t 
' (the) b i c y c 1 e L ' t  f a e n  downm 
?he transcription in the thesis does not reflect either the utterance final 
low&ng or the long fall.  
?he utterance final lowering, I originally mt, might be of use in 
the analysis of word order since it seemed plausible that h e r i n g  might occur 
between crmstilxent bomdaries in  sant orders but not in others, i.e. I 
thought it might be a clue to distinguishing basic froan --basic orders, since 
it muld have been the case tha t  the correct characterization was constituent 
final rather than utterance final 1-g. This 1- turned out not b 
be relevante4 I did discover, howwer, that such lowering did take place, 
m t l y  obligatorily, a t  the end of a relative clause, and on the last 
wrd before a c o ~ r p l a n e ~ l t  clause when tk o m o p ~ ~ f -  is *t present. Tbmt 
In addition to tEl-e pkmmena, two other phonetic d e w  are missing 
in the transcription here. One is that the first H i  tone of an utterance 
w i l l  in Certain (tbugh not all) contexts be heard as either h or mid. 
Thus canpare the exanples in (1%-d) . In the first example, (1%) , the first 
Hitmeof apa ir inawordi so f tenheardas lowor~d .  mtthewtxdis 
transcribed as in (15b) w h i c h  does not reflect these *tic details. When 
the first of a pair of the Hi tones follows a H i  tone m t e l y ,  bwver, 
it is regularly heard as a H i  tme. Thus, the exanple in (15~) is pro- 
munced as indicated and transcribed as (15d). The other missing m e t i c  
detail is that IAe seand H i  tane of a pair w i l l  be kard  w i t h  a slight fall 
on the penulthate syllable. for the wod for 'rahbit in (15ef) the 
mnetics are as in (15e) but the transcription w i l l  be as in (15f). 
t-1 15. a. aleto strangers ' 
b. ah  'strangers' 
(4 r  h r  e 
c. ab th  tnuha 'he sold sanethbg' 
d. & t h h ~  'he sold saanething' 
e. &kha  'rahbitl 
f .  hh& I r a b b i t  ' 
AS nrsltioned above, the transcription used here includes vowel oodles- 
cence. -, - analysis of tcme (see Cheng and Kis- (1979) and 
(1980) for details) works best if tane is assigned and tone rules apply. 
When vowels oaalesce, the ruling principle is that Hi toazes are p r m e d .  
The example in (16a) below represent3 underlying form of the verb, that 
in (16b) my tramziption. 
0 8 h8 16. a. a - h o - g - e p e t a  
sa-t-oa-thresh-t 
'he has threshed it/smethingl 
It turns out that tcne must be lexically m a r b d  on Imithupi nouns 
(although it can apparently be predicted in large part an the ba~h 0' r mm 
class in the closely related dialect of I M m e )  so that two nouns of the 
same class m y  have different tone patterns. 'Ibis is exsplif ied by the 
exanples in (17). Both are Class 3 mum (again the prefki 'F is reduced 
to a  nasal oansanant which a s s ~ t r r  in place of articulation to the 
17. .a. - k&u 'cashew nut tree' 
8 h8 b. n - huk o 'bag' 
Ixnithupi verbs, mlike tk nouns, have entirely predictable tone pat- 
There is no need to nark lexical cx>nstrasts an the verb s- thaw 
selves. I~sW, the t m r p h a ~ ~  themselves have a  Hi or a Ib tone and 
have associated with than further tone assigment rules dm&y a  Hi. tane 
pair is assigned to tone bearing elenents in the verb root. past tense 
mrphane -aha-, (but not -*, the present perfect form), for ewrtple, has 
 
a  pair of Hi tans itself and has associated w i t h  it a  pattern whereby a  H i  
tane pair falls on f irst  and semnd tone bearing elemmts of the verb 
root. Object prefixes count as  part of the root for plrposes of tone assign- 
mt. In addition, for this particular past tense m-r  a  pair 02 H i  
tones appears on the penultimate and ultimate tone bearing elements. (A .tore 
bearing elenent is either a  vov~l  or a  nasal; all nasals which are thanselves 
n- bear m e ,  but: w have been. unable to predict which other stew 
i n s  nasals bear tone) . In (18) below is a verb with the past tense 
nn- -aha-. (18a) does not have an object prefix, while (18~) does, 
shuwing that the root includes this object prefix for purposes of tone 
# # 18. a. &&-&&-Lh- -a  
sa/t- fall -caw3 - t 
'-elhe mused it/-thing to fall' 
b- &&-&"&lm-&-& 
sa/+oa - fall- caus - t 
' m e  caused smmne/sat&hing/it/him to fall' 
Other a&inations of - t .  nro- iradune o e  tone patterns, but t.heqr are 
entirely prediele and regular in tenrrs of b w  these patterns are associated 
w i t h  a given verb stem. 
'Ibne W does not really enter in* the discussion of mrd order in 
any crucial way. It is included here in interest of c~n~1-s. 
5. Tense, asp&., tone, and Makua syntmr 
?he Fhenanena tn be discussed in this section go beyond mr@mlosy, 
strictly speaking, intb that rrPacky realm of interaction betwem the naeaning 
of the tense and aspect nrozpkms thamelves, the syntax, tone, and even 
pragmatics. lbe consapexes of this i n w c t h  for mrd order are easily 
described, but I am prwiding no analysis which acanmts for these facts. 
%e solution rests ultimately, I think, on the semantics of the tense and 
aspect mrphews thanselves. A formal treatment of this part of the granmr 
of rmithu&wnrla -well beyond the scopeof the thesis. 
s ere are the facts. w tense  am^ aspect mrph~logy in wthupi is split 
into W sets. Che set (Set A) appears an relative clause verbs, verbs in 
m ~ t i t u e n t  questions, mxbs kith the sententidl negator .Ith;-, and on the 
-
lrain veri, of cleft rm~tnrticns.~ In additim, when these mrph€m=S 
in declarative sentences, sane constituent (an adverb, NP, adjective, or 
infinitive *e) is in focus. (See Stucky fl979d for a descriptive account 
of the nature of this focus) . This focused constitwnt nrust be pstverbal, 
generally hml ia te ly  following the verb. In addition, if this focused 
. . .  
m t i t u e n t  is a noun, its basic tone pattm's be altered in such a way 
Wt the first pair of H i  Wries is not pmnounced. (See Stuclq(1979b) for an 
analysis of these facts.) lkre upsbt of this is that verb final affinnative, 
declarative main and subordinate clauses are disallcrwled when Set A mzpkms 
are erployed. One finds We following sorts of judgmds. 
19. a. 6ndzaw516 ' aa - han- h& ni- 
boy/- sa/*forge- t spear 
'It's a spear (not a h e  or  scrnethirag else) that the boy forged8 
b. ni& - aa - ban - mirad1b  
'It's t!! boy (not t k  girl or sosnething else) that forged the 
spear' 
The restriction m mrd order to the effect that  the verb onnot be final is 
not found in any of the other canstructions in which the tense and aspect 
mr@xmes participate (relative clauses, sentential negation, etc.). 
The fact that (19c) is incmplete is, I suspect, not entirely a syntactic 
fact, but me vh i&  is due, rather, to sam interaction bebeen focus post- 
verbal position and the nreaning of the T/A rmphnes therrselves. Since that 
is ny suspicion, nothing in the analysis of word order (which is essentially 
syntactic) to be presented awounts for the restricticm on order in exanples 
like that in  (19~) .  
Just as the T/A mrphanes in Set A appear only in ~a~xtructiatl~ lisW 
above, Set B cannot occur in thDse amkmctbns a t  all, R a w ,  they s b v  
up in declarative sen- witbut  the sort of mntrastive focus noted in 
(19) above and i n  yes/%& qu&dons (and ecW questions). Thus, (19c) with 
another set of TJA mrphems is not inc~n~lete as evidenced by the exanple 
in (20). 
20. ni& - 6116 & 414 aa - han - 
spear - deal bay -dem sa/t-forge-t 
'Wthat spear, (as ewec-l) bay forged' 
TIE interaction of focus with &me and aspect is not parkicularly 
.tD Maha. Other Bantu languages have special m@mlogy which 
appears in certain tense a& aspect m&hations just E r e  has restrio 
tiom on wrd order. Makua, hmewx, lacks such extra mrphology. Ihe 
details differ slightly fram lampage to language, ht this is 
attested in Zulu, -, and C h i B m z h  (See G i v o n  (19751 for details) . 
Watters (1979) has noted a similar sort of interaction be- tense, aspect, 
and focus' in a Grassfield's Bantu language, Aghan. Hyman (persanal camumi- 
cation) has also described this for ather Grassfield's Bantu 
languages. While t h i s  interadan is thus not particularly surprising, it 
has as yet, not smccmt& formal treament as far as I know. 
This mnclu3es the in- to basic Makua. mre could and 
should. be said abut  the mx@mlogy of this language but it is hoped that 
the little p-ted here will be helpful and not .too cmfusing. 

Ikorwere assigns a pair to the ' f irs tand third and to the'- and fourth. 
The details for fkorovtxe and ~~i tnne are fuund in Cheng and Kisseberth 
(1979, 1980, 1981) . 
6set B includes the following canbinations of T/A mxphams. 
a. -ile (present perfect perfective) 
b. -aa-. . .-ile (past pmgressive perfdve) 
c. -no- (present progressive) 
C ' H A P T E R  I 1 1  
There is a axmm asmnption amng linguists w h i c h  c l a i m  that i f  a 
language displays mre than a single order of its m j o r  mti-ts, then 
one order must be mre basic than the others. !€his asamption, for example, 
underlies all of the typological lrmimxsah posited by Grenbaq (1972) . 
The same assuuptian nntivated Chmsky (1965:126) to argue against phrase 
slmctun? rules which define unly hierarchical relations as opposed to phrase 
stmcture rules whi& define both hierarchical and linear r e l a w .  W e  
this ass- is not entirely mcontmversial ( H a l e  (1979) argues agaiwt 
defining a basic order for W W i ,  an Australian language) , I do not w i s h  
to question its validity. Rather, I wuld like to raise two issues regax+ 
ing the definition of basic order w i t h  respect: to the version of phrase 
stm&ure gramnar (PSG) en- i n  this thesis. 
First, is it possible to give a formal definition of basic order within 
the PSG asslaned in the thesis? This question arises not only because the 
@rase structure rules impose a left to right order, but because separate 
rules will be required for each order. On the face of it, a simple list of 
rules hardly alluws for any general sta-t of a basic order. However, 
it is shan t-fiat the rules in this particular version of PSG are not of 
quai status in  the grarrmar, so that it is, in principle, possible to pick 
out one order defined by a subset of rules in the gr- as basic. I w i l l  
refer to th i s  basic order, which is defined by a formally distinguishable 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
subset of the rules of the gramar, as a 'syritactic basic order. 
~ s e m n d q u e s t i m t o b e a d d r e s s e d i n t h i s c h a p t e r h a s ~ p a r t s .  
Given that it I> pssible to define a syntactic basic order, then what kind 
of evidence is relevant in the choosing of one ords wen: am*, and, with 
respect to that evidence, vhat can vie learn about Malcua? 
In fAis chapter, six argtmnfs typically used by linguists tn establish 
a basic order for a given language are presented and discussed w i t h  req?ect 
is the syntactic definition of basic o* to be given. In many cases, the 
pubtive argmmts turn out to be based cm W a n s  that are unclear. 
Even &en these assmptiacls are made mre perspicmus, & results of the 
-t are not a t  all clear w h m  -lied to Makua. 'Ihat is, it is difficult 
to decide which, if any, of the MalNa orders is mre basic. Despite the 
inconclusiveness of #e aqmmts, I think it has been a m-e endeavor 
b s a r t t h e m o u t .  
layart of fAe chapter, then, is as follows. me s d  section con- 
tains a presentation of the basic f d  devices to be enployed. In the 
third section, I discuss how altanative orders may be accounted for and give 
a definition of basic syntactic order w i t h i n  the grammr. Section 4 oontains 
a discussion of potential -ts for choosing a basic order, and these 
v t s  are applied to &ha. 'Ihe fifth section cansisl of a sumnary. 
2. Basic fonmlism of the phrase stru&ure gramnar . 
In order to discuss the notion of a syntactic basic order to be defined 
the f0rmli.m employed along wiL% SaE? of the a!mm@&m lmdt3Aying this 
fonmlisn. Om caveat is in order. !Ibis presentation is not mant b be a 
ample* in- to the framsmrk. In particular, the mthmatical 
un&rphmings of the system are not laid c a t  in grsa t  detail. For that, 
t.he reader is referred to Gazdar (to appear b) for explication of st& 
issues. .&ther, what I b p e  to present here is a description of the fond.  
aFPara-, thus P rwiding a working knowledge of the formalism so that the 
analysis can be fallowed not only by those presently wrking within this 
prticular frammrk or w i t h i n  similar fr-rks, but by cmpletely 
unfamiliar with the particulars of this systa. 
2.1 !rhe phrase stmcmxe qmmyr 
A rule in this gmimr takes the general fonn in (1) below. It is an 
cL--- ei=l~ mhLAis OE a ride mi-, Bll& a phrase stru&ure 
rule (PS mile) , folkwed by a m c  translation of that rule. 
1. <rule n*, PS rule, senantic translation> 
I think i t w i l l  be somwhat clearer if I beginwith the seaondnvsnberof the 
rule, the PS rule itself, and then return to a discussion of the rule nunber 
and the sanantic tsanslatirm. The word 'rule' is used anbigwusly 
mch of the thesis. It is used to refer to tbe second and third- of 
the rule together or each separately. Hapefully this w i l l  not be confusing 
for tAe reader. 
The phrase structure gramrrar &ch gives rise to the PS rules mists 
of theusual four items. 
First, there is a finite set of terminal symbols 074 amsisting of tbe 
lexical itgos of the language (and, as we will see in s e c t h  3.3, a trace 
(t) or the a p t y  string (el 1. I am asswing, along w i t h  Gazdar (to appear b) 
and o m ,  that lexical farms cantaining both de r iva t i a  and infl- 
-
mmlogy are given by the lexicon directly rather' derived by same 
" 'li' "" '  syntactic rule. For arample, the Mcua derived'verb'litfrm 'to buy for' 
which is related to the' w v l e d  vert, ,ui5ih ma 'to m1 w i l l  be entered 
intn the syntax directly. Similarly, inflectimal features such as verb 
agreenwt andl tense and aspect mrpblogy are assumed to be lexically in- 
Secmdly, the p m m r  includes a f ini te  set of ~lntemkal. symbols 
(VN). Gazdar (to appear b and elsewfuxe) has assumed these nontennhl 
-1y stactme gr- in the transfomational paradigm). 
mre, he has assuned a @msal/lexical distincthn almg the lines of X 
syntax (Chansky (1970) and Jackenibff (1977) ) . Unlike Jackendof f ,  I have 
assumed a -bar systan rather than a three-bar system. Thus one part 
of the -1ex symbol w i l l  indicate the phrase level (i.e. and 3 or 
lexical level (X) of a e  otegory. Zbr -cal ease and for reasom 
of f-ity, I will use the mre traditional notation XP .(i.e. NP for W 
Nam for Setc.) .  In addition to the specificatim of phrasal lexical level, 
the amplex synbols include a feature bundle which subcategorization 
facts and mrphosyntactic or mrpbkgical infomatian. Using a familiar 
mta- for these features, then, there will be su& ccmplex symbols as 
r + ~  I 
L3.J , wfiich designate a lexical category Noun whi& is singular and 
of Class 9. 
fie Ulirrl itan is  the PS rules thmselves. These phrase struchm rules 
are to be understood as mde aduissibility cmditions rather than as rewrite 
rules (as in mre traditional transfonmtional treatmmts) . This differc 
ence in  inbpretatbn w s  first discusssglby -ley (1968).l Gaplar 
has used a notation l ike that 33 ( 2 4  below ra* than the notation of (2b). 
A rule like thzt in C2a) will acmit a node S when it inmediately and ex- 
haustively e t e s  NP and VP (in that order) . That is, it will admit a 
partial tree like that in (2c). 
2. a. rS NP VP] 
b. S --) NP VP 
Further (distinct) mde adnissibiliw amditions will be needed to admit the 
NPandVPnodes. Ifvietaketherulein (2a) ascmeformglish, then- 
will need the rules in (3) below, which admit verb phrase nodes when * 
bninate a V or a V and a NP. 
nzting Ule rules in (3) bgether with the rules i n  (2a), we get partial 
trees like a s e  in (4a) and (4b). I have filled in some lexical i t e n s  for 







In- phrase structure rules as node admissibility amtli- 
rather than as rewrite rules has irrporhnt aonsqwmes for the class of 
Languages that gmmmrs using sucfi rules can analyze. Peters and Ritchie 
(1969, 1973) pmved that gramnars anploying context-sensitive rules under 
the mde admissibility in-etation but not under the rewrite in- 
tation analyze only context-free languages. Note that this result is 
important if me is interested in anstraining not only the class of gram- 
rmrs but also the class of languages analyzed by the gramnar. 
IhefourthiteminthePSgrammristhedistingukhedsymbolSanwhich 
well-fondness is defined. A well-fozmed sentence is one which  is analyzed 
bytfiegramnarinthefollowingway; thetreeisruotedinS,everynodein 
the tree h admitted by a rule in the grarrmar, and e ~ e r y  leaf is itself a  
mmber of the set of t edna l  camries. N x e  anrrally, a tree T is well- 
fdwith-toagramnarGifandmyifweryminTis&tted 
b y s a m e ~ e s ~ e r u l e i n G m a d ~ l e a f o f * t r e e i s a t e r m i n d l  
-1 of G. A string S is well-formed with respect to gramar G if and 
only if there is sane well-fond tree T w i t h  respect im G such that S is 
identical tn that analysis of T which passes a l l  the leaves 
of T. Qle ca- of the inwetation of tbe PS rules as node 
admissibility oonditiohs in mjunction with the definition of well-formed 
sentence is that there is no derivation, and it follows that it makes no 
sense to order the rules. 
HavingdefinedinbroadteIm j u s t h a w t h e s d e o f  a m l e i s  
to be understood, I now return to the f i r s t  and third men33ers respxtively.  
?he first of the rule is a  rule m.nr&er. It should be evident the 
imdktely  w g  discussion that "Lhis n- does not inply an order of 
rules. Rather, the rule nmbers are t-he device by which SUIxategorizatim 
facts are acoounted far. Part of the specification of itens ir, l d w n  
will be a list of rule numbers -ting for mbcawrization. Suppose, 
by vay of exarrple, that the rules i n  (3) above are assigned the rule n-s 
as in (5) below. 
I w i l l  not go into the d e U  of the l d m n  here, but the rule nunbas 
i n t h e l e x i ( ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ w i t h t h e r u l e ~ i n t f i e g r a m n a r t r i l l i n s u r e t h a t o n l y  
intransitive verbs are wmtually admitted by rule 2 and transitive verbs 
by rule 3. Transitive verbs such as'eat, -which hwe intransitive oounter- 
parts, w i l l  be related tm these coun&qarb by a m k n d a n y  rule in the 
lexicon. 
Ihe third msnber of a rule is a -tic translatian. 'Ihe assunptim 
here is that each syntactic rule in the g r m  has associated w i t h  it a 
senantic rule, giving the maning of the d t u e n t  created by the syn-c 
rule as a function of the parts of that syntactic rule. me semantics is at  
onceamp0sitima.l ( i n t h e s e n s e t h a t t h e d g o f t h e ~ l e i s m a d e u p  
of the meaning of the parts) and conforms to Baa's (1976) ruleby-rule 
hypathesis (because there is a semantic rule paired with each syntactic rule). 
Nothing i n  the fonn of the syntactic rules forces this *ice with zespect 
to semantics. It is an -t choice mde by Gazdar but made in the 
spirit of what has gmzraJ.1~ cane to be krown as Mmtague smantics. 
A wrd about the notational cnmentions is in arder. Gazdar has a s h  
that the semntics takes the fonn of an intensional logic (whi& then receives 
a mdel theoretic in-tim) . I w i l l  ignore i .  related to inten- 
sionality for the purposes of this thesis and use a prim mnventian to sinply 
msan 'translatim of9. Thus, the semantic mtation I am employing is an 
extremelycndeane,brbrttIhOpei~titwillservletoindicatehaJthesyntax 
works in tandem w i t h  the semantics. By way of -le, suppose that the 
rules in (2a) and (2b) above are ompleted as in (6). 
6. a. c 1, NP VP], VP1 (NP1}> 
b. < 3, [Vp V NP], V1 (NP1) > 
(6a) says that a VP meaning W' ) ccmbines w i t h  a NP meaning (NPt ) to yield 
a ser~tmcemeaning. Rule (6b) says that aNP d g  W1) d i n e s  with a 
- 
- - 
v meaning (V1) to form a VP meaning ml), d g s  
the rule schaMta for aonstructing translations in. intensional logic. 
What is inportant to understand about the semantic translations for 
purposes of this thesis is that I have assum3 that it is the semantics in 
tandem w i t h  the syntax which en- predicate-aqmmt s t m c h x e  (or 
gramtical relations). In particular, it is *'order in which NP mmings 
are e i n e d  t r i t h  VP meanings which define gramnatical relations such as 
subject of and object of. The last NP to be d i n e d  in the meaning is the 
subject. me f i r s t  NP anbined i n  is the djzect object. Thus, in the 
ewrrples in  (6) above, the object NP axbhes w i t h  the verb to give a VP 
meaning and the VP ambins w i t h  the subject NP last to give a sentence man- 
hg. 'Ihis obviates the need for an extra level of -tical relati- 
(i.e. as in Relational Grammr (Postdl and Perlmrtter (1974)) or as in 
fmctimal level (c.f. Kaplan and Bresnan Cto appear)). Rather,,this 
this definitidn of gramnatical 'relations. is mre in Line w i t h  that of Dawty [to 
appear). He defines grarftmtical relations in a mtague Gramnar framemrk i n  a 
way analogOus to the present definition althDugh his is far no- explicit. 
In the exanples in (6) above, is a syntad5c verb phrase as w e l l  
as a senantic one. But i n  the discussion in Chapter IV tO follow, there 
are instances of structures in which there is no syn* vp (mtably 
VSO orders). In these instances, a semantic VP is re-. (See Gazdar 
and Sag (to appear) for discussion of such senantic or 'phantan" verb 
phrases in the present fmmmrk). 
Chstik;lePlt structure rules, then, are unordered staixmnts. They 
account for sukategorizatim facts in a straightforwird fashion. ?he PS 
rule (i.e. the second of the acmp1et.e rule) ixqether w i t h  the defini- 
tion of a well-farmed sentence define the set of well-fo& sentences of a 
language. Each sen- is assigned to a labelled tree consisting of the 
-1 symbols and the terminal symbols. Taking this basic rule type, 
I now turn tn the analysis of alternative orders and, in earla,. the 
definition of basic order. 
3. Defining a basic s y n M c  order w i t h i n  .the p e n t  'fr-rk 
. .- 
mars and mrd order. Qle is that linguists have known since the outset of 
ally adequate with respect to order because it is -etically possible to 
sinply list eveq possible syntactic order. Thus, imagine a language which 
has d y  three ncn- cawries S, A, and B. Then me could write 
Wase structure rules (under a rewri te  interpretation) l ike  those h, (7) 
below. 
7. S - + A B  
S j B A  
S j A  S B 
S + S  A B 
S-+A B S 
S J B A  S 
' S--?B S A 
S J S  B A 
Here is a granmr that gaerates m t  only wery possible pennutation of the 
=wries but one that will generate an infinite set of sentences as well. 
One d d  write analogous rules under the node admissibility in-ation 
as in (8) belaw that muld have the smne output as those in (7) . 
Aside fran the likelihood that such gmmmrs will turn out to be enpirical.1~ 
hadequate' (indeed, every in-ry syntax tad3ook gives a t  least one 
exanple o argue that this is dt3 there is another sortof argument that 
on be levelled against such an a~mach.  W i t h  respect to mrd order varia- 
tion, a t  least, the argment is that a  g r m  like that in (7) fails to 
capture the generalization that a string AB is a sentence and that a t  the 
same string but i n  a different order is also a sentence. The PS gramnar in 
(7) and its analogue in the present fr-k claims that there is no syn- 
tactic relaticmship be- the sentences AB and BA. This Lack of generaliza- 
tion is maginified when mre c~nplicated gramaars are develaped. Within TG 
there is a  way of stating that a  S m i s t i n g  of AB in that order is related 
.tD a  S oo~lsisting of BA. By intmbcing transformations, me all- the 
possibility of stating rules that might apply to A in both positions by 
inhmducing a  single PS rewrite rule v h i c h  rewrites S as AT3 (S+ AB) then 
nwing the category A by a  trans for ma^ ordered later. In this way the 
strirtgsABandBAarerelatedinat(aythattheyaremtinaphrase-  
ture gramar. While the transfomtional account does pennit that sort of 
generalization, it requires the additian of an additional rule of' greater 
power. Osle might legitimately ask, then, what the present fr-k can do 
about this lack of ~ a l i z a t i D n .  
I t t u r n s o u t t h a t t h e r e a r e d e v i c e s w h i c h , ~ e t h e y ~ t i n a n  
ahming (to same) proliferation of rules, do allow generalizations of the 
sort available Within Tl; but without intmducing any rule type which differs 
in matheMtical p p a A 3 . e ~  fran the basic rules just discussed. -8 it 
is possible to keep within the class of antext-free languages but capture 
d n s  of sentace relatedness. Each of these devices is discussed below 
and their relathship to the g r m  as a wble is explicated. 
3.1 Metarules 
The f b t  kind of M c e  to be discussed is a kind of rule schenata, 
dubbed "meMel' within the present framwork, Wat allows one to m h  the 
existence of me rule deqwdsrt on t h  of another rule. Thus, a 
nebrule allows ane (potentially) to capture the notion of a basic order of 
cunstituents because one order can be taken as basic while other orders are 
enmeratedbytheoutputof^(=heniLeschatla. 
Metarules, as enployed in this g r m ,  are inluctive definitions for 
the set of rules in the gramar. Aroordiragly, Gazdar stat& that there will 
be statanwts of the f0llcxd.1~~ form: "if r is a rule of fomt  R, then 
- - 
F(r) is also a rule, where F(r) i s  sarne f m c t h  of r" ( C a z d a r b  appear fi 
4 0 ) . . ~  Note that what such a rule schem does i s  state generalizations over 
the gramtlar. J!ktarules do not 'pdwe niles wx!mselves, they simply state 
generalizations over akeady existing rules. 
By way of exanple, let's see b w  this device might be used in a treat- 
m t  of word order mriation. Suppose that one disowers that a subject NP 
can appear either sentence initial or sen- final (a fact which a~pears 
be true of Makua) . Ass-, for the sake of the argmnt  that subject NPs 
are to be thse NPs 
--'by S, wf.lile object NPs are imne- 
diately -ted by VP. 
9. < 1, IS NPVP] ... > 
And then, one can v i i i t e  the rule'in (9) which sinply dab that S nodes are 
a l s o a d m i t t e d W h e n t h E ! ~ r d e r i s ~ ~ ,  VPfollckJedbyNP. 
10. < 2, r sVPNP1  ...> 
Chle can state the generalization w a  (9) and (10) by mans of a metanile 
of the fcmn in (U). (lla) , in fact, w i l l  state a generalization over any 
other rules one might hwe i n  the grarrmar, such as that in (Ilb) , and 
relate it to the rule in  (llc). The variable X in the metarule stands for 
anyothercateqriespresentintheni~esgeneralizedoverbythemetarule.~ 
- ll. a. c n ,  [SNPXl ..> -? < n ,  [ sXEIPJ  ... > 
b. el61 rS NP VP Adv] ...> 
c. <35, rs w Adv NP] ...> 
Metanxles  as emplayed in this -is are w o r e  rul-llapsing conven- 
tions. Thus, for the example j u s t  discussed in (lla) the n* of rules 
inthegramnarwillbethesameevenif nometaruleiswritten. Thedifference 
lies in the kinds of generalizations that can be made by mpluying meta- 
rules. Belaw I list four ways in  which me-es make syntactic generdliza- 
tions possible. 
(1) Ihe rules generalized oazr by the output of the metarule 'are deperr- 
dent on the input rules. On intuitive gmmds, W mans that one rule 
wuld mt &.& withDut the other. If one treats agentless pssives., for 
ewrrq?le, by metarule as in (12) belm, then one is claiming that passive verb 
ex i s t  only because there are verb phrases wi thNPs  in them. If, on 
the other hand, one simply w r i t e s  an a d d i t i d  rule (and that w i l l  surely 
mt be emughl tben &ere is no sense in W the passive VP is related 
to active VP and w e  is no explanation as to why verb phrases wi thout  
NPs (i.e. intransitive verbs) d~ not have a passive form. 
12. < n, [w VNP XI ... > =) < n, [vp v XI ... > [-pass1 [+pass1 
(This is not mant to be? a f u l l  t r e a m t  of the passive, of oourse). 
(2) The nretaruLe appmach allows one to relate classes of structures 
that wuld otherwise mt  be related. Return for a ~ ~ m e n t  to passive 
mtarule in (12) above. me mtarule as %nmlated tkre w i l l  apply 
to any rule.admitting a VP node provided that there is at least a V and a NP in 
that rule (in that order). Ihus, if the gramnar mntains t k  rules in (14) 
belcrw, the metarule predicts the existence of a rules in (15). 
"- rVP v PP] 
C+passI 
There is m M n g  to prevent one fran shply brporating the rules in (15) 
directlyinto~grarrmarwi~tthemtarule. Ifthismruachistaken, 
then passive is no longer c- to be a d i e d  p- since there 
is no necessary relation bebeen the rules in (141 and &se in (15) . T b i s  
is just  the sort of inelegance referred to in the discussion of PS gramnars 
asstandardlygnp1oyedinTG. I fone i swi l l i ng toadd thedev iceof ru le  
schemata the gram~lr, tha~ one of the potential objections to PS gmmars 
(3) A metarule carries over any syntactic features from the input rules 
unless the features are explicitly &anged. Writing t m  rules without such 
a metanile linking them does not make such a aonsquence autanatic. ?bus, 
the passive m e m e  in (12) does change features explicitly (but only one). 
A l l  others w i l l  autunatically be carried over. The metarule praposed i n  (11) 
changes no features at  a l l  and all features are carried over autm=tically. 
(4) miless changed specifically by the metarule (e.g. as in the h ~ -  
theticdl passive rule in (12) abov& but not in the metarule in (1I.a) , all 
s u b c a ~ r i z a t i o n  facts w i l l  remh unchanged. Zdo such prediction is made 
when one sinply writes two or more rules w i t b u t  a mtaniLe. 
!there are, then, at least four possible sorts of gmeraUWians that 
can be captured by &sing iletarules: 1) rules generalized OW by the O u t p u t  
are depndent on the input, 2) d i e d  syntactic statemnts about the related- 
ness of strulctures, 3) m e s s  of syntactic features across sets of rules, 
and 4) subcategorization across subsets of rules. 
3.2 Metarules and 'basic, 'synbckic order 
Since the structures predicted by the output of a metamle are degmdent 
an the input, it is possible to think of than as mre basic in a syn-c 
sense. Tb make this inb a fond  definition one m i l d  divide the grarmmr 
into sets of rules, t b s e  whicfi aount as inputs to a met.anile and those 
&ch count as the output. E3mwer, it may be that no such formal distinc- 
t b n  is needed, if it can be sI-mn t l t  the' status of output rules in  a 
gramnar is necessarily different f run  that of the input rules, for instance, 
by giving a definition of a well-formed m M e  which distinguish=s input 
fran output rules. m* which farm the input subset then constitute the 
"basic order". Wit- metarules it will be inpossible .to have a syntactic 
statanent about basic word order in a =. lhis is because if there are two 
syntactic rules rSNP VP] , VP NPI in tbe gamnar witbut a metazule stating 
generalizations over W, m- distinguishs one as being mre basic 
than another. lhese formal pmprties of metarules will form part of the 
definition for basic order i n  this fmnmork. It remains to be seen whether 
this division results is a perspi- analysis of Maba. 
mere is am* subset of rules .to be explored w h i c h  have cansequences 
for word order in the analysis to cane. Bxk formalism, to be introduced in 
the next  subs^^, := xt set up primarily to accaunt for order diff-, 
(neither were the nre-es), but it has mmequences for order m e s s .  
3.3 Derived categories and derived rules 
The second kind of device which allows for the specification of linear 
order (and which is degedent on the basic set of rules) k? one which Gazdar 
intmduces to handle u n b m d d  -ies. Unbounded dependencies is a 
cover t a n  for those cases i n  whi& sane oanstituent belonging smmtically 
m a prt icular  clause can be found indefinitely far  amy f m  the clause in 
which it belongs. mid cases of ubmled -ies involve topical- 
izatian and rdativizathn in JWglish. In (16a) belaw, the mun - 
'this book' belongs semantically tD the sentence gnbedded under the verb 
'say'. lhat abed&& sentence has sane sort of gap in it. In (16b) the 
san~nxlnphraseisfotlndtwoclausesup. 
16. a. This book, he said Ise enjoyed. 
b. 'Ibis book, I think he said he enjoyed. 
It is generally assuned that the upper bound is only a matter of discourse, 
i.e. that it is less likely for a gapped wnstituent to appear many clauses 
away froan the one to a c h  it belongs senmtically. In a transformational 
gramnar the intuition that there is a gap in the abedded sentences like 
m e  in (164 a d  (16b) is aptwed  by a transfoxmation which rcoves that NP 
out of its original position in the sentence to the front of the 
sentence. In the present @rase stsuc'hne gramnar, of course, it is inr 
possible to nuve an-. The appmach here is to generate a gap and link 
it to the "displaced" LW. The t reamt  of lrnbaunded degexbmies w i t h i n  
a PS gramnar of sort etployed by ortfiodox n; was a challenge to that 
sorrof u n e n r i c h e d P S g + a m r w . 6 i h a ~ r o a c h ~ a p e d b y G a z d a r ~ ,  
allows the tmbounded -es to be stated in a fairly elegant way. Here 
is how it works. 
F i r s t  of all there are the gaps. Gazdar provides a definition which 
creates new categories froan the set of -1s to en& the 
gaps. Zhere will be a& new categories as S/NP (read S slash NI?) which 
w i l l  function as a sentence w i t h  a NP gap in it. These categories are 
h i v e d  cateqxhs and they are gotten k y  appeal to the definitbn in (17). 
17. D(VN) = a/B : a ,  BE(V~ 1 
'Ibis definitbn says that for every mn-kmnhd awry in the gramtlar 
there are new categories of the slashed sort. S u p p o s e  that a gramrrar had 
only the Ism nmtemhal symbols, S andNP. ?he definition in (17) gener- 
a- all of the following categories: S/NP,  S / S ,  NP/S and NPm. Larrguage 
specificiw can be built in by limiting which categories a and B can be. 
Gazdar proceeds to define a set of derived rules which gnploy 
these derived categories. TIE f o l l a h t x ~  definition defines a set of rules 
w h i c h  admit a derived catecpry just as the ao- basic rule wuld 
have &ne for the basic category w i t h  l3e diff&ence that for each rule 
exactly one of the ddnated categories is linked tn the same gapped category 
investigation of the defidkbn ard s&squent discussion. Here is the 
drfinitian with sane acccmpanying oxmntary by Gazdar (w appear a:10). 
18. I& G be the set of'basic -rules (i.e. the set o f  rules that a 
grammr mt handling unbounded depdenzies m u l d  require). 
For any syntactic catepry B,  there w i l l  be same subset of the 
set of the tl~n- symbols VN each of which can e t e  
according to the rules in G. L e t  us call this set VBWB 6 VN). 
Now, for any catesory (BL€ VN) w e  can define a ( f in i t e )  set of 
Suppose that the set of basic rules is that in (19). Ihe rule schema i n  (18) 
creates a set of derived rules like those in (20). 
19. a. < 1, fS NP VP] . . . > 
b. < 2, rVP V NP]... > 
20. a. < 1, rSm NP VP/VP] ... > 
b- e 1, Ism NP/NP VP] ... > 
c. < 2, rw v/V NP] ... > 
d. < 2, Iwm V NF'/NP] ...> 
Note that the rule n- stay the sam for the derived rules. 'Ibis insures 
that all facts related tn verb PI-t and subcategorization will ranain 
the same for the derived rule as for the e i v e d  counterpart. In addi- 
tion, no f a - a  change either. The  rules in (20d) and (20f) w i l l  analyze 
a partial tree like that in (2l) below which damstrates b v  the "gap" or 
"hole" is passed down the tree. In m t  -the NP@ marks dxac -  
tion site and the slashed categories aode in the errctractian or nwanent path. 
A s  it stands, apartial tree like that in  (21) abovewill not f i t  the 
&inition of a well-fomd senttmce in this PSG since it is neither rooted 
in S m r  does it &minate in M q m t n l s .  So first, we need sanething 
for NP/NP to -te in. As Gazdar suggests, this category might be 
realized either as a trace, (t) , the enpty string (e) , or as a restmptive 
prmoun (pro) depending on fie language. This muld be accaplished by 
cfhoosing one or mre of the rules in (22) below. 
22. a. [NPm =I 
b. INPm t l  
c. rmm P ~ I  
This tales care of the elimination of the derived cateqxies. 
Derived categories can be .in- by special rules of the sort in 
(23a) belaw. lW.s rule taken wther with the rules in (23b) below anild, 
?Zor exanple, capture topicdlizakion i n  mglish for the sentence in (16a) 
above. 
23. a. rS NP S m ]  
b. rsmNJ?vp/NP1 
rvpm v -mi 
rsm - S W l  
rvpm v NPm1 
me rules eliminating the derived categories and those introducing 
W v e d  categories (e.g. (22) and (23a) above) are called linking rules 
beca~theylinkderivedcategoriestotheSnodeantheonehardandto 
tennindl -Is on the other. % use of these linking rules togetha w i t h  
the derived rules and derived categories are the mechanisns by which unbunded 
-es are treated w i t h i n  this PSG. 7 
Before defining the basic order w i t h  respect .to mtarules and these 
derived rules, I muld like to pint out one further difference between the 
ism devices. !the kinds of generdlizations over rule sets mde by the in- 
ductive m e w s  as opposed to the generalizations rmde by' the derived rule 
sd.latla in (18) are slightly different. Metamles can change syntactic 
features (e-g. as in the passive rule ppeposed in (12) above). IPules 
alized aver by the derived rule schena by definitian canmt. In additim, 
since the rule nunbers of rules generalized over by the input rules are 
necessarily different froan the output rules, it is to be expcbsd that sane- 
tirrres the itans cbhated by a pr t icu lar  node will be different for the 
input rules and the output rules (e.g. passive versus active verbs) . Derived 
rules cannot differ fran their associated nm-derived aounterparts because 
&e rule nuabers are necessarily the sam. I w i l l  detail further differ- 
ences betwen the metantla a d  derived rules in - 4. 
In addition to capturing facts abaut mbmded -ies, derived 
rules together w i t h  Linking rules can allaw for different linear orders to 
arise. The effect of the tapicalization linking rule is to admit, a S w i t h  a 
NP in front of am- S/MP. Because the total interaction of the derived 
ruleswiththelinkingrulesdependsontheexistenceof thebasicrules (RG) 
it is possible to specify orders h&cd by the use of derived categories 
(the linking rules in conjunction with the derived rules) as distinct from 
those enlmxated by the basic rules. 
lhere is rrow a t  least the possibility of defining a basic syntactic 
order w i t h i n  this fmmwxk: that order induced by rules d c h  1) contain 
no derived oamries ard 2) are not emmmxted by ttvt output of a Itletarule. 
Be mti~t ion  for ChDOsing the basic order muld be in part supported by 
evidence tha- scme syntactic s t a t e ~ ~ ~ t s  rely on the distinction betwem 
mbomded dependencies W e   son^ do not, and evidenoe regarding the choice 
of inptt vs. output of xEtaniles. 
It is irsp-rtant ~ point out that there are a t  least four reasons why 
this definitiar of basic order mi* not be valid for the present version of 
PSG. F i r s t ,  as Gazdar (personal amt1nmicatian1 pointed out W m, the mtim 
of a basic arder is obscured by an analysis of VSO order which mps PS rules 
into S rules by * M e .  Because the VP rule is the input rule, it claims 
that W order is basic. This sort of analysis has been praposed for Breton 
byGazdarandSag Ctnappear). SuchananalysisofVSOorderalsofigures 
into Makua syntax. 'Ihis point w i l l  be elaborated in C b p b x  4. Secondly, 
freedan of constituent c d e r  my be defined by a rule collapsing anvention 
that ocnpletely vitiates the definitian of basic order p-ed in this 
chapter. !Chis pint will be taken up in Qrapter 4 as well. Thirdly, there 
is little evidence that anythhg in the analysis of Makua syntax presated 
in Chapters 4-6 of this -is depends on ane order as basic rather than 
another. !Jhe comqumces of this finding are discussed in Chapter 7. 
Finally, traditional linguistic argmznts for establishing a basic order have 
res- an other criteria than purely syntactic ones, for -1e, typologi- 
cal factors. In the next section of this -, six of these cri teda are 
taken up and -ed tn the syntactic definition of basic order just given. 
4. Six mmrrnr miteria used tm establish a basic order 
4.1 Intmdudon 
In the preceding section it was &am how, within the f r a m w ~ k  being 
explored in this thesis, it wwuld be -tally possible to pick out just 
one syn-c order and call it basic. Ihe tenu basic order (or its analogue, 
cmmical order) is used by linguists to pick out other distinctions than the 
syn-c one just outlined. It is used, for vie, for the mmrked or 
neutral order. In other wntexts it is used for that order in languages 
in w h i c h  only one order can be used in situations of potential e i g u i t y .  
In still other ccn-, the term basic order my be used for that order 
which bests f i t s  typological correlations of the sort f i r s t  noted by 
Greenberg. 'Ihe working ammptum . seerstobethattheurmrkedorder 
as IAe one used in Bnbigwus contexts, and that all of these ought to be 
the same as the syntactic one. 
I am not going tn challenge the validity of this working assurption, 
alth6ughitmayoccurtosome after thediscussion to followthat this 
assnptim ought to be challenged. Rather, I would lik to explore the 
asmptbm thatwould have to bemade inorder to claim that the basic 
s y n e c  order is the same one debsdnd by six criteria, the three just 
. mntioned and, in  addition, tn crit&.a related to fr-cy, anparatin 
evidence, and the order a- in a restricted syn-c class of con- 
texts. -, ea& of these criteria are applied to the Elalcua data in order 
to establish what the results are (if any) for the choice of a basic 
syntactic order for Makua. 
Although the discussion of a syntactic basic order is couched within 
the &cms of t-he phrase s- gramar being investigated in this thesis, 
the ' h a r k s  made will generalize to mt other syntactic definitions of a 
basic order. In particular, mst of the obsemations with respect to the 
assurptions to be discussed w i l l  hold for a transformational model in which 
the basic order is that defined by the phrase s tmcture  'rules (i.e. the under- 
lying order) as opposed to any orders derived by txansformation. 
4.2 Ward 'order and clause Qpes 
Of && six &-ria -$, * W k z h  2 basic w o r d  order, the 
first one has the mst obvious relevance to the definition of a syntactic 
word order per se. It is sane- the case that word order variation in a 
particular language is pemitted only in a syn-y definable subset 
of clause Q p s .  An exi;imple of U s  state of affairs is Aghan, a Grassfields 
Bantu language spoken in the Cammons, as described by Watbzcs (1979) . In 
Aghan, wrd order is relatively free in main clauses, while there is the 
same fixed order in  relative clauses, subordinate clauses, canstituent 
q w s t h m a r a d ~ a t i v e s .  PEargmentadvancedinthiscaseisthatthat 
fixed order is the basic one. For this argunent to be a valid one w i t h  
respecrt tm a s y n W c  basic word order, it shlxlld be the case that W 
-ice of this o* mdces the syntax shtpler and mre general. It is easy 
toseehcrwthisrnigfrtbetheoseina-fomMgrm-one 
aoula sirrply stipulate the putative basic order by means of the phrase 
structure rules, and then restrict -t rules achieving the word 0- 
just to main clauses. a'lis restriction to main clauses follcws the distinc-. 
tion set out by mnds (1976) which defines a root sentence as those sen- 
tmces which are not e t e d  by any mde other than S. Presambly, the 
same distinction could be made in the present fr-rk since, to date, 
relative clauses, constituent questions and subordinate clauses are all 
danjnated by nodes otl.El: than S (R, Q and 5, respcl5vel.y) analogous to treat- 
mts within the transfopnational e g m .  
In addition .to the distjncticm bebeen R m t  Sentences and other clause 
types, it would be necessary to show that syntactic pmcesses, in fact, are 
stated more generally an the prtative basic order, i.e. that order found in 
the restricted clause .types. 
wuld be a caplication to make the distinction. However, there is anple 
evidence that such a division is neessary (see ELnonds (1976) for such evi- 
dence) so that it a u l d  be exploited for cases like Aghm. 
l&kua syntax offers l i t t le in the way of evidence for a basic syntactic 
order of different clause types. First, word order is quite free in main 
clauses as illustrated by the following a~nples in (24) in which all six 
logical pennutations of subject, verb, and object are possible. 
-Pete- sa/t-c& - t  oshewnuttree/dan 
'Sepete cut dcrwn &/that cashekJ nut tree1 
b. OVS 
-&& M - w - a & - w &  
'the/iAat cashew nut tree, Septe cut (it) tbwn' 
c. SOV I h l  d / Hiir-~ep&t& n k a a e  & h - i & d . - a  
'Septe did cut down the oshew-mt tree (as ne expected him im)' 
d. OSV 
1 4 1  &hade R i f i - e  % - - - a  
' (about) -/that cashew nut tree, Sepete cut (it) down (as 
weexpe&2dhimb)' 
e. VSO h /  / I  &b-d&-a &-Sep& nkacule 
'(what hippen& was that)-sepste cut dawn -/that cashew nut 
tree ' 
f. vc6 ,.L& - Ma &h a &  &, - && 
' (what happeki was that) Sepete cut down the/that cashew nut 
tree' 
The same w t i o n s  are possible in anbedded sentences as well, as illus- 
by examples like t-hose in (25). 
25. a. SKI U - & - & - &  & &-*&S-&-& 
sa/t- oa/ ccmince - t that Sepete sa/t - cut - t 
' 1  hr I r 
nk acule 
cashew nut W d a n  
'S /heoonvinced~thatSepetecutdownthecashewnut t ree1 
b- oVS I #  ah-- / /  8 h /  # #  / )  ' & nk acule aho+u&-& Hhk&& 
'She amvinced me that the/&Jlat cashew nut tree, Sepete cut 
(it) dawn' 
c. SQV d &++t;, * l h t r  acule r &&&-'a 
'S/heamvincedmethatSepetedidcutdcrwnthecashewnut 
tree ( a s ~ e x p e c k d h i m t o l '  
d. OSV 
/ #  f h l  &-6 wiua a a d 6  -a  in-sepete 
%/he carnrinced me that (about) &/that cashew nut tree, 
S- c u t  (it) &XI (as w expcted him to) ' 
e. VSO &+&&A 6 &M4 &Se* & p a E !  
'She mmhed me that (what happned was that) Sepete cut 
dcrwn the/that cas.hm nut tree' 
f .  m 
t t f  f f hl &G&A w i h  -&a a&& H&s~@ 
'She mnvinced me t ha t  ( v h t  happ&ed was that) Sepete cut  
dawn adthat cashew nut tree' 
Inpaatives , likewise, pennit word order variation. Chze form of *a- 
tive verb in Makua mists of the subject prefix for  'you' (either the 
initiated or  uninitiated form) , f~llcrwed by the verb stan suffixled by e.. As 
- 
illustrated in (26) below, the object may precede o r  follow the hperative 
verb. No cleamxt functional difference is ascertained in  these examples. 
26. a. Imp. h/  tDO t / 
n M = &  ikuxu-i=1yo 
=/cut- firewood-dem 
'cut theithat firewood' 
b. m Imp. 
iMd - ciy6 n--&. 
Ithe/that f i r d ,  cut (it) 
Just to illustrate that this order freedcan is not United to shple ewmples, 
I have included an -1e of a double object mmewtbn. A s  illustrated 
in (27) , all m t a t i a n s  are possible, alwugh the (c) a d  (f) -1- 
are j w  to be less likely to be used. 
27. a. Inp; AD Do hl r m - t 6 p u l - e l - e  n&darM i k u t u  
s a / t / o a - c u t - m  teachtx firmcod 
'cut the teacher sane firewood' 
b* 9; ,DO ht r . 
nanwaarvnu d---el-€? ik um. 
c. Do lhp. A0 
ikW & a - e l - e  n&wAarM 
' ' f i r d ,  cut (som) fbr the teacher1 
a. Do AD Imp. 
ikW n&ndax&& d&-e l -e  
' fixwood, Zor the teacher cut (sane) 
~~ 
'for the teacher, cut sane fi.rewod' 
f .  Imp; Do A0 hr r nwaa-tbi~-el-e ik m u  &M 
'cut same firek;rood for the teacher; 
Thus, main clauses, subordinate clauses, and -tives appear to exhibit 
the same degree of order freedan. There are tm apparent restrictians on 
order in relative clauses. Ihe question is &ether these r e s t r i m  are, 
strictly speaking, syntactic and, if SO, whether they are indicative of a 
syntactic basic order. 
W e  &dative clauses are discussed in greater detail in Qlapter a, 
a few inbmductory ammmts are necessary here. Relative clauses are not 
marked differently f m  main clauses (although there is the restriction on 
tense and aspectmxphology noted in Qlapter 11, Section 5). There is no 
WH-vmrd or amplenmtizer present. Sametimes Bantu languages exhibit a 
innal pattern in relative clauses distinct from that in ather clause types, 
but this is mt the case in Makua. T h e  "gap" in the relative clause always 
co-ds to a NP, hence, there is no relativization out of prepositional 
phrases. In addition, any relativizgd NP triw agreem?nt on the relative 
Claw= verb. lhere are other interesting (and i r m t )  mrpblogical pro- 
e e s  of relative clauses, but I won't &muss these here. 
One restriction on order in relative clauses is in the case of subject 
relativiation. Ihe restriction is that mthing can intermme betxeen the 
head NP and the relative clause verb. Bus, no object NP, ~w, adverb, etc. 
belonging t6 the relative clause can precede the relative clause vxb. No 
such restriction holds for other clause types. a'le order restriction in this 
sort of relative clause is illustrated by the gramnaticality of the exanple 
in (28a) and the una-ility of exanples like those in (28b-c) where an 
object and a VP adverb intervene be- the head NP and the relative clause 
verb, respe&ively. 
28. a. V 0 Adv. 
person p a / t / e i t r a e t  -4 well'' 
'the person wlm arbitrated displtes well.. . 
Ihe f i r s t  question is be ansered is this restrictian should be 
a syntactic one, i.e. whether the syntactic analysis of Makua should predict 
the unacc-ty of exanples like that in ( 2 k ) .  It is inpossible to 
give a definitive answer to this question at this point, but I wuld like to 
point out at  least bvo reasons wfry it might be the case that no-
of exanples like those in (28b-c) is not the result of same syntactic inter- 
acticn. One is that there could be scm discourse function associated w i t h  
relative clauses, on the one hand? and the order XV (X = any cattxpry) on 
the o-, such that they conflict with each other. I haven't been able to 
refine the bCinitbn of disame functions sufficiently .to predict this, 
but given thzt this kind of in taactkn is prevalent in language, such 
an analysis cannot be ruled out. Amther possible -lanation is that there 
i s ~ a b o u t ~ s i n g s u c h s ~ t h a t m a k e s t h e n u n l i k e l y t o  
occur. It auld be that the verb is taken to be an indication that a rela- 
tive clause is axring. ?here is s c m  slight evidence fran the second 
restrictim, to be discussed shortly, which  is suggestive of this mrk cf 
constraint. 
The seam3 question is that if this restriction in subject relatives 
did arguably turn out to be a syntactic one, would it be indicative of any 
basic order? On the as- grounds that restricted orders in clause types 
are indicative of a basic order, then one might suppse that at least VX 
i s  to be preferred over XV. 
In the seoond case, regarding the m t r a i n t  in order in relative clauses, 
the offending order is found in exanples where a non-subject: NP has been 
relativized. Phen the head of the relative clause is second of lxm Nps 
in a raw, the subject of the relative clause rmst a~pear a f t e r  the verb. 
amrpare the ewmples in (29). 
29. a. V1 NP head V2 NP 
& - & - A  =*-& n&+ 
sa/+ give - t boks-possS messen= 
Bwver, when one of the s a m ~  NPs is preceding the main clause verb, no such 
restriction is effect. W.s is illustrated in the example in (30) which 
shatJs -t the subject of a relati* clause may either precede or follow 
the relative clause verb. It is certainly the case that the preferred posi- 
tion of the subject NP is following the verb. ( k w w e r ,  this is true of a l l  
-1es in which a mwsubj- is relatiezed) . 
30. a. NP Vl head NP V2 
iki&b-& &&-A n&g& I&$-Se&& d l p % y &  
'my baoks I gwe to..& nressenger W b  sepete sent' 
. . 
one did for preceding restrictim. First ,  is it the case that this 
restrictiron is, s t r ic t ly  speaking, syntactic? And, again, it is hard to tell. 
Given that tbere seem to be a sinple restriction on the nunb=r of NPs 
allowed in a row when a relative clause bauPzdary i n m e s ,  it seems plausi- 
ble that the restriction is one a c h  (if it is syntactic) is best analyzed 
as a filter whi& would disallow certain sequences. !lbere is, in  addition, 
the option that the dismurse functions sanehaw canflict as ell. I do 
mt have an analysis of these facts, but this lack of analysis does not 
prevent one fma asking a fwlbr questian. 
lPle second question that is to be addressed is that i f  this restriction 
turns out to be characterizable i n  syntactic terns, then which direction 
dDes the evidence point to with respect tro the choice of a basic syntactic 
or&r? It is suggestive of a VSO or VOS order at least, given that those 
orders are always pemitted in  a relative clause. P&ether or not the adop 
tion of either W or VSO order as basic buys ;urrthincr in the syntactic 
analysis remb to ba seen. However, it should be kept  in mind that these 
restrictions might not be essentially syntactic. lherefore, these facts 
h't necessarily pruvide the sort of evidence f r a n  restri- orders in 
clause types that is required by .the argu~nent being bwstigated here. 
In s\nrmary, then, it seam as though, in clear cases, the &)ice of a 
basic syntactic order might be aided wkn the language in question has clear 
cut qm-c divisions of the sort exhibited by Aghan, but that the evidence 
f r a n  Mma is far frnm revealing. 
4.3 Marked vs. unmarked order 
?he aqment that of W orders, one marked, and the other mmrked, it 
is the mnarlced order which is basic, has same intuitive appeal. It is not 
at  a l l  clear, bwever that it necessarily'foUows that the unmarked order 
ought to be syntactically more basic. Cbe could, of course, define -ked 
order to be just that order which comesponds to the basic syntactic order. 
In general, even those linguists dm subscribe to that definition have in 
mind related to -tal phenanena, SXA as intonatian,and 
disaourse functirm, neither of whi& is necessarily related b the present 
definition of syntactic basic order. Both of these phenanwa, hkd the 
vdmle marM vs. unmarked distinctian, rest on the assmption that it is 
possible to define B r  a Ian- sane notion of normal pattern. ?he assrmrp- 
tFan that there are nonnal patterns can be challenged on the grounds that such 
an asslnpticn obscures, gmerning p r i n ~ ~ l ~ . ~  m e l e s s ,  the notion is 
. . 
- . 
such a amm one that it merits discussion. I w i l l  take up bm sorts of 
@emmma w i ~  reqe& tn Eha,  and I hop to shm haw, even if it is possi- 
ble .to define a difference, certain asamptiom have to be nrade in order 
f;or that difference to reflect anything abnxt basic order. Secwrdly, the 
evidence f r m  disamse function suggests that it is far frcm easy to pick 
out an ummrked order, and that such orders may have mre to do w i t h  the 
state of the world than they db w i t h  syntax per se. 
Far the sake of & argmat then, I w i l l  look a t  supmsegmental evi- 
den= and dismurse function to illustrate that i3~? are not equivalent 
for subjects and objects, a t  least, 
I shall not have much to say about the relationship of mrd order to 
stress since I have dDne no thorough examination of ihat part of the system. 
!Bere is another i n t o m s  pattern, hwever, that is a little mG access- 
ible and that is a matter of pause intmration. In the case of pause, t w o  
things m: one is that the.ml coalescence that  appears across word 
boundaries is and, tm, if the final high toate on the iten before 
the pause is a copy, ard not a basic high, it is ph6netically low (i.e. the 
uttazme f i i i  kmw%g rule a c e s  into play), V h t  is relevant here is a 
cliff- between subjects in SVD order and objects in OSV order as illus- 
trated by the -1es in (31) belw. A subject i n  initial position has m 
special pmperkies associated w i t h  it. V a e l  coalescence may take place 
across the SV boundary. Tbne pkmmena are noLmal. A subject does Imt. need 
any special mqhological marking. But there are sane restrictions on objects 
in this positian. lhey are either generics (and hence definite in one sense), 
muns marked by a dammtrative suffix (indicating that the speaker expects 
that the hearer has sane prior knowledge of the object in question) or, if 
the object is not marked as indefinite or is not a generic, then the object 
is set off by a pause. 
31. a. rn &- 4&+thh&,&6 Mw 
'a boy (as expeckdl bought' a book' 
b. OVS h, 8 M*, &th uM &&lo 
'a book, a boy bought (one) ' 
In one sense, the object is mre mrkd in sen- initial psitim than is 
a subject because it has these extra m t s ,  Subjects are generally 
interpeted as definite, but this is because they are tied to a position in 
which infomation is mt novel. (I w i l l  return to the disaourse funcltian of 
the orders shortly) . The point is that objects need that extra marking, i,e. a 
denonstrative or a pause, while subjects do not, The presence of a pause in 
OSV sen--, but not in SVO sentences is suggestive of a syn-c analysis 
that differentiates the two w t u r e s  and that analysis might be taken to 
be the difference be- a basic and a ncmbasic order in the syntactic 
sense. 
A semnd kind of evidene for a marked vs, an uxnnarked arder is that of 
dismurse function. &t is, it is oEten the case that one requires 
a mre -licit a m t e x t  i n  order Eor it to be acceptable. ais order is 
then taken to be the marked one. 'Ihis notian rests essentially on the as- 
tion that sane situations are mre l ikely  to occur than others, a fact that 
is surely true about the world. Any assqkhn that makes the unmarked order 
syntactically basic is in fact building a lot of informti- about the 
world into the syntax, It muld be nice if this sort of metaphysical claim 
turned out to be right, but I h n ' t  think it mikes a very sound syntactic 
arguanent- 
In spite of the tenwus link between unmarked order in the disccmrse 
fun~senseandthebas icorder in theqntac t i c sense ,  I w u l d l i k e t o  
take soane space to lay out som very simple ewnp?les f r a n  Mafrua and shaw haw 
their orders are in fact related to discourse function. It will, I think, 
alleviate same people's worries about Eiow a hquage like Malcua actually 
mrks. 
In the exaples in (32) below, I have used a tense that translates as 
the English simple past. T h i s  tense is one of tbse mesltioned in Chapter I1 
cannot be used for wnstituent questions, relative clauses, etc.,.but it 
can be used in declarative sentences and dxdded sen-. A t  the risk of 
sounding inpossibly vague I will say that  this tense is s w y  used to indi- 
cate that the action -X place. Within this tense (and the athers that share 
its syntactic idiosynaacies) it is possible to view the organization of it 
along the lines of topi-t. If there is an NP at the beginning of the 
sentence, then that NP is what is being talked about (i.e. the topic). In 
a discapse, for -1er the first NP will have been discussed prior 
to t.his sentence. Ihe rest of the sentence then constitutes a amnent. 
'Ihe organization w i t h i n  the cwrment is, so far as I can tell, based on ptting 
nrrvel infomticm after the verb and exp%=d infonmtion before the verb. 
what 'this translates into w i t h  respect to  the mtims of subject and object 
i s ~ t h e ~ e r j u @ e s t h a t t h e h e a r e r i s l i k . e l y t o k n o w v h o b e a r s  
at relation to the verb. '&at is, the infonmtian is novel not just because 
it is new in the discourse (although it may be) but because the speaker judges 
that the hearer km?s the grmmtical. relation of the NP. T h i s  will beccane 
clearer as the exanples are discussed. Because demnstmtives may be used 
either to refer to an object vdxrre the object is present or used to refer to 
the object that has been mentioned before, their presence makes a great deal 
of difference in & interpretation given. 
Ihe use of a sentence Like (32a) goes m@ly like this. Sepete is being 
discussed and the sentence tells what he did. Ihe derrpnstrative on the 
object NP is U l y  to get a f irst  reading that the tree is visible. This 
correlates with the positim of object NP i n  tha t  it follows the verb and 
is likely la be novel infomation. In the (b) exanple the cashew nut tree is 
the topic of t.he o=uwersation. Either reading of the darpnstrative is likely. 
kihat is being said about the cashew nut tree is that  it was cut daJn and 
that Sepete did it. In (c) on the other hand, Sepete is the topic of C O ~  
sation and the report is that he cut m- the tree as expectd. !tk! d m -  
s trat ive inth isose iS l ike ly . tDbeusedwhentheobject i srrot~esent  
in accordance w i t h  the report-like status of the sentence. In (d) both the 
object and the subject precede the verb. The tree is being talked a b u t  and 
~ t t h e ~ t e r a c e s a y s i S t h a t i t ~ c u t ~ b y S e p e t e a s ~ .  !the 
exaqles in (e) and (f) sem to be similar in functim. Both are simply 
neutral reports (the consultant's j u d w t  no asmiions necessary) 
about samthhq t h t  happened. The difference is slight in these last two 
exaqles but the exanple (e) in which the object cmes last sears to indiote 
m r e ~ i s e m ~ ~ o f t f a e s p e a k e r t h a t h e c u t ~ a o s h e w n u t ~ .  
In th iscase i t i spre t tyc lear tha t the~NPsarebathr rweLinfo~t ian  
and aonsquently, the demonstratives are mre likely to be interpreted as 
pointing to a tree that is visible. If there are demnstratives ori tha t  noun, 
thenthelikelyinterpretatbnisthatthetreeisthere ( m c h i n t h e s a m  
way as i n  the first exffaple). 
32. a. SVO 
R L ( - & ~  ~ t r j - ~ - a & a &  
Sepete sa/t - cut - t cashew nut tree/& 
'Sepete cut down %/that cashew nut tree1 
c. 9[XI 
h l  I 0  I&Sep&t& nk acule &&&-a 
'Segete &d cut &i+= the cashew nut tree (as we expc ted  him ~ ) '  
d. OSV &y.k &-- 
I 8  I 8  
-a 
' (about) */that cashew nut tree, Sepete cut (it) dawn (as 
~expeckdhimto)l 
e. VSO &&+&,&-a eSe& &hi. 
' (what happened was that) sepete cut down */that cashew nut 
tree' 
f. VpS h, I I S&&l-a & a a e  Hitr~~+ti! 
' (what happened was that) Sepete cut chm the/that cashew nut 
tree1 
lb substantiate the sugyested analysis, one would, of course, need t~ 
dlb a l o t  of testing w i t h  a lot of speakers. The point is that it is not 
particularly hard to cane up with contextual dzshn&~ . . 'om separating out the 
orders and that i n  soane ambigwus cases these discnurse functions w i l l  help. 
lIhis is particularly apparent in situations &exe two NPs (or mre) precede 
the verb. Since they are likely to be or old imf6nnation in this 
p i t i o n  their grammtical rple w i l l  not be in -stion in a.real c o n e .  
~ W i l l r m t b e t h e c a s e w i t h ~ t o N P s ' a f t e r ~ v e r b w h e r e ,  i n  
general, intaqretation of the sentence is mre rigidly fixed i n  ambigwus 
senbmces. Ws following theverb, recall, arenew in the sense that their 
g r a m a t i c a l r e l a t i o n t o t h e v e r b i s n o t ~ .  DiscourSecantextwillpm- 
vide little aid in disanbiguating such stmctures. 
Fran such limited data it is hard tn decide what is a mrked and what 
is an mmrked order. The aansultant's judgments are that all of the sen- 
&mes are pretty goodand that theW sentence is themstneutxal of all 
(i.e. requiring no prior discourse), but that the Slit3 sentence is mre nor- 
mal' (i.e., mare likely to occur). mus, intuitions are not enough and this 
seem to be an area of gramnar best'left to s m  by native speakers of the 
JaIXwge. 
Oneistsnptedtosay, g i v e n t h e M a h a ~ , t h a t t h e m a r k e d v s .  
the unmarked distinction only bids out of cantext and it is the oontexk~ 
-ves that are mrked or unmarked in the sense that scane situations 
are less Likely to arise. EkMdhhhg an umarked order with respect to 
disoourse fucntion then w i l l  still not be sufficient to justify a syntactic 
order wiiAmut the me-ical claim alluded to above. It m y  turn out 
that the "best1' syntactic analysis is one in  which the basic syntactic order 
is oorrelated w i t h  the m k e d  order. !b the extent that this is true 
cross-linguistically the -on that the ~ I O  orders are to be the sam 
w i l l  be substantiated. 
4.4 , 2!nbiguity . . and ,preferred 'readingsS 
kind of argunent enp- in  order to establish a basic order 
is one based on preferred readings in potentially anbiguous structures. 
S- a NP V NP satence is potentially arubigmus between izm readings, 
SVD and CNS. a oorrmon assuption made is that the preferred reading 
(or, in sane cases the only reading) is representative of the basic order. 
One finds, for -1e, the following sort of d i ~ ~ s i o n  in the literature. 
...... . . . , . .  . . .  . .  . . 
Thus, in a Gennan sen- such as 'DZe 'Muttef'sieht: ,die ? I W h ~ ,  
i n  whickr the inflections do not suft~ce to indicate grammatical 
function. .it sems that the interpretation w i l l  invariably be that 
'"Die 'metern is the Subject (unless. it has contrastive stress, 
in which case it may be taken b be the Subject or the Object). 
The same seem to be true in other' Languages as diverse as Russian 
(cf. Peshlaovskii, 1956, p. 42) and mhawk. In the latter, the 
Verb contains affixes designating Subject and Object,  but where the 
reference is mnbiguous, the initial NP is takm to be the Subject, 
unless under no& intonation (I am W t e d  to Paul FQsta.1 for 
this information). If t h i s  is universal, it suggests the generali- 
zation that in any language, stylistic inversion of "major oonsti- 
tuentsn (in sane sense to be defined) is tolerated up to ambiguity - 
that is, up -kh p i n t  whexe a is produced that might 
haw k e n  v t e d  bkpedently by the gramnatical rules. 
Because Maha does not have case marking, it is more like mhawk 
(amang the cases discussed in the precedirmg guote) . J u s t  in  case the sub- 
ject and object NPs in Makua (and the indirect object or causee for that 
matter) are of the same noun class, verb a w t  w i l l  m t  serve dis- 
anbiguate the -tical relations of those NPs. If those cases are tested 
out of context, one finds that there is a FA-eferred reading. Hawever, it 
is not the ase that the order is as rigidly fixed as it is in German. %is 
the elanents in Mcua -tit is possible to set  up a oontext in which  the 
less preferred reading becanes the daninant one. 
In order to demnstrate haw the d i c e  of context inflwsnces the read- 
ings, I w i l l  use a sentence containing only ism NPs and a verb, where the 
NPs are of the same rmn class, so that there will always be a potential 
mbicpity. F ?  I bare tm make s m e  m t  abut how this sort of data 
was collected and what it may be indicative of. First, the data are for 
only one speaker. Surely for this evidence to be conclusive, one would have 
to do this sort of much mare rigorously and w i t h  many mre. speakers. 
It is suggestive of this one speaker's strategy in that the -1es were 
repeatedly tested wer a Ism year period and the readings stayed amstant. 
The sen- in (33) below tested initially out of context. 
The speaker was asked to translate & sentence and in each case, if there 
were .two readings possible, to rank them. HGze are the results of a pradigm. 
b. NP N P V  & w e - -  8 8 8  I 
i. S 6 l  'Sepete saw Araarima' 
ii. 06V 'Araarima sawsepete' 
c. V N P N P  
-6 *.p;!G - # I  . 
i. VOS 'SepetesawAraarha' 
ii. VSO 'Araarima sawsepete' 
Note that one o r e  NP V NP had only one reading, sv0. ?he reMinirag .two 
orders had both readings all3mugh in each case une reading was clearly 
preferred. The secord reading can be mde dcminant for (33b), for exanple, 
by sinply introducing an appropriate cantext. If saneone asserts that 
Sepete did not see Araarima t h i  a q@ux omld reply using (3%) and it 
would be the seoond reading whi& is preferred. Likewise, even the reading 
(XTS for (32a) which is not allowed at  all out of an tex t ,  can be made to 
arise by the question and answer sequence in (34) below. 
b. I&-S& &n-he &&rima 
' i t  was Araarinra who saw ,%pee' 
A better at= muld be simply to give the nam alone, of w e ,  but 
this fuller armax is also plausible -use the focus position for answers 
ta oonstituent questions is that positirrn bmd5.atel.y following the verb 
(in addition b the r e q h m m t  that a specific sort of tensdaspxt marker 
is used). 
Other results for anbigwus sentences are obtained when other pramtic 
f-rs are juggled. If the NPs are of same class, for example, but the 
selectirmal restrictions of the verb are such t h a t  an -te object is 
preferred then the readings will, in general, be in accordancs with the 
selectbnal restrictions. lhus, in sentences like those in (35) where for 
a person to buy a bicycle is mre likely thw for a bicycle buy a person, 
the readhgs are consistent w i t h  the selectbnal restrictions, and only 
mdep pressure w i l l  the cnnsultant admit to a second reading. 
35. a. NP V NP 
&*ly - && a - 6 - & - a I.&--& 
bicycle- dem sa/t-oa- buy- t Sepete 
i. ?SW 'the/that bicycle bought Sepete' 
ii. OVS 'the/that bicycle Sepete bought' 
b. &ikely-u NP NP V 
&+* &#-a 
i. ?S(X7 'thelthat bicycle h q h t  Sepetel 
ii. C6V 'the/&t bicycle, Sepete bought' 
i. vo6 'sepete bought the/that bi&lel 
ii. ?VSO '*/that bicycle bought Sepetel 
W e  the above tm sources of dh&iguating infomation (discourse 
mntext and selectional restrictions) do not exhaust the kinds of infoxmtion 
mt I think the language cmsultant used, the point is still clear. The 
notion of anbiguity is not, in the case of Makua, a simple interaction between 
krd order and mxphology (i. e. lack of agreenent diff-) but is a 
c~oplexofnranyfactors. Tbzreareprobablysomereal m t s  onhm 
the language is used, but only careful investigation of all the relevant 
factors muld r d  t b s e  constra.ints. 
Qle question that arises with respedt .to an argment frun ambiguity is 
what exactly one is testing when the sentences are used out of context. The 
assmptim - .to be that it is indicative of scmthing essentially syn- 
tactic. %is assumption ,ought to be quest&&, since it auld  be the case 
that s r d  ewmples are reflective of a simple parsing strategy vhich m y  or 
may not be in  accordance w i t h  the syntax. If, on the other hand, one main- 
t a i n s ~ a s s t r r r p t i o n t h a t ~ g s o u t o f c o n t e x t d o r e f l & i n ~ w a y a  
b a s i c s y n ~ c o r d e r , . t h e ~ 1 t h e q u e s t i o n a r i s e s a s t o ~ t h e r e i s a n y  
evidence f m n  the data j u s t  discussed which w u E  k indicative of a basic 
o*. So far,  the NP V NP stm3xres stand out frun the others in that 
thqr get  only one reading, and it is always SO. I am reluctant to conclude 
anything a t  all about this order *r a t  least bm reasons (in addition b f3e 
possibility that it could be reflective of an out-of--context parsing strategy). 
One is that the speaker knows b t h  Swahili and -lish, which have much more 
rigidly fixed orders (to all accounts SVO) . In addition, the resear& was 
mndtzkd in English. Tb what extent this sort of fact can inflmoe the 
results is not a, ht it sears possibLe that it auld. Furthermore, 
f m n  what I have been able to ascertain about the dis- function of mrd 
order in Makua, it appears that the initial NP is taken to be the topic. 
I f th is  is thecase, andi f ,  ashasbeenof-asserted, subjectsmake 
better topics, then this exphaation alone cxnild account for the likelihood 
0fSVOreadings. 
lhere are sewral points to be mde here. F h t ,  it is not entirely 
obvious that readhgs out of cantext are, in fact, indicative of the basic 
syntactic arder, since there are other potential ex@anations for mse 
-ices which lie outside sentence syntax proper. -, even i f  the 
assunptian that basic s y n m c  arder is to be that order wfiich surfaces i n  
ambigums situations then the data frnm Malcua are still fairly incon- 
clusive. 
Of- (particularly in the case of free order languages) the argument 
i s a d v a n c e d t h a t t h e m o r e ~ t o r d e r i n ~ i ~ t h e b a s i c ( r m e . ~  lhere 
are several problms w i t h  this arg~mrwt. First, Irrw frequent is frequent 
enough? Seoondly, if wrd order reflects discaurse functions, and sane 
discourse functions are more likely .bo occur than others, the frequency of 
a particular order wuuld be reflective of this other state of affairs. Naw 
to be in a one-txK,ne mrr- wfth basic order, then it is possible 
to use frequency as a kind of criterion. 'Ibis asmmptbn may be a question- 
able one. W i t h o u t  such a link, hok~ver, text frequency counts are not going 
to be suggestive of a syn-c basic order. 
?hetextsanp?lewhweavailableforMalNaisa&aneatthis 
time, and not representative of the kind of variety one wuld require for 
such an analysis. For this reason, then, I w i l l  not introduce such &ace 
here. 
In addition b the sorts of evidence discussed in the preceding four 
mbecthm, a fifth, typo- oarrelations, is often h m g h t  to bear on 
the establ-t of a hsic  order for a particular language. Ihe argu- 
ments fiam typological evidence generdlly go like this. Greenberg (1972) 
damnstrated s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s ignif icant generalizations across mrphanes and 
mrd order acmss a variety of languages. H e  then set up a basic order typ- 
logy (in whi& the crucial elanents are subject, object and verb) for which 
a n m b r  of (largely hplicational) universals were proposed. One finds, 
for exanple, the following sta-t. 
Vniversd 4. With ovemhehingly greater than chance freqwaq, 
languages with no- S(N order are postpositional." 
(-: 1972: 334) 
It is not  m m n  for linguists to use these correlations to aid in 
choosing a basic order for a given language. The question I want to raise 
iswfrethertheevi~fran~logicalco~tio11~couldbeusedt6pick 
a syn-c basic order, in particular, under the definition proposed for 
the frmework under hestigation i n  this thesis. 
Outside of the fact that there are often not enough typological correla- 
tions to decide cmclusively ammg the arders for a given language, there 
are other issues to be addressed. Note f irst  that these implicatiaal .  uni- 
versals rest on the assuption that tkre is a single basic order (either 
to hmw for each language an what grounds this dcminant or basic order was 
chosen, or not it was by sheer inspect- of text frequency or by 
soane other Ocmbinaticm of the criteria discussed in preceding sections of 
this chapter. Without consideration of these facts, it is difficult to 
d w t e  what merit using tvpolcgical correlations muld have for the choice 
of a basic syntactic order as I have defined it. Even w i t h  this problem 
aside, is a further assuptian tfiat ought to be investigated. Using 
typological oorrelatians to justify the choice of a particular basic syn- 
tactic order rests on the assumptkm that i3e order indicated by typologi- 
cal criteria should be the same order as that a s e n  as the syntactic basic 
order w i t h i n  a particular theoretical paradigm. I would like to question 
thisas~t iononismgrounds,onethat thecorrelat ionsnotedbyGreahrg 
are not ( w i t h  one possible excepkhn to be discussed shortly) bu i l t  into 
nost s y n H c  -ries that I am aware of. 'Dcwty (to appear) is a clear 
acWion  to this claim. Seocmdly, insofar as there are alternative ac- 
adunts which may lie outsj.de of sentence syntax proper, the above assmp- 
Ihe f i r s t  reason vdy the j u q  in claiming the smrre typological and 
syn-c basic arders might not, be merited is that while typological come 
l a t h s  incorporate relative order of subject, verb, object and gram~atical  
categories as pxepsitions, inttmmgative particles and auxiliaries, these 
mrrelations are rarely built  in- a syn-c theory. Thus, t h e e  is nothing 
w i t h i n  the present framwrk, for -1e, which claim in accordance w i t h  
Universal 12 that VSO mgqes wt intermgative words or phrases in ini- 
tial position for inbmmgative word. questions. Witbut such links, -, 
it does not f o l l c ~ ~  that a typological basic order is -ily the same 
as a syn-c basic order. It is even questionable whether ole wants syn- 
tactic mry .bo be fomulated in such a rigid fashi~11, since the mrrela- 
tions are only statistical. One could imagine that a theary might be fonnu- 
la- so that a g r a m  is more highly valued if the comelati- do fa l l  out. 
%e point is that part of the typological a q m ~ ~ ~ t  rests on such assumed 
airrelations, but that these not (in mst cases) f o l l ~ ~  from the syntactic 
theory in queskh. One psible e z e p t b n  to this last rather general 
claim is Jackmdoffls (1977) dwelogmnt of gsyntax. H e  notes that sane 
of the universals suggest an evaluation measure for PS gramtlars that cuunt 
parallelism of mrd order over X" (e.g. a g m m a r  in which all mdifiers 
either follow or precede their head muns is simpler than one in which sane 
preosde and satre f o l l w )  . But he also suggests that while parallel gram- 
matical relations with differ ing orders across 9 seem to generalize (al- 
though these oorrelations are not as strong),  present notations do not ex- 
press this (Jackadoff 1977:85). lb the extent that Tinatation is adbpted 
by the present framework the same camxmts hold but only for the basic order. 
Ihe alternative account for the  -an correlations that I have 
in mind, are of the sort nwtioned by Frazier (1979). Frazier claims that 
certain structural proprties of languages m y  be explained by .the parser 
xrodel she proposes. For q l e ,  she suggests that the c~~'&i=ion between 
VSO languages and pos@ositians and SOV lampages and prepositions may be 
tied to the role such adpositions play in parsing (Frazier 1979:129-130) . 
In this way, the typologicdl correlations wmld have scmthhg to do with 
language process-. -her ttA turns out to be an argument against as- 
Scpning tha t  typological basic order is the same as syntactic basic order, 
depends on one's theoretical claims about the interactions of syntax and 
'Ihe point of this discussion is 'that it is risky to sinply r e l y  on 
typological arrelations ir. d m e s h g  a syntactic basic order because 1) it is 
unclear what criteria were used to es+;lb'lish basic o w  in the devel-t 
of the typological universals themselves, 2) syntactic theory e e s  few (if 
any) claims about such oorrelatians explicit and 3) otber factors than 
strictly syntactic ones may offer an acanmt for the existence of W 
mrrelations. 
ahe hnediately preceding discussion has been a& a t  making clear 
the assuption undrx1yi.q a claim that the  mi^^ indicated by lyplogical 
aorrelations of the sort mted f i r s t  by Greebrg ought .b be the sam order 
as a basic syntactic order as defined within a particular s y n e c  theory. 
Eventho~thereiSsamequestimwhetherthese~arenecesdythe 
sartre one in a given language, I w i l l  go ahead and discuss sane of the rele- 
v a n t m i ~ w i t h r e s p e c t t o W c m .  1tk.lmSoutthattheamclusians 
are relatively indecisive in this regard, since a uni- are not n- 
ow enough to  actually pick a single order. A t  the very least, the data 
discussed below pravides some facts abut  Maha syntax. 
'Ihe presentatim of the universdLs centers around those which relate 
to the order of subject, abject, and verb as correlated w i t h  other gramnati- 
cal categories. m e  miversals pertaining im SOV and C6V are examhed 
first ,  and it is shown that u n i v m  associated w i t h  .these &n orders show 
the fewest oorrelations b PQkua. 
First, there is the matter of pos.tpositions vs. prepositions. A s  Uni- 
versal 4 states, With ovemhelmingly greater than &ance frequency, languages 
wif2-i ry)& SCN order are psmsitiaal. " (- (1972) ) . Makua, like 
m a y  other Bantu languages, has few prepsitions. One mrphane which could 
legi-tely be called a prepositim is 'wa -'*'. While historically this 
1113rphem prabably consisted of a locative prefix - u- and the genitive -a, its 
- 
syndumric behavior suggests that it is analyzed as a single mrphane. When 
used as a preposition, 'E (as in (36) b&ow) always preudes the noun. 
36. A&&-- ~ - & - a  
ibzmrima sa/+ c-d - t letttx to teacher - ~ S S  
' A r e  sent a letter to his teacher1 
mtonlydoes theprepcsitionprecedethenaun, itcannotbesqaratedfrom 
its noun.l0 - the mrd 0- of prepsitional phrases (like that of noun 
&rases) is fixed. In fact, there appears t~ Z i e  no extraction out of prep- 
ositional phrases. %us, the attglpt to relativize out of the prepositional 
&rase will be -essf~lp as illustrated by the example in (37) be la^. 
37. *h &W aa - 4 -hy- ad* 2.hn,wa m 8 0  wa 9 . 0  
teacher Araarima sa/t- send - t - ag.suff. letter to 
'the teacher who Araarim sent a letter to1 
Anather candidate for prepositional status is the all-purpse morpheme 
ni- 'by, with1.' Idkewa; ni- cannot be s m a t e d  f rom its noun phrase 
- - -
which a l t ~ l y s  follows. And as in the case of 'w- no extraction out of such 
-
~ ~ : ~ i w n a l  phrases is &tted- aOnpare the exanples in (38) and (39). 
t r r t r  38. a. fiematela y& lh - iy - a ni - Hin-Sep& 
deq/fiela/dem sa/t-cult.-pass-t by-Sepete 
'this field was cultivated by Sepete 
b. H&- a-no-i$p&l-a tithh&e ni-G 
sa-t- cut - t banJxx, with-knife 
'It's bamba that S~F&E! is cuttingwith a knife1 
39. a. *I&- 1 0  r  r r  fiematela n i  
Sepete sa/t -cult.-pass/t dan/fiela/dan 
' (the) Sepete who tkis field was cultivated by.. . bu 
UY - &y& &&&& ni 
'the knife that Sepete cuts bamboo with...' 
?he fact that Malara has prepsiticms rather than postpositio& renders it 
inmnsistent w i t h  m s t  SUV languages. 
Another relevant universal with respect to S(N and OSV orders is n* 21: 
"If sane or all adtvtxbs follow the adjective they xmdify, then the language 
isonein&chtbe- . . adjective follows the noun and the verb pre- 
cedes its rmnindl abject as the dominant order. " (Greenberg 1972). m s  
and . . adjectives do follow the adjectives they modify in Makua so 
that the disninant order in which the object follows the is argued for. 
the a w p l e s  in (40) below. 
Another characteristic of S(XT and 05V languages is that such -ges 
-st always ham a case system ( U n i m  41). EIere is charac- 
Makua is, hwwer, consistent w i t h  one of the implicational universals 
of S0[7 languages. Universal 5 says that "If a language has daninant S W  
order and the genitive f o l h  the governing noun, then the adjective like- 
vise. " ?he -eve dbes indeed. follow the govlerning noun as in (41) and thg 
adjective &es likewise (42). Again, the order of these constituents if fixed. 
41. a. khi wo nt&lo 
handle gen. knife 
'a handle of a knife' 
b. & tK) 
'tail of a dog' 
c . & n o *  
'string (out of hide) of a b ~ ' 
42. a. a v e  i-kin6 
- . ,-
'anather canoe' 
l h u s , ~ s h a r e s f ~ . ~ e s w i t h e i t h e r ~ o r O S V l a r a g u a g e s a r a d t h e  
one for w h i c h  it does (Vniversal 5),  it is m t  clear that only SOV languages 
have the order in which the genitive follows the gwerning noun. 
Most of the rest of the relevant univmals have to c% with languages 
in the dcminant order is VSO. First ,  there is the matter of preposi- 
tions. Universal 3 claims that " m g e s  with &dnant VSO order are always 
prepositianal" (Greenberg (1972)). As was illustrated in  the -1s in  
06-39) above, IMM has prepositions. Bxever, the fact that.- has 
prepositions and not postpositions does nut argue in  favor of VSO order but 
only against SOV order. Amther universal relevant b the status of VSO 
languages is one which claims that languages w i t h  a basic VSO order have, 
as an alternative, SVO. Makua, of aourse, has both orders along with the 
ather four possibilities. 
Y e t  another universal which does not argue against a VSO order but, on 
the other hand, does m t  pick out that order is the one which claims that 
I 
"in languages with d a n h n t  order VSO, an inflected acociliary always pre- 
cedes the main verb. In languages with daninant order SOV, an inflected 
auxiliary always follows the main verb." (Universal 16, Gremhxg (1972)). 
It turns out that thrare is only one inflected aurdliary that I krmw of in 
Makua, and it always the main verb. Capre the in (43) 
belaw. Again, Makua is hcmsistent w i t h  SOV but consistent with VSO. 
43. a. &sep&& r m&&mi 
sepete s a - b e  in* leave-in 
Sepete is (in the process of l leaving1 
!&re are, hokffver, IYO dvesa ls  claiming pmptzrties consonant w i t h  
basic VSO order v&ich l&km does mt share. Both are related to question 
formatian. First, Universal 10: "Question particles or a f f k p  specified 
in  position by reference ~ a particular mrd in the sentence, h s t  always 
follow that wrd. Such particles dn not occur in languages w i t h  dcminant order 
VSO. I1 (Greenkq  (1972) ) . In Makua there is in fact sw=h a question parti- 
cle, the suffix -a. 'Ibis suffix can be attached to a mun, or a verb indi- 
cating roughly 'which' or 'what'. -1es are given in (44) . 
44. a. aa - &e &pm - ni dh& 
=/t+=dt ilos -Q chicken 
'which dog dlased chi-?' 
b. aa - d i k e  - ni d & v  - 61& 
sa/-e/t-Q dog -dm 
' k h t  did the/that dog chase?' 
The presence of such a particle is not mnsistent w i t h  other known VSO 
languqes. The s w n d  universal relating to VSO order and question fonna- 
tion is Univmxd 12: "If a language has daninant order VSO in declara- 
tive sentences, it always puts in-tive wrds o r  phrases first in  
intermgative mki qwxd5.011~; if it has dcminant order SOV in declarative 
sentences, there is never such an immriant rule" (Greenberg (1972)). The 
placenwt of question words in Makua is relatively free. lhus, in the 
exanples in (45) below, one finds that the questbn word for 'who' (which 
is &), v,&n -ti&g a subjeA can appear in a q  of the orders in that 
ample but one. I have no explanation for this gap. It is worth mting, 
bwever, that an amlied object (459) can precede the verb so the constraint 
in (45) is not a sirople one, whatever its explanation. 
45. a. SVO 
a- aa-- b& &&-& -&& 
wfio sa/t-forget p
'who forged this spear' 
b. OVS 
- & 
spear wfiD was it who' forged Citl?' 
d. OSV & =-fib 
spear, who forged (it)?' 
e. V90 =-we 
' w h  was it who forged this spear?' 
f .  VOS 
aa-han-h& --ni&&-- a- 
' w b  was the one - forged th is  spear?' 
in (46) below, the question mrd stands for an object and it too enjoys 
relative freedan. Again, there is a gap in the paradigm; however, I have 
no explanation for it. 
46. a. SVO -*h-& * 
A r a a r h  sa/t-buy - t what 
'what was it that Araarima bought?' 
b. OVS 
?*jq&& aa-m-h& j&- 
e. VSO 
a-Q w.. . . 
'It was Araarima who Imught'wHat?' Cindicating mre -rise 
tEm an echo question) -
f. vos 
aath%& iq&i . 
'Araarima was the one w b  bm$xt what?' (indicating mre surprise 
than an ecb  question) 
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These facts argue against VSO as the dominant order since the question words 
do mt have a fixed position. 
These are the relevant universals w i t h  respect to subjects, objects, 
verbs and other -tical categories. A s  is often the case, the results 
are immclusive. Makua is less consistent w i t h  SW and CSV than any of 
the others. lhere are a umple of indications that it is inconsistent w i t h  
VSO languages as w e l l .  ?hat leaves S(IV and VOS as possible a l w t i v e s .  
I am reluctant to conclude anything fran the above discussion about syntactic 
basic wrd crder because the results are inmistent and because it is not 
c l e a r t h a t t y p o 1 o g y ~ h a s ~ g t o d o w i ~ t h e b a s i c o r d e r a s  
defined for the PSG under investigation. 
4.7 Capmtive evidence 
When in doubt about the basic order of a given language, it is tenpt- 
ing to turn tr, oxprative evidence. !hat is, one checks to see what basic 
order is predcaninant &r other languages in the family. is a potentially 
invalid argmmt. Suppose that language X exhibits just tm orders, SVD and 
S W ,  but that the language exhibits only SOV Wacteristics, typologically 
speaking. Suppose, in addition, that all or nearly a l l  languages in the 
family exhibit SW typology but l i t t le  or rn SVO order. One might mcltde 
that the language is W. Actually the mast that can be said is that the 
hnguage is consistent w i t h  W -logy. It a d  be the case that the 
language is in the process of changing to a basic SW order but that the 
change is incanq?lee. In fact, one might find that c- syntactic pro- 
cesses are better generalized to the S\7D order. If tha t  were the case then 
the typological order might turn out to be different frm the: syntactic basic 
order. The point is that the ccnparative evidemz m y  give plausibility to 
the choice, but that it, Pike the typological wideme, j.s not aonclusive. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . , 
In partimlar, it gi-' no rea l  ePidence for the choice of a 'Syrltactic 
basic order. 
Regardless of the m a i t s  of such evidence, there are bm relevant points 
tnbemadewitTzrespecttoMakua. Firs t ; thestatusofmrdorderinBantu 
languages is unclear in general. A s  tinre goes on we have been unmve,ring 
more languages w i t h  free order pmpa35es similar to Malcua, HiBeM (Hodges, 
persad. cumtunication), Khafmbi (Kisseberth and Odden, pasondl ammica- 
tion) as w e l l  as the other dialect of Makua, Ibro~ere  (Kiss-, -m 
-Lcab) .  On the West cost of Africa w e  find a limited m u n t  of 
' free word oder as Watters (1979) has pointed out for Aghen, a Grassfields 
Bmtu language. Other Bantu hquages (egg. Lingala, Swahili, and W u b a )  
have a fairly rigid order and it is SVO. And then there are sporadic cases 
like mro, which, even they have SVO order &able, have a pre- 
ferred SOV order in 6 clauses (Hedges, personal cammication). 
Aside fran the fairly rislry character of using such amparatie evidence, 
it may be pr-ture to make blanket sta- about mrd order i n  Bantu 
languages. 
In this chapter I undertmk a discussion of the notion of basic mrd 
order as it related to the PSG under investigation. ?he discussion enam- 
passed bm rather -a1 questinns. First, it was Shawn hcrw it muld 
ptent ia l ly  be possible to separate out one order by appealing to w e t s  of 
rules which are defined by different praperties. It was suggesked that it 
mild be possible to pick out those orders defined by basic rules ( d c h  
are h e  rules not hiving derived categories nor thDse rules emrrrerated 
by the outp,rt of mebrules) . It remains to be seen i f  this division is a 
natural one in the syntactic analysis of a given language. 
Ihe other general question addressed in this chpter was, i f  one adopts 
a basic syntactic order, then what sorts of evidence count in picking out 
that order? 'Ihere are of cnurse the theory-internal arguments which w i l l  
arise in the mume of analysis. These will include the distinctions be- 
orders specified by derived rules wther with linking rules and m s e  
specified by nretarules, for m l e .  In addition to this syntactic mrt of 
evidence, six ather aam~nly appealed to criteria were discussed. Each was 
waluated with respect to the definition of basic order defined in the pre- 
sent frammk, althqh of the questions raised a x l d  be applied to 
any syntactic definition of basic order. Then, each of the criteria tims 
investigated w i t h  respect In Makua. me f i r s t  of m e ,  it was painted out, 
had the mst potential for the definition of a syntactic basic word order since 
it depeded on the dist.dmtion clause types, an essentially syntactic 
parameter. Nevertheless, Makua pmvided l i t t l e  evidence in iMs regard. The 
other criteria turned out to be even mre inconclusive. With respect to 
mked  vs. -Iced order, it was shown that it was difficult In decide 
(which w a ~  T[DZ likely to rw-~rt "Ihe i~d state of af5airS 
in the wrld, given the discourse function associated w i t h  that order), f r a n  
the ~ 3 6  order (which represented that mst neutral order, the one w i t h  
fewlest presu~positions). Ambiguity, it turned out, did not prwide anything 
d u s i v e  either. This r e su l t  came about because it, is m t  clear exactly 
what one is testing out of context: the syntactic basic order, parsing 
strategies, or sant discourse function. Ihe Qpo-cal correlations were 
also extremely -te, suggesting anly that SVO or VOS m likely 
addates.  Finally, text frequency counts and amprauve  evidence were 
argued against on independent grounds. 
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In addition to the general ind- of the results, it was  pointed 
out that the use of the above evidence for dmsing a basic syntactic order 
rested on the assurption that the mmrked order ought to be the same as 
the typobgical order, which ought to be the same as the syntactic basic 
order. Insofar as there are other parameters whi& may not be, strictly 
speaking, syntactic (egg. discourse function), then .this ren- just an 
assmption. AS Wff W m  (persad axnumication) has pointed out, the 
absence of this assutption leads one to expect to find a language in which 
the typological order is VSO, for example, the uma~ked order is SOV, the 
s y n m c  basic order is SVO, etc. Such a situation seem highly unlikely, 
tn sw the least. I can only conclude that a lot of work needs .to be done 
i n  the formal specificatian of basic order. 
It seens reasaMble then to go about the kusiness of investigating a 
basic syntactic order for Makua, and for the mst part, I w i l l  try trD rely 
on m-in- evidence as mgqort for the &ice. But, one has to 
start sanrewhere. In this grmrmar, in order to prwide for Wl-fo& sen- 
tence~, one has to s t a r t  w i t h  same order. I have chosen so. 
&ley (1968) notes that if one u t i l i z e s  @rase structure ales 
the rewrite interpretation, it can be the case that a derivation may 
not be sufficiently precise to insure that a single tree corresponds to  just one derivation. H e  suggests that this indetenoinacy can be obviated 
if the base -t operates directly i n  terns of trees w i m  an inter- 
a t e  state of rewrite rules. Accordingly, he prroposes that the base 
mists of mde Wsibility d t i o n s .  Ebr a rule of the sort A; 
BC , a mde labelled A is admitted if it daninates a laode labelled B 
and a mde labelled C. (-ley 1968:247). Gazdar has adopted a different 
notation, [A BCI rather than A; BC. 
%ne way in which Oazdar's semantics differs fmn Mmtzgw's (1973) 
PTQ t r e a m t  is that Gaadar takes VPs as den t ing  functions from NP 
intensions to tn& values, rather thrm a translation in which the NP is 
taken to be a fmctbn w i t h  a VP as its argmst. A s  Gazdar points out, 
the fopner treatnmt is in line w i t h  m n m ' s  (1970) earlier treatment, 
and, i n  addition, has s t r a g  m t i v a t h n  on other grounds (see Gazdar (to 
appear b: 16) and references there). 
3~ee Grinder and Elgin (1973) for exmple, vhxe it is argued that the 
process of Particle bbvewnt canrot be fomulated w i t h i n  a CF PSG a t  all 
and only inelegantly w i t h i n  a CS PSG. Gazdar (fm appear b) dbes pmvide a 
mtivated and elegant -bnent of this process within a CF PSG. 
4Gazdar (1980:40) points out that d devices have precedats not anly . 
i n  programning lampages (see Cleweland and U z g a l i s  1975) but in ling- 
uistics as w e l l ,  e.g. Vergnaud's (1973) "Meal transfomtions" which 
were further developed by lbeper and Siegel (1978). 
5~ c~nrent a b u t  the use of variables is in  order. Ib qmte Gazdar 
(to appear b: 43-44), 
'We require that m e m e s  be finitely specifiable. The only variables 
pamitted in the structural analysis (to borruw the transformational U- 
nology in  an obvious luanner) are -tory ones, that is variables 
which range over a finite subset of OrPJ u Vi) . to this require 
mt ensures that closing the gramnar under som set of -es will not 
result in an infinite set of rules being produced." Gazdar fmthx points 
out (in FbotnOte 27 (to aFpear b) that Joshi (persanal mmmication) has 
d e d  to his attention the fact tbat "a lbvhg a single non-albreviatory 
v a r i a b l e i n t b e ~ a n a l y s i S o f ~ e s w o u l d o p e n t h e w a y t o P S  
gramnars with infinite sets of rules, but would not resul t  in any of those 
gramnars inducing nm-cmtext free languages. Non-cmtext-free languages 
can only result when two or mre ncw~rev ia lxq  mriables are pemitted." 
The upshot of all this is that certain foznulations of -es are dis- 
allowed if the restriction of generating only context-free languages is 
adhered tn. 
h e  the intmhkhn of c a k r i e s  w i t h  gaps and the attendant 
derived rule schema are new W o e s  within linguistic theory, Joshi and 
Ievi (1980) p i n t  out that camries with gaps have been used i n  parsers 
(at least Sager (1967) ) and they suggest, -1y o m .  
71mguage specificity can arise  a t  four places in  the grimmar as defined 
so far. 
1) The set  of basic rules (RG) 
2) the subset of nontednal cafgqories (V-) , which participate in 
derived rules 
3) the nature of the linking rules 
4) language particular constraints on the set of derived rules 
8S&nerling (1971) , for exanple, has argued that an assunption or lt~rmalll 
stress obscures * real generalizations which um3xli.e the use of English 
stress, which, she argues to be associated w i t h  -itions of various 
sorts. The assmption of the erdstence of a no& pattern could h be 
maintained only be claiming that sore presuppositiolls are mre Ilormdl than 
others. 
'One claim that is ioede about the fequency of a order, is 
that a U d  leaning tk language dll hear a parfd-Tmre often, 
and hence, gemrdize that order as basic. This wadd work as an a q m m t  
only if children in fact use -cy i n  generalizing stmcture. One 
place .to look for such evidence would be in the acquisition of free word 
order languages by children. Unfortunately, is Little evidence on 
this literature on this topic. One study mted by Bach (1975) &xed that 
Russian children learning the hnguage had a fairly inflexible order and 
that IAis order did not always correspnd to what is taken to be the domi- 
nant odem (in a st&y by Wzdev cited by Slobin 1966: 133-35). It is 
difficult im draw any awrclusions from this evidence w i t h  regard to frequency, 
since it is mt kmwn wh* those children = exposed tp different 
-es of order. Again, the question muld arise, hnw fr-t is j%quent e~l~@? 
'The mrpheme wa as used here is m t  part of a genitive @rase of the 
NP = ralAer sinplywa NP. 'Ibis mrphme is the only mr- 
I am aware of. ~ n f a c t ,  I don't even know if vocJlel 
coalescence occurs between wa and the subsequent NP. ~nceivably, if it 
ms analyzed 'tally= the h a t i v e  prefix u - a there muld be 
other arm w e *  locative prdixes va= m-. s d  Bms 
do not exist. mr is t k  meaning of wa nwaarhu T5 the locative 
in the sense of 'to the teacher's place' as might be expeck3 i f  the literdl 
interpretation of -- u+a is taken. 
11 The mrpbe ni also appears in suffix position =king a locative 
noun. 'ibis is a fea= of Eastern Bantu Jan-, notably S w a h b .  . . 
However, in tkis position, it seems unlikely that it shwld be considered 
tn be a pstposition since an addithnal locative prefix is required to 
give any m i t i a n a l  notion of location. What the suffix -ni seam to 
be do- here is marking the nom simply as a locative noun, ~ l e  the 
locative prefix serves to indicate what kind of location, in, at, or on, 
is indicated, Thus, it is questionable whether this use of 'ni - should be 
called postpositional. 
C H A P T E R  I V  
AF!RA@EWOF?HESNI?HOFWAMAINANDCCMPLFMENTCLdLlSETYPES 
In this chapter, rules accounting for a relatively large subset of 
Makua main and axplanent clause types are in-. ?he fragment under 
discussion i n  this sect im includes the analysis of wrd order in clauses 
consisting of 1) a subject NP and an intransitive verb, 2) a s&ject NP, 
an object NP, a@ a transitive verb, and 3) a subject NP, W object NPs, 
and a derived bitransitive verb. In addition to the above sentence types, 
four kinds of cunpl-t stmctuns are included in the analysis. Evidence 
fram the syntactic distribution of bath W phrase adverbs and sentence 
adverbs is brought to bear on the analysis of word order, altbugh the 
analysis of adverbs is inaxplete. A anplete list of a l l  the rules intro- 
d u c e d i n t h i s c h a p t e r c a n b e f o u n d i n ~ B .  
The analysis of word order involves the use of three rule types as 
defined in Chapter 111. First ,  there are rules establishing a basic syn- 
tactic order. Sewrd, derived rules and linking rules acaxmting both for 
unbunde3 degmdmcies and, to sane extent, word arder, are m ~ t i ~ t e d .  
Finally, m M e s  generalizing over subsets of rules establish the rest of 
the orders, 
me central problem, of course, is deciding which of the above ru le  
types should be used to characterize whi& orders. !&e argummts for dms-  
ing a particular rule ar type of rule folluv, in part, the criteria outlined 
in the -us chapter. There it was argued that the rules establishing 
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a basic order s W d  be justified primarily by finding W s e  syntactic 
in-ns i n s  to the language which can be stated mre gaera l ly  
i n  tams of one order rather tt.lan another. The results of the analysis for 
Mcua actually turn out m t  to be decisive in this regard. It is mt 
possible to d&amhle on the basis of the dsta ansidered exactly which of 
the cnders is basic (although it is fairly easy to show that scane basic 
order is desirable). The implications of this finding are set out in the 
final &apter of the thesis. 
In aadition to &ing a basic syn-c order there is the problan 
of deciding which s y n e c  interadam ought to be characterized by the 
use of Pinking rules and derived rules and W ought to be characterized 
by mewes.  In the preedhg chapter several sorts of gemralizations 
these types of rules can make wtxe outlined. First, it m observed that 
derived rules necessarily have the same syntactic features as the rules 
they w?re derived fram. Metarules, on the other hand, autcmtically carry 
over any s y n w c  features £ram the input to the output tm_!-ess a feature 
(or fesfr-) is expl.icifiy changed. Thus, the autplt of a metarule my 
differ £ran the bpt in this regard, while a derived rule m y  not differ 
fran the rule it is derived frcnn. Bath the rules -a.lized over by the 
output of a metarule and any derived rules will have the same subca&cpriaa- 
tion pmperties as the basic rules they are related tn. This result is 
assured for the metarules because the rule of the rules gem?alized 
over by the input renain the same. The derived rules have this pmperQ 
because the derived rule schena allows rm changes i n  the order or nunber 
of o o n s t i m t s  in t.he rules so derive& In addition, derived rules have 
thesamerulenunberas~ruletheyarerelatedto, so tha t a l l f ac t s  
regarding verb guvermmt are predicted to be the sam. 
One further difference hiseen derived rules and roetaniles ',.rot explicitly 
discmsed in the preceding chapter is a difference in predictions with 
respect to mbomded depedemies. Ihe derived rule catepdes and derived 
rule schem viere set up exp l ic i t l y  b capture unbundd depnthcies.  It 
turns out that the use of these formal dwices togethw with linking rules 
predicts a resulting intamtion of rules capturing unbounded dependencies. 
Metaniles, on the other hand, are not equipped to make meral statenents 
about unbouxbd dqen3ewies. Why this is so is discussed i n  sane detail in 
the seoond section of this chapter. Taken wm, thiS last difference 
bebeen metarules and derivled rules with the criteria just outlined, form 
the basis of argumentation on which different rules and different rule types 
are mtivated. 
A crucial aspect of this analysis is that it does mt rely on any single 
dwice such as a s&ling rule (Like that in Ibss (1967)) or s-le am- 
catenation rules of the sort proposed recently by Hdle (1979) or La~~inte 
(1981) (a l l  proposals for free word order languages). A cunparison of these 
three approaches w i t h  the anhysis  proposed here is taken up a t  the end of 
'Ihis chapter is organized as follows. ?he seumd secticn outlines the 
different predictions made by the formal devices dmdying derived rules 
a n d ~ e s w i t h r e s p e c t t o u n b m d e d ~ i e s .  S e c t i o n 3 m t a i n s  
the analysis of IWma mrd order proper. 'Ihe final sectirm (Section 4) 
aontains a sumnary of the analysis and the irrrplications of that analysis 
a r  the definition of basic order p - n i e d  w i t h i n  the present framwork as 
well as for the umpxison of this analysis to other analyses that have been 
s u g w  for free word order languages. 
2. Ehpsirical predictions ..-- made -by the use of w i v e d  - rules and -es 
Before discussing what enpirid predictions fall out fmn the use 
of derived rules versus metarules, it is perhaps worthwhile to point out 
the sort of.problem raised by a mrd-order analysis which depends on the 
distinctians in predictions. Suppose one has the order SW in a given 
language and that one chooses to w r i t e  a basic rule (as in (1) below)' which 
w i l l ,  in  aonjunctian with other necessary rules, provide for that order. 
1. e n  [SNPVP] ... > 
Suppose in addition, that there is an alternative order W. Among the 
myriad choices one has for getting this seamd order are the following two. 
One on either write a linking rule as in ( 2 4  below which will,  bgeth~r 
with derived rules, get the order VDS, or one can write a of the sort 
in  (2b) which has the same end results for mrd order. 
b. en, rS NP x]... > => en, rS X NP] ... > 
Ihe f i rs t  rule (2a), but not the second (2b), w i l l  predict that NPs m y  be 
found an hlefhite nunber of clauses away from the ones &hey beLong to 
m t h U y r  i.e. it predicts unbomkd -es for subject NPs. I 
addilzbn to this prediction, the formal aparatus also makes a subtle dif- 
ference in predictions about the likelihood of resunptive prmouns or traces. 
'Ibis prediction is discussed in ih= mbseqwnt subsection (2.2) . 
2.1 Unbounded - derive3 rule -es 
EVen though the f o m a l h  was set up initially so that the derived 
categories and derived rules prmrided a natural acanmt of unbounded 
h i e s ,  while metarules were added to the framework to pmvide different 
- sorts of  &erd~izations. it is mt to understand it is that 
~ d e v i c e s d i f f e r w i t h r e s p e c t t n u n b o u n d e d ~ i e s i n t h e ~ t h a t  
thtq do. I w i l l  discuss each of the lm devices separately first. 
Strictly speaking, it is not just the use of derived cateqries and 
derived rules whi& acmmts for mbm&d -ies. Rather, it is 
& way in which these devices in- with linking rules which accounts 
for (and predicts) unbunded dependmcies. 
Suppase by way of exarrq?le, that a contains only the basic rules 
in (3).  
3. a. < 1, rS NP VP] ... > 
b. < 2, rVP V NP] ... > 
m s e ,  in addition, that a t  l eas t  the derived cd-ies a /NP are e t t e d .  
(*ere a is any nan-teaninal categxy in the grammar for that particlJk,r 
language). derived nile schena w i t h  the derived camries 
and the basic rules in  (3) above, w i l l  predict a l l  and only the derived 
rules in (4) .  
4. a. Ism J=W VPI 
a. rsm NP V P m I  
'* [\?/m v ~ / N P l  
bb derived rules like that in (5) belw w i l l  be aihitted because the derived 
&rule s&ena insures that the c a w r y  with a gap in it will be paired w i t h  
a category adnitting the same gap in each rule. 
5. a; [>. V?P/NPI 
b. rVPm V NPI 
am, the partidl. gramnar here 
(6a) belclw. It will nat analyze a partial tree like that in (6b) (unless 
one writes an k&padent CSR [Vp V NP/NPI, but this will be, by definition, 
mt a derived rule). 
A partial tree like that in (6a) abave will nwer be analyzed as a well- 
Brmd sentence because it is rooted in S/W (ard not S, the -1 on which 
uell-fonedness is defined) and because it tbes not -te in tefioinal 
-IS. If, hawever, a linking rule of the sort in (7a) below, which 
admits an S node just in case it *tes NP and S/NP is added, then ( t t x m b d  
syns3ols aside) either of the bo trees in (7b) and (7c) w i l l  be analyzed., 
7. a. rS NP S/l-lPl 
"' /\ / s\ 
5 NP 
4- sm NF' /\ , - \.. 
NP 
v NF' v /"'Y W/NP 
bounded -es, -. Wzt, suppose the rules in (8) are added. 
'Ihe wrklition of these rules .will, together with the derived rules and the 
basic rules in (3) predict stmchres like m e  in (9a) and (9b) below. 
In (9a) .the NP at the head of the sen- is correlated to a gap in the 
anbedded sentence. In (9b) an NP is found at the head of the enbdded sen- 
tence and it is correlated w i ~  a gap in that d x d d d  sen&. '&ere is 
in the case of (9a) at least, an unbounded d-. 
Ihus, anytime a derived rule mther w i t h  a linking rule aMtting 
the same slashed category interact with rules introducing cmplanents, the 
gramrrarpredickthatunbmdeddegademies~doccur. Tbpreventthe 
interaction of unbounded W e n c i e s  like that in (9b) w i l l  be costly, i .e.  
require the addition of a cmstraint. 
One can restrict the nunber and kind of derived c a e e s  !a/lB) admitted 
in a particular gramar by stipulating what a and 6 are allowed to be, i.e. 
a # g. III this way, m catepry @IIP ~ u l d  be allowed. A tree l ike that 
in (9a) would then not be analyzed by the granmr. Al-tively, cme 
could place a restsictian on which rules the derived schaM amlies to so that 
tha rule Igm acMp S/NPl is mt d t t e d  tn the gramar, thus ruling out 
(9b). 'Ihe -ice these tm a l m t i v e s  is depedent on language 
specific oansi&raths. &strickkg the derived atepries w i l l  allow 
extraction of no cawry out of a sententidl c~nplement. Restricting the 
derivedruleschauawillallowa~riesatherthanNPtobeextracted 
out of sententidl CXYnpl-ts. 
Mewes, cn the other hand, are not tn make generalizations 
a b c u t - ~ ~ r ~ i e s . ~  A n l e s h o u l d s h a v w l l y t h i s i s s o .  sup 
pose me wishes to accmnt for the relatedness of structures like *se in 
(9a) and (9b) above, by means of a metarule. One mi@t begin w i t h  a me-- 
rule like that in (10) a& states that vezb mases with a ve& and an NP 
are related to sentences w i t h  an NP at the beghnhg of the sentence. 'Ibis 
mtarule w i l l  predict the d t e n c e  of rules like those in (lob) and (10c) . 
10. a. V NPi XI => IS NPi NP V XI 
b. I S N P V P V l  
c. [ s N P N P v 5 1  
me rules in (31, (8b) and (10) in this sanple gramrrar will admit S nodes 
with the iollowing tm slzwztlres. 
These tsm strllctmes analyze the sanrt order of amstitumts as in (7c) and' 
(9b) above, NP NP V and NP V amp NP NP V. 
mere is no way, hawever, to provide for stmctmes in which an Np 
semantically belonging tn one clause is found in a higher clause using 
etarules of the sort just outlined. lhql account only for clause-bounded 
Fhermnena* 
mepoint is thatderivedrules -withlinkingrules doprovide 
for a natural account of mbomded -es. TIILS difference in predic- 
tions -mtamles andderiwdand linking rules has benaployedin 
the analysis of Mdma word order for making a mice  between possible acanmts 
of the different word orders. 
2.2 Resmptive pmmms, traces, etc. 
A l m g w i t h t h e d i f f e r e n c e i n r e s p e c t t n ~ s  justdescribed, the 
choice of a derived rule or a nretanile has cmseqwmes for certain types 
of mqhology related to the interaci5on of rules. Because the slashed 
categories are not t h d v e s  terminal q n b l s ,  l h k i q  rules ts allow for 
their elimination are needed. As pointed out in Section 3.3 of the pre- 
cedirrg -,these linking rules a u l d  tambate in either a rescnrptive 
pmmun, a trace or the e@q node. Since the &armark requires that such 
rules exist, it is not costly to leave a remnptive pmun or sonre trace 
in a gap. The appearance of such tesninal elemnts as traces or resurptive 
pronouns is a natural of the fommlisn (i.e. the slashed cate- 
gories) itself. 
Mebniles, on the o- hand, have no such natural realization of 
traces or resmptive pmmms, al-ugh it is t e d m i a U y  possible to work 
those in. Take, for exanple, the rule props& in (10a) a m .  T h i s  rule 
d d  have been formulated as ' follows. 
12. [, vNPi XI =+ Is mi N P V X  pro] 
Alcng with s ~ n e  agreemnt features .i%r the resmptive prmroun and its 
related NP, a m  cauld &eve the desired effect. %e' appeamnce of the 
resmptive pmnoun, hmever, is not a natural outoarre of the f o d i s m  in 
the way it is with the use of the derived categories. In addition, the use 
of a linking rule' which taminam a NP/NP (or any other slashed category) 
w i l l  make pkkidims about certain classes of rules (e.g. all derived rule 
interactions) while & leaving of a resmptive pronoun in the output of a 
metanrle w i l  &lot generalize to any other stmctmes than the ones enunerated 
by that nratarule itself. 
2.3 
In addition to the differences in  kinds of generalizations that the use 
of derived rules and metarules make, v h i &  m mted f i r s t  in the preceding 
chapter and sc~rmarized in the introduction to this chapter, b m  additional 
differences have ewayed. Derived rules w i t h  linking rules allow for 
a g e n e  and natural acanmt of unbounded -. -es do not allaw 
for any mi ty  of description in such cases. Derived rules Wther with 
linking rules naturally leave traces or W v e  pronouns. Wtaniles 60 
mt. 
3.-  The analysis of word order in Makua 
The organization of this secthn is as follows. TIE f i r s t  subsection 
lays out rules (minus the senantics, for the nnst part) wlhich a m t  i%r 
the basic arder of a subset of Makua declarative clauses. Flhile sane 
xmtivatian is given for the rules, lmr~h of that mrst wait until the analysis 
gmgresses. The second skwxthn includes a discussion of unbrnded 
dqendencies. The final subsection intmduces the nretarules. 
3.1 Ihe basic rules. 
Ihe analysis in this and the W subsequent sections is designed pri- 
marily tn scmunt for word order variation. Hence, many details are left 
mqedf ied .  Verb  a g r m t ,  for exanple, is not dealt w i t h  here but in 
V where this analysis is extended. Details of phrase stmcture such 
as that of the NP are likewise left unspecified (but see (3apter V I  where s ~ n e  
treatmnt of the NP is given i n  mnjunckbn w i t h  relative clauses). An 
important omission is the treatment of sentences i n  which no overt shject 
NP is found, no overt object or both. In these cases (discussed prwiously 
in Chapter 11, Section 2.3) verb y t  is still obligatory, taking on an 
essentially anapbric S o n .  I am undecided about the analysis of 
the syntax or  semantics of such sentences i n  Makua, so that I will not treat 
then here. In general, the data in which full NPs appear is mre revealing 
about the word order free&m in any case, sa that this anission is probably 
not crucial. EGq of the rules are inclcnp?lete. in that they lack the -tic 
translations. Only hm the se:mtics are crucial are 'they included. These 
omissions have been made i n  the in-t of sinplifying the -tation and 
it is hoped that do mt  &cure arq relevantobsenmtions. 
A s  a starting point, bke an el-tary Makua se~-tene consisting of just 
a subject and a verb, in that order, sentences su& as t b s e  in (13) below can 
be eccoounted for (in part) by W rules in (14). 
13. a. &i&pa&y-&& a-hz~r;lp& 
old man -dan ss/t-sleept 
'tfae old lmn is asleep/has (alreaay) slept' 
b. &rh i-&i 
a. cloo-w.? pot a-t-bred.?-t 
'a small oooking pat is bmken/has broken1 
Ve&s in Makua can be transitive as v d l ,  in which case an object NP is 
allowed. Adding the rule in (15) below w i l l  acmmt for SVO order in an 
exanple like that in (16). 
h0 he 0 16. n t u  8 - W t e k u l - a  i k & h  
person sa-t-tip over-st sm. cooking pot 
'sane person has t i m  over a small &g pot' 
BD& of the above rules make use of a phr& but m evidence is pm- 
vided a t  this point for its existence in Wcua. That w i l l  emerge as the 
analysis progresses. 
Inawturntoasetofmreocanplicatedconstructkm. InChapterII, 
mentian was made of a set of d e r i ~ t h m l  suffixes, lllany of which affect the 
transitiviw of the \rerb in question. Just two of W suffixes are dis- 
cussed in this analysis, the causative (-ih-) , and the ap)?Lied (-el--+). 
?he effect of these suffixes is to increase the valency of the verb by one. 
Thus, a basically intransitive verb when mrked by i3e applied or causative 
suffix can be accnnpanied by an additional NP argunent. Transitive verbs 
l h & e  canhave an additional NP, i .e .  W b e o o m e  bitransitive. For a 
verb mked by the causative, the "extra" NP will have as its meaning that 
of a catssee. Ewnples of a basically intransitive verb and a basically 
transitive vtxb w i t h  the causative suffix are given in the examples in (17). 
8 8  8 17. a. &uultpa&ly - &$l& - - h - & d d l h  
old man - den sa/t-oa-sleepcaus-t &&* 
'tlae old man caused th4that child in sleep' 
# h# b. n t  u - t h -  lkankD . # t  
person sa-t-oa-break-caus-t Wd-dem sn. amking pot 
'sane person caused */that child to break a aoakihg pot' 
The thematic relation of the "extra1' NP admitted by verbs mrked with the 
applied suffix is mre catplicated. lhere are a t  least four possibilities. 
The extra object can be a locative, an ins.tnnnent, a recipient, or a beni- 
ficiary. A s  a cover term, I win refer to these NPs as applied objects. Their 
use is illustrated in the exanples in (18) below. Ihe f i rs t  of each pair 
incldes a derived transitive verb, the seoond, a derived bitransitive verb. 
18. Beneficiary 
a. n w a i h 4 l B  ahe&d. I t  e -a &&~Y--&& 
Chad* sa/t/ t old man-dm 
'the/that child -& old man' 
b. nwaAn-616 * h o - u  m&,&y-u.& indti 
child- sa-t-cult-am.-t old man-dm grainfield 
'thdthat child has cultivated a grain field %r thdthat old man' 
c. (I have m exanple w i t h  a basically intransitive e.) 
a. &.&&&*a& &&W-& 
rIvdn416 
old man-dan sdt-oa-tell-appt child4a-n 
*a 
s~ry..poss 
'thdthat old man told his  sb ry  to the/that childt 
e. e n i  
Sepete sdt-sleep-app-t loclrrm's meeting place-1oc 
'Sepete slept a t  t h e m ' s  meting placef 
f. H&S* 5h66t-61-a 8 4  . nr;s; 
sepete sa/t/poup-apt l o o x  b m  
'Sepete poured brew into the pot' 
h kr g. Hiri-~e&t6 a -  4- Adput 1 
sepete sa - t - shoo t -~ t  ' -  guns 
'Sepete uses guns to sk&' 
h. H&s&~& l a  uf%&wo &41E? 
swe- s a / t ~ ~ - a ~ ? - t  key dbor-dein 
'Sepe* used a key tn open the door1 
Onefa&wthas . tDbe- t edBr in thesyntaxo fmis tha t  
each ve& phrase con- a derived verb has one more a q m z m t  than its 
mn-derived countexpart. It is, in principle, possible to hwe -1ex 
derived v d s  w i t h  m ~ r e  than one derivatimal suffix, so that *e n u n h r  of 
aqumnts that may in fact be e t e d .  I will return to this p i n t  shortly. 
A t  present I c% mt have emugh facts for a full analysis of such structures 
in Makua. I will, therejkre adopt only a version of one that I think is 
ampatiblewiththefactsas IknaJthaninMakua, takingintoaccauntwhat 
I larow abut such s.tructures in other Bantu languages. 
Several possible accounts of these bitransitive v a b  are ardlable  w i t h i n  
this =rk. The f i r s t  question tn be resolved is whether one wants to 
w r i t e  a single VP rule admitting a VP node when it imnediately clanhates 
tm NPs as i n  (19) belav, or  whe&=r one wants to w r i t e  a nnrltitude of rules 
separating out the applied fran the causative as w d l  as thti various uses of 
the applied, e.g. d p M t ,  benifichy, ins tnnm~tal  and locative as in (20). 
19. r W V N P  NP] 
5. [In v NP NP]... > 
I- 
r-I 
Ttmsortsof evidence canbebrrnxght tobearontheciaoicebetween 
writing a single rule (as in (19) ) or a multiplicity of rules as i n  (20). 
I w i l l  refer lm these choices as the single rule appxach and the multi-rule 
appmach. TIE first sort of evidence that wuld be relevant is senantic. 
Since each syn- rule is a c a q a d e d  by a semantic translation, then, 
if a distinct translation is wanted for the causee vs, the ins- versus 
the ~ i ~ ,  then the multi-rule approach is to be preferred, 0th-e 
it w i l l  mt be possible to pick out separate d q s  fnm the single rule 
since there .is a single -tic translation for all, If such a so#&=ticated 
translation is ultimately desirable IAe multi-rule a~proach is to be 
prefa~ed.~ My own inclination is ulat one wants tD leave open this pssi- 
dence is essentially syntactic. If me finds, for exaqle, that any of the 
different uses of the applied or the causative are distinct from each other 
synmcally,  then this evidence muld argue a r  the nnilti-rule appmach since 
the single rule appmach muld not allrrw one usage to be picked out for 
specid treatmnt. mere is in Maha (as in many mtu languages) wid- 
of just this sort ,  distinct syn* behavior on lhe part of tm uses of the 
applied verb. 
A sentence w i t h  an instNment NP and an applied verb is related to a 
is by the pr&X &- 'with'. (Ocmpare the ample in (189) with the 
exmple in (21) below). If t-his relationship is to be expressed syntactically, 
then s-nd of l 5 1 ~  W approaches i s  argued for since it w i l l  allow just 
the ins-- use of the applied to be picked out. %usr at least the 
rules in (21) helm wiU be needed to introduce these ins-t phrases. 
I have chasen to treat h ni- as a feature m PP mde since its role is 
-
largely semntic analogous to case xmrking (See Gazdarko appear b) for a 
similar treatmnt of to and for phrases in English). 
- -
Then the prepositional i n s m t  and the mnprepositional inslmmmt can 
be related by means of the &llowing nretarule. 'Ibis rule will generdlize 
over all VP rules i n  which [+inst] PPs appear. . 
The beneficiary use of the aFplied, in contrast, has no parallel stsuc- 
ture in  ~ c h  the beneficiary NP a m  in a p-tional phrase. By dis- 
tinguishing the various uses of the a w e d ,  i.e. by writing many seprate 
rules, the difference betwm.the instmmntals and beneficiaries can be 
accounted for. It oould of amrse be argued that su& a relationship ought 
to be semantic rather than synlzctic, but this generalizatian muld still 
require separate rules. Sud~ differences are not restricted to the applied. 
Related structures also exist for causatives but I w i l l  not go into details 
here because I have not wrked out the full analysis of causatives. 
In addition, the behavior of the VP adverbs (to be discussed in section 
3.3 of this apter) and the txeafnmt of agreement (in Chapter Five) 
argue in favor of this second nailti-rule appmach. 
I will prapose then, that there are at least &e rules in (20) above. 
m e  are saatre important details left out, -. ?he features used to 
distinguish applied from -ti- are on the VP node but it is the verb 
itself which has this marking. Here I will mke an to what i s  termed 
the H e a d  Feature Cbnvention (see Gazdar (to -' b) for mtivation), .a 
fommlizatiobl W insures that aii feature on the @rase also appears on 
the head of that phrase . This convention is discussed in mre detail in 
Chapter V so I w i l l  not present the details a t  this point. 'Ihis convention 
w i l l  insure that the verb mde i-elf has the f e a w .  
me analysis just praposed B r  bitransitive WAS is ladcing in am- 
respect. A s  it stands, th- are transitive verb @rases wi-ut any speci- 
ficatim that sane of these abntain -lied or causative verbs, W e  there 
are no bitransitive verb phrases which do mt have these derived verbs. 
Shxld one want to make a syntactic generalization that applied transitive 
ve& phrases are related to intransitive verb phrases and that ir? t"1e saxre 
fashion transitive ve& phrases are related to applied bitmnsitive verb 
mes, thm the following set of netarules can be added to the -. 
It a u l d  of murse be a q &  that this gemmilhation is not essentially 
syntactic bdt is either semantic or lexical i n  nature. However, the abave 
mtarules make scm additional c l a h  w h i c h  sean correct. First, they sim- 
plify the analysis of agreement to ccune,and they mke correct predic- 
t i o n s a b o u t V P ~ ,  e v i d e n o e w f i i c h i s ~ t e d i n ~ 3 . 3 0 f t h i s  
chapter. It does make a claim about the syntactic relatedness of basically 
i~transitive and transitive to their derived transitive and bitransi- 
tive counttqm3s. Qne implication of .this interacthn is that the m e b -  
rule relating p r e p o s i t h l  instnmmts to their m n - ~ i t i o n a l  ins- 
rmts is naw general enough to relate the prepositional phrases tn their 
mn-prepositional mun- regardless of the transitivity of the verb; 
a rules as previously stated did not relate basically intransitive verbs 
tn transitive =lied ktnmental verbs. 
Tm potential problans arise w i t h  the intmduction of the mtarules in 
(23) First ,  the bitransitive phrases m longer are part of the basic 
wrd Order as defined in Chapter I11 because they are en-ted by the out- 
put of a mtarule rather than the input. 'Ibis result could be indicative of 
a faulty analysis i f  it is d e t a d n d  that these bitransitive s- 
ought to be part of the basic o*, or it could be that t-he notim basic 
order is ill-formulated or else imppx@ate in this framework. 
Another potential p-1- is that this analysis does not allow for double 
causatives or double applieds. Both such patterns are attested in other 
Bantu lmguages,but to date I havenot uncoveredany suchverbs that do raot 
seem lm be a frozen fonn plus a m v e  use of the applied. Secondly, 
this approach @cts that if  a verb had both an applied suffix and a 
causative s u f f i x  then the verb ghrase could cantain three NPs, since the 
rne izmles  adding N P s  do not prevent an applied ve& fmm becQnirag causative. 
I have vqy little data on su& aoasbxctiom. Whenmer I constructed sucfi 
-les, Wenbah ei- rejected them outright or pmvided sans w- 
lation. lbus, oglpare the exanples i n  (24) below. In (24a) is both 
an applied suffix and a causative. me consultant's reaction was that it 
was a l l  right as long as the first NP was m t  incorporated as the causee 
but that such a sen- wmld not be used. Rather (24b) is 'the mre i i k d y  
. oonstruction. If -1s like that in (24b) turn out to be 
after all then scam variation of 'the approach not enplaying r n e h m l e s  might 
be preferred since the upper bound on NPs is matae explicit. Alternatively, 
the math sould be apmded to treat ve&s c a q & ~ ~ ~  [+cs ~,+app] 
differently Exan [*US,-app] or [-taus, +awl, for q l e .  
Regardless of how the wble thing works o& in the end, saneplace in 
t h e g r m o f  Makua.therewillhave tobe rules of the form [,VNPNP] 
tngether with the appropriate features,&- there is a mkamle or not. 
24. a. di - Araarvtra I #  . & 
I sa/t/oa-cut caus-app-oa Araarinra cashew nut'tree 
'1causeds.o. t o c u t ~ a c a s h w n u t t r e e f o r A r a a r i m a ~  
(nat:IcausedA. tocutdownatree&rsaneone) 
be *- -&p.&&-& 
I sa/t/oa-ask-t to cut--a Araarirna cashaw nut tree 
'I asked S.O. lm cut dbwn a cashew nut tree for A.' 
I mw turn tn vxb plus mnplement canstructions in Makua. Only a 
representative smple is treated, those that I am mst familiar w i t h .  Ihese 
cwrstmctions are crucial to the analysis of wrd order because it is here 
that sane oanstraints on order are found.  lad^ kind of ccmplemnt w i l l  be 
introdwed by -tative -1es and a rule acocrunting for those 
exanples. ?he senantics play a crucial role in the treatmat of amplement- 
hers so I w i l l  try to give an intuitive acaunt whenever possible for readers 
mt familiar with formal -tics. 
Ihe first class of aanstmcd5ons to be treated are sentential cenple- 
e t s .  In Makua, there are three ccnplanentizers that I lax of; '&, 
-
&, and wiM a l l  of whi& can be lmseiy translated as 'that'. 
- .-I 
of these colplemmtizers can introduce only full sentences, altbugh the 
d i c e  of amplemntizer does not depend on the syntax of the -1-t 
sen- itself. Rather, the &ice of caplanenrtizer depends on a q l i -  
cated inixmctbn between the lexical mamhgof *verb, t h e w  and 
aspect of the matrix verb, as well as the tense and aspect of the enbAded 
web, and the beliefs of the speaker with respect tn the truth of the wnple- 
n m t .  - M, for vie, signals that the speaker is mt cmdtted to the 
truth of the cmplement. WiM indicates that the speaker is cerbm 
- 
of his 
belief in the truth of the amplerent, while &kb seems to be somewhere in 
- 
be-. Ihe effect of this sort of interaction is that san?e verbs, i.e. 
d 'to kmw' can only have & as a axqlementizer (presuMbly because 
-
the lexicalmeaningof 'W' &ts thespeaker tobelief inthe truthof 
t - h e c c m p ~ t ) .  wiiriha'tothink'canhaveanyofthemlp1anentizers 
signalling varying degrees of assertion of belief. Representative examples 
are included i n  the exaqles in (25). 

In spite of the fact that are obvious governing factors regarding 
the choice of a~nplementizer ,  sare of which might turn out to be r e l a w  
to the subcateprizatim of specific verbs (i.e. ~xxh&La, 'to know' and 
& -'to see, think', for -14, or related to pragmatics , I am going 
la gloss over these diff- by assuning a single syntactic rule for the 
paposes of this discussion. %e rule in (27a) treats the ccnplmtizer as 
a feature which w i l l  hen- be abreviated as 3 (in 27b) acmrdhg to 
standard practice. 
b < 11, [g (catp) S] ...> 
Ihe paren- around 'uq' are tn insure optionality of the mnple- 
m ~ t i z e r .  It may be omitted so long as lexical semntics and t e n s e m  are 
sufficient to dekmine the strenm of the speaker's belief. 
hl r Verbs taking sentential ocrrplements include dw&a 'to knrrw', utki anata 
t r t l  
'is want', widmnela 'to expect', 'lm hear1 and 'to believe1. Such 
verbs will then need to m e  t.he rule mmber of (28) belox as part of their' 
lexical entry to insure that they occur in such stacbmss. lZlis rule is 
needed to a t  V P s  w i t h  verbs and sentential. arrplanents. 
- 
28. < 12, rVpV S] ... > 
In addition, sarme sentential ocnplement taking verbs also take an NP 
object. V& such as uhh&ya 'to tell , &zy&d.h& to persuade' , and 
r t t r  
waamuuha 'to oonvince' are W which w i l l  have included in  their lexical 
entries the rule mmkr for the rule in (29) . (It I M ~  tmn out that esd&ha 
'lm ccmince' CJOUld be best analyzed as a causative of 'waamuu f * .  'to believe' 
which is a Swahili borrowing but that is not clear yet. If it is, then it 
will end up having the rule in (28) by a mre indirect muted 
?he rule in (29) will interact w i t h  other basic rules to account fo r  -1es 
like those in (30) below. 
' h. 30. a. &- &;-&+A nt u wi&& mwy-&& 
Sepete sa/t-oa-tell-t person that old Mn-den 
&A & I i E l & a h  
sa/t-cult-t here l a s t  year 
'Sepete told SOE! person that the old  nran had cultivated here 
last year' 
b. Araarzrrra I #  . &ha- # #  # h & 
Araarinra sa/t/ba-perwade his bmther that 
&lb a-h01961~& 
chi lddm sa-return-subj 
'Araarirna persuaded his brother that the child should return' 
c* rb & 
Araarima sa/t/oa-mnvhce-t his brother that 
11~ah-616 a-mi+ 
child-den sa-retum-subj 
'Araarima convinced his brother that the child &uld retmn' 
Makua also exhibits infinitive cunplenents. Like the sentential ample- 
mnt structures just  dismssed,there are structures in wkich the vtxb is 
followed by just  an infinitive aonplemnt and n, other NP abject and W s e  
whi& hare mt only an infinitive axq1anent but an object as well. In the 
f i r s t  ins-, there are verbs such as u t h h h  'to want' and 'to try'. 
- 
mese tsm v&s can j u s t  an infinitive anp1enent, so that the rule i n  
(31) below w i l l  acoaunt for this stmctme.  In that ruPe I have treated the 
infinitive as a VP , as a verb phrase w i t h  a feature on it,- I have 
[+MI 
a b r w h t e d a s ~ ,  inamanner analogous tog. T h e m w i l l b e a d m i t t e d b y  
t-he rule i n  (31) d c h  w i l l  acanmt for the -1es l ike tfaose in (32a) and 
32. a. ~ r & i m  w&thh&na b&ikely&& 
Araarima &+want-t inf --buy bicycle-den 
'Araarima wanted to the/tht bicycle1 
@ #  . b. &I&-& u-&+hh b&ikely-&16 
Araarima sa/t-try-t inf-oa-bq bicycleden 
' m i m a  tried to that/- bicycle' 
In addition to the sorts of s e e s  schenatized by the rule in (31) 
above, then, there are the verbs which take not only infinitive cmplenwts 
but object NPs as well. ?here will t h d r e  need to be a rule of the sort 
in (33) belaw to a~03un t  (in part) for the e x a n p l ~  in (34a) and (34b) . 
8 8  . # @ @  # 34. a. Amanm nwa&dl& &&ma 
Araarima sa/t-oa/expect-t 
I r -,- 
to return 
aslarim 'has (and still doesf the child to retun' 
be &inra ahmm6-4 nwa5n-dl& &1yaa 
Araarima t t  child-dem to peturn 
'~imahaspersuadedthechi ldtoreturn'  
For the examples just discussed in (34) it is tbe case that the object is 
interpreted as the subject of the infinitive (i.e. these are cases of object 
control). I have no exanples of cases analogow English in which a verb 
has an object and an infinitive but it is the main subject vhich is interpreted 
as the subject of the infinitive. That is, I have no exanples -'the 
English 'I pranised Lee to go' *ere the subject is doing the going and mt 
the object. !Ibe c-ansultant shply preferxed to use the verb d n & ~ a  'to 
tell' in such cases. Whetd~er there is no such class of verb, or &ether 
they would turn up on further investigation is a question that I cantlDt ansu~ler. 
Should such verbs turn up, their syntactic structure wuld be the sanre as that 
in (33) above. It wuld be the senantics d& differentiates t-he transla- 
tion and so a separate rule would be needed. (See Gazdarb appear bl for a 
discussion of how the sawtics might work out for such structures). 4 
For verbs which have only infinitive axplanents and no objects, there 
is a pattern in  which the obj- of the infinitive not only behaves as the 
object of the infinitive in that it triggers object agreeent in the infini- 
tive as in examples (34) above, but it m y  also trigger object agrement on 
the main  verb. Ewmples parallel to such cmstmdi.ons as (34a) and (343) 
are gim in (3%) and (3%). 5 
.* . 35. a. Araanma & +  *ikelY& u-&thh 
Araarima sa/t:G-buy-t bicycle-dem id=-buy 
'Araarima wanm- buy theithat bicycle' 
b. AraaruM 0 8  . &&i-lik btGSikely-lklE? u-A-thinra 
Araarirna sa/&-try bicycltrdem inf-oa-buy 
'Araarha tried= buy */that bicycle1  
A possible rule awmnting for this cons- might be that in (36) 
which states that a verb m y  be followed by an NP in turn f o l M  by the 
infinitive @mse w i t h  a hole i n  it, W/NP . I n  this M e  I have included 
a rather cnx3e m t i c s  in order to show that it is the semntics whi& 
insures that the NP present is the one semantically treated as the object 
of the infinitive, i.e. the missing NP. 
An analogouY pattern exists br verfw taking sentttial cupl-ts 
(butnotNPs) suchas l l d d l a  ' tokmw', wi ih&la ' . t D e q E e t 1 ,  anduthaMna # 8 
'to want', but not, uhhthya 'to tell1, *ch must have an object NP in  
addition to the sententidl a @ e m = n t .  In these cases, an Nl? fran the tuple- 
rtlent sentence can appear i n  front of the ccnq?lmt izer .  When it does, it 
triggers object agreement on the rmtrix verb (all agreemmt is intact in the 
enkd3ed sentence. Cmpare the examples i n  (37) below. In (37a) what is 
-tically the subject of the q l a n e n t  sentence appears in fmnt  of the 
amplenwtizer and not only triggers its awn subject a v t  in the embedded 
clause but triggers agreemmt as the object of the matrix verb. Likewise, 
in (37b) the object of the ccnplarwt sen- appears in front of the 
ccanplanentizer and when it does, it triggers o b j e  agreemtnt on the main verb. 
37. a. A r e  ahaa-thanana amun.a w i i r a  a-n-thun-e 




'Araarha wanted of his brother that he buy a bicycle1 
b. Araarima ab-n---a baasikelyule w i i r a  m a.-n-thum-e 
Araarima sa/t-oa-Oa-buy  bicycle-aem that (his) brother 
sa-oa-buy-sub j . 
I=&- (of) ALhe/that bicycle fhat his buy (it) '
Such pat- can be captuted by rule in (374 which states that a 
verb f0llrrwed.b~ a can be ac3nitted i f  it dminates a NP followed by a 
sentential ccarp?lanent w i t h  a NP hole in it. Again, it is &e stmantics which 
insure that the NP belongs to the sentence w i t h  a hole in it. 
I llow - tn the rule for adverbs. InMakua, atherbs f a l l  into a t  
least t w o  categories both s y n W c a l l y  and semntically, VP adverbs and 
S I say a t  least, because there may be a third syntactic pattern, 
o r  to redl s y n M c  constraints. merefore, the discussion is limited to 
adverbs d c h  can be classed into VP adverbs and S adverbs. The folkwing 
tm rules are pmposed. BE f i rs t ,  intmducing VP adverbs, claim that any 
verb phrase can have an a t  the end of it. Since the input rule m y  
have any of the categories permitted in thebasic VP rules, the rule i n  
(39a) ac03unts for the distributian of VP adhrerbs following NPs or PPs 
but before and g. ?he notation indicates that any n* of adverbs 
can be admitted (i.e., a, aa, aaa,.. .) . 
39. a. en, f m V  a* B*]... > =) c n, [VP v a* B*]..., 
where a E' C [-Vl l (i.e. NP and PP) 
. . 
and B €'C[+VIl (i.e. mandg) 
b. I&-&& &p&s-& W16 rat&&- 
Sepete sdt-break-t -nut carefully 
'Sepete broke the m u t  carefully' 
interesting array of facts. One result of this rule is that because adverbs 
are the result of the output of a metarule, this rule claim that VP 
are mt part of the basic word order as defined in Chapter 111. !this seems 
intuitively wrong, if there is such a thing as basic syntactic order. It 
suggests that either the definition is amiss or the analysis is m n g .  
sentence adverbs, on the other hand, I propose to intmhce by a rule 
which sinply introd- an S mde when it &minates an S and a q. 
b. I&-~ep&th %-&d &hipica 
sew* sa/t-go-! -tdy 
'Sepete l e f t  -telyt 
Ihus, VP adverbs are properly w i t h i n  the VP, but sentence adverbs are one 
level fr m the S. Ihe utility of the structures for these rules will only 
become apparent as the u flysis progresses, so I will defer discussion of 
relevant exanples until a mre appropriate time. 
In the following sections, additional orders are given by rules specifying 
orders induced by unbourtded dependemis '(section 3.3) , and by metarules inter- 
acting* the rules presented in this section aswel l  as those in section 3.3. 
the basic rules so far given and w i t h  the derived rules predicted by the 
derived rule schena, to aoaount for two sorts of unbundd  degexhcies. 
Since it w i l l  be impossible to shm fWW a l l  the rules interact w i t h  all of the 
other rules, I have chosen one vie w i t h  four mrds (which gives -*-four 
logical possibilities, dl1 of whi& occur) to follow through. 'ibis exanple 
is an applied bitransitive verb with three NP aqmmts, a subject, an 
object and an applied object. This f i r s t  order of the paradigm ex;mple is 
given in (41) belaw. Whenever possible, an mlish gloss reflecking the 
-e f tmct im (rather than i t s  literal transiation) is given. 
41. SV A0 DO 
-a & &  d G  is&& 
Asaapala sa/t-oa-cmk-app-t child-dem pomdge 
'Asaapala prepar& hima for -that cfiild' 
Before progressing to the linking rules, lmrever, ism inlmdudnry atw 
inents are in order. First,  one of the ways in which languages may differ i n  
i%s -rk is the set of derived categories. For Makua, ttae only 
derived categories that are needed (so far) are mse in (42) below wiisre  a 
stands for any other mwtadnal category in the language. Ihus, I am 
claiming that there are m derived categories a/V, a/S, a B ,  or a/-, 
for exarrple. 7 
These derived c a w i e s  will, by mans of the derived rule schema, interact 
w i t h  the basic rules defined in the WOUS mbectbn to predict the 
- as [vpm V NP/NPl but mt rFIs CCMP S/S1 because thera is rn such 
derived category defined. Rather than list all of the derived rules, *ey 
w i l l  be a s h  tD exist and I w i l l  go ahead and use them when necessary. 
?he secad cament regards an assLmption I am making. N o t e  that as the 
derived categories were defined, there are no sentences with two gaps in then,  
i.e. there are m dDubly slashed categories of sort S/NP/NP. lhere is 
S a E  apparent evidence froan Swedish and Nozwegian whici l  suggests -*.z!t such 
dbubly slashed categories are needed. (See Maling and Zaenen (.bo appear) and 
Engdahl (1980)). Edawwer, the analysis of Makua makes soane i n w t i n g  
if there are m swh doubly slashed cdwries, In addition, the 
one reasanable place to look for double gaps (found in other hmpages) 
would be in relative clauses. In sare languages, it is possible im relativize 
twice out of a single clause, Ir, Makua this appears m t  & be possible regard- 
less of the order .of the gaps and the NPs they are associated with.  Tks, 
b& the exanples in (43) below are ungmmatical. Using Fad6ras (1978) 
-1- the Gap is G, the NP it to is the filler (F) . Inter- 
secting n e s  are W s e  in which Gaps inmect with fillers. Nested 
are those w h i c h  do mt.  
43. a. *Nested depenlency F1 F2 G2 G1 
& ki--(fi)-&&-& &l&MW& 
here cfiild sa/t-(0)-kmv-t that-old man 
- u-n-l&c-a16 
sa/t/oa-&t infa- ta lk  w m  
'Here is a &ild (that) I knav (that) the old mn you asked him 
.to h l k  to' 
here cfiild sa-+ (&)-hmw-t ht-olh man sa/t-oa-ask 
F1 F2 G 1  
Taken tqether, the fact wt there are no double gaps in relative clauses 
and the fact that the analysis makes intersting and correct predictions with- 
out doubly slashed caL-ries support the assuption. 8 
aamnts for mbomded -es and w h i c h  p d d e s  for an additional 
order for the paradigm exanple is one w h i c h  closely resenbles kpicalizathn 
in E n g l i s h .  'Ihis rule mrks at the sentence level, so &t I w i l l  refer to 
it as S-Tbpicalizatbn, wen thw its specification differs slightly f m  
the usual sorts of micalization, The linking rule is fomulated as in (44) 
below. It will acoounk for sentence initial position of an NP (regardless of 
. . 
.its gramnatical relation), a PP, and an infinitive phrase (vp) , in sen- 
like those in (44) below. 
b. 6- s a k - d  ilw ni-fithhh 
Sepete sa-t-build-t fence with-bantm 
'Sepete bui l t  a fence' 
c. s p ,  i l -4~  6- ni-ithhae 
Sepete sa/t-build-t with-- 
'W fence swte bu i l t  w i t h  bamboo' 
d. &&hae S/PP 6- 
ilhihi 
with banboo Sepete sa/t-build-t fence 
'with bankoo Sepete built  a fence' 
e. SF V-fith- &* &*a 
inf-buy bicycle Sepete sa/t-want-t 
'tn btyabicycle . .Sepetewantedl 
'Ihe rule in (44) taken together w i t !  '-he sententidl ocmpkment rule previmsly 
nnti~ted,  [s (am) Sl , w i l l  predict unbouded dependmcies. The -1es 
in (45) show that this is the case. NP , F, and PP relay a l l  a m  one clause 
up. A diagram of (4%) is included to s b v  haw this mrks. 
Araarima sa/ t /hea~t  that fence-dem ~epete- s a / w d - t  
b. S/PP 
&irna ah&,& nini&h&e &-*& &*&-A 
Araarir&L sa/t/hear-t that " W i i t t l  ZjarrPrx, sepete sq/t/build-t 
ilW 
fence 
'Araarim has heard that with baanboo Seipete built a fence1 
c* SF a&"& & p&& &-& 
d-t that inf-oa-hy bicycle sepete 
&-&m&a 
sa/t-wan*t 
'Araarh has heard that to lng a bicycle Sepete wanted1 
The rules also interact to predict that S-Tbpicalization should operate 
in what is generally kmwn i n  mwmmt analyses as successive cyclic fashion. 
lhat is, the topiCalized category should be able to appear i n  frcmt of an 
intemediate S. W e  these sentences seem to be cmtmversial in wl.ish, 
they are perfectly good in Makua. Thus in (46a) below, a subject NP fran . 
the lower clause is foundme clause up. In (46b) it is found .two cl- up. 
' " 0  & ila& wh 46. a. n t  u ah-& 
person sa/t-oa-tell-t that  fence Araarirna sa/t,bar-t &$,&&& r hl 
ni-nt ala 
that sepete sa/t-build with-bank00 
46. a. (cont.) 
'some person told me of -/that fence that Araarirna has 
heard that Sepete built  (it) w i t h  bamboo1. 
b. i l ~ 6  lith6 *ki-a e- 
ah& 
person sa/t-oa-tell-t that Araarima sa/t-hear-t 
wiM H%S- &th&-A nilithh&e 
that Sepete sa/t-build-t wil3Pbmbo 
' thdthat fence scme person told re that A r e  had heard of 
Sepete that (he) built (it) w i t h  
In addition this rule Wen topaw with the aomtm.int against doubly 
slashed ca-ries predicts that tw, NPs cannot be dmpicalized at  once. In 
exanple (47a) below, the appearance of two NPs bm clauses up (which -4 
belarKl the - edxdded clause semantically) does not result in a Makua 
sentence. Any other ambination of two of the categories specified in the rule 
in (44) cannot occur either. The exanple in (47b), for instance, is un- 
gramatical because both an NP ard a PP fran the locllFer clause was in
front of the higher clause. 
47. a. * d l &  % ~ r a a r v ~  I /  . &&&, &i-a& 
&ild Nnati A?zm5ma sa/t/hear/t that sa / t~ -cmk-app  
h 
.b. *il*l& -th &ima &Sep& 
fenceden with-babw+m Araarima sa/t-hear-t Sepete 
&tha& 
sa/t-build 
'the fence w i t h  the ba&mp A m a r h  heard that !3epete built' 
(interpretable only as the fence and the bam33oo.. .which is 
nonsensical) 
m n g  those ca-ies that do not participate ixl this rule are both 5 
and Em, and Wm. ThisSis the f i r s t  restriction on word order so far. 
a higher a & d d h g  Thus, any of these categories does not appear preadug 
verb (as in (48) ) . Note that the lack of tapicalization of E/NP and g/NP 
is ruled out since categories such as vpmm and vp/g)?.p are 
48. a. SK 
S S ~ &  ilw ni-dthae &&- 
that Sepete sa/t-build-t fence with-bank~~ Araarima 
b. s/(~/NP) h W ~~& &-th&k-& n i4 t ae  &&ma -6 




*u-wthh A r k h a  ah&a & i&+q&& 
inf-3-buy Araarima sa/*t that Sepete 
& *ikeli 
sa/t-oa-+t bicycle 
Far the paradigm exmrrple i n  (41) then, the orders in (49) have been 
acoounted for so far. The abbreviations are s t r a i g h t f o d ,  S = subject, 
v = t-erb, DO = the senantic direct object, A0 = thz senantic applied object. 
Each order is follmed by the rule or rules which acmunt for that order. 
(Sane dmqe in the distribution of damstratives can be noted in the para- 
digm ewnple.1 lhese reflect the discourse functhn of varbus orders and 
db not interact in sentence granmar as I have develaped it here. 
49. a. S V A0 DO (basic rules and metarules introducing objects) 
&pala 1 dd1.6 i s 6  
Asaapala sa/t-oa-amk-apt ~d~ porridge 
'Asaapdla prepared porridge for the/that child' 
b. A 0  S V DO (S-'Ibp) 
-a &&M-& .is  
'For the child Asaapda prepred isima' 
c. DO S v A0 (S-mp) 
is&&& &&&pala &&&&l-h 
'*/that parridge, Asaapala prepared Br theithat child' 
Ihe second rule involving unbounded d-es is one which shares 
SOIE -es with the S-'lbpicalizatian rule just given. Ihe rule applies 
. . 
w i t h i n  the VP, hmever, to place just one NP, a PP or a VP in front of the 
. . 
verb. I am actually a little unsure xbther VP should be included since 
~ ~ w i t h ~ a r d e r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a x e ~ l y j ~ ~ b e p o e t i c .  Y e t ,  
they seem to be perfectly gmmnaticdl. The rule can be formulated as follows. 
50. vP.Tbpicalizatian 
19, [ m a  I , . . .  ~ E { N P , P P , w ]  
-1es of the stmdmres the addition of this linking rule admits axe given 
in (51) below. A diagram for (51a) is included to show just what the sbxctme 
w i l l  be. 
51. a. VPm Hi+s6G h w - 5  ni-litha= 
sepete fence-den sa/t-build-t with- 
' ( A s  expzted) Sepete did build the fence and it was with 
bambo' 
b. w/EP &&- ninilith.&yh& &&-& ilu 
Sepete with-- sa/t-build-t fence 
' ( A s  expe&ed) Sepete did build using the barrSxx, and it was a 
fence' 
c.. vpm &-M &%d &&&&pa 
sePetse inf-oa-rn bicycle sa/t-t-t 
'(AS m) Sepete did want to buy a bicycle' 
Inprtantly, this linking rule w i l l  interact with other rules in the 
. . 
gram~lr to predict that an NP, a PP, and or a belonging m t i c a l l y  to an 
e&edded sentence may appear bebeen the subject and verb of the mtrix verb 
of the sentence. T h i s  is because the tree in (52) below w i l l  be analyzed 
by the rules of the gramnar. Ihe' rule adnits the S node. T k  -icaliza- 
tim linking rule just miitten admits the VP mde which is in turn linked to 
derived cawries adnitted by the deriveEt rules. 
\ I 
.I 
me orders induced by such interactbns of rules are perfectly good 
the -1- in (53) show. In (53a) an object NP beloraging s-tically 
to later ciause is found between the subject and verb of the matrix 
clause. In (533) that NP belonging semntically to the 1- clause is 
found Ism clauses up, in  betmen the subject and verb of that clause. 
(54) am- parallel exanples for subject NPs. 
53. a. d t k ~ t 6  &sfie~y-& a h o - h ~ - d  w i h 6  hth6 
SePe* bicycle* sa/t-oa--a that person 
ha~th1.h 
dm-break 
'Septe bows of the bicycle that saneme has broken it' 
b. & *a 
old man-den bicycle-den sa/t/say/t that Araarima 
aho-h-chwa. h -a "&& hth6 wli-th yaa 
&---a that person &--break 
'Ihe old man says of the bicycle that Amarima lcncrws tht sane 
persm has bmken it 
54. a. Ss@ . .ilci*fih &&&&,&&* y * r . a  
me book-dem sa/t-oamnvince-t that sa-good-t 
lPSin6 
inf-read 
' S ~ e t e  mnvinced me of that book that (it) is good to read1 
b. eima . ~* f iQ 6 wis -& * 
A r a a r h  -sa/t/say that Sepete s* 
# *  t 8 kaammLba %EL&& >~3* lps&& 
oa/beLieve-t that sa - good inf--2 
'Araarinra says of the book that Sepete -ced me (it) is 
Because there are m doubly slashed =wries, however, one expects to 
find that no more than one of the categories m y  show up a t  a time in bebvea 
the subject and the verb of a higher clause. (Two or mre of these categories 
o n b e ~ i n ~ t - h e s ~ j e c t a n d t h e ~ o f t h e c l a u s e ~ ~ & t h e y  
belong semantically, but these s-, I w i l l  argue, arise fran different 
kinds of rules.) 'Ibis prediction is borne out as the mgranmticality of the 
ewnples in (55) attests. 
*&ima ni-ntnak 6 sepete 0 -a && 
AraariaM with-- Sepete sa/t/say-t that sa/t-build-t 
ilhhi 
fence 
With the adoptian of the W-Tbpicalization rule and the *en, bm 
more orders of the paradigm -1e are accounted for. 
56. a. S A0 V DO W p )  
b. S DO V A0 (VFmp) 
A third linking rule involving unbmded aepukmies is evenwly  added 
to IAe g r m .  Howemr, its rmtivatkn will becune clearer after discussion 
of the metaniles i n  the following section. It will be taken up a t  a more 
In this secticn metarules accounting for the rest of the'urders in .t.he 
paradigm exaple are given. lhese interact dth the basic rules in (3.1) 
and fie linking rules i n  (3.2) as well as w i t h  each other. Again, it is 
inpossible to give all the passible stmctums that the interadms of these 
rules mt,, so that I w i l l  stick .to the paradiqm exaaqle and present other 
exaqles where relevant. 
One order appears .tD have m subcategorizatim restrictions and rn 
syntactic features different firan the orders predicted by the input of the 
nretan.de ~ fol- is one in which the subject NP hwdiately follows the 
verb.9 Tb capture tbis rela-s the mtarule in (57) is e s e d .  Mte 
that it is the -tic translatian which keeps the grmnatical relations 
straight. The 9 stands for the semntic translation for each of the input 
rules &ch w i l l  be in this case a VP meaning. %at VP meaning is a function 
.tD && the NP meaning is a w e d  (yielding a sentence meaning). ' T ~ I s ,  the 
S node a t t e d  w i l l  not have a syntactic verb phrase but there w i l l  still 
beone in the senantics. 
57. Verb-Initial 
< n, [ w v x l f  9'. => c n, Is V NP XI, 3' (NP') > 
In that this order (essentially VSO) has m syn-c verb m e  
but that SVO does, is a claim that must be substantiated. The evidence 
for this is, bwmer, i n  the -t a n a l y ~ k r  so that the reader will have 
to take m e  stm&ures on faith for ihe mnmt. 'Ibis metarule w i l l  pre- 
dict the of mles in i 3 ~  gramnar such as in (58). Gramtical 
carresponding to W e  orders are found in (59). 
58. a. Is VNP El 
0 
8  8  
-a . I&(-- #& - ikiw& 
that book-dan sa-good 
'Wt hwP=ed- that) SeZxte Iaaows that *€?/that book is 
good dm read' 
b. [, VNP VP] 
" h 8  && . e&t& I1-lhhr'ma ~~ 
sa/t-mlt-t Sepete inf-oa- bicycle 
' (What happened t ~ a s  that)  'mte wanted to a bicycle' 
If, in contrast to the  metarule wri- above, this order were the 
result  of a verb gap, i.e. tk r e su l t  of a linking rule like IS V S M  one 
semantically because there wuld be mthhg to prevent a strmture like that . 
i n  (60) fran being admitted. 
the clauses t.hey belong to. Thus, the exfflple such as that i n  (61) where a 
verb is faad outside its own clause is ungramatical. 
h #  
ni-nt ale 
witkbamboo 
In addition to the exanple in (61), the Verb-Initial rule (V-I) w i l l  
interact with the linking rules and derived rules. lhus, (ammg others) there 
w i l l  be a derived rule like that in (62). 
The rule in (62) w i l l  then interact with the m p h l i z a t i o n  rule in such a 
way as tD provide for lxo additimal orders ibr the paradigm exanple. azeSe 
given in (63a-c.) . An m t e d  tree diagram a r  .(63a) s h c h ~  
this is so. ( 6 3 ~ )  includes the order induced by the Verb-Initial rule alone. 
!Ibis brings the tnt;zl.to eight for the orders of the pradigm exanple. 
63. a. AOVS DO (S-mp and v-I) 
&1& & k&,,& 
' mt happened was that) Wthat child, Asaapala prepared 
porridge (for it) ' 
b. DO V S M (S-'Ibp and V-I) &WQ &&&,p&-& d l &  
' (about) thdthat isima (&at h a w  was that) Asaapala 
prepared (it.) for the child' 
c. v S A0 DO (V-I) w * w g  d G  
'What happened was that) AsaapdLa prepared isima for  the child' 
T h e  rule in-actions thus f a r  allcrw for s- d i g u i t y  (e.g. 
S V 240 DO is s tmctud ly ,  thotrgh not senantically anbigcpus). T h i s  anhiguity 
will be reduced in mare cmplicated sen-, but it is a feature of the 
whole system. 
AnotheroarmonpatternisoneinwfiichthesubjectNPappearsattheend 
of a sen-. Again, m e  to be no subcategorization or syntactic 
feature restrictions differentiating the input rules fm the output rules so 
that a mtarule NP Final is (64) is proposed. l h i s  rule claims sentences 
w i t h  an iniC;,.d NP (the subject) are related to sentences w i t h  a final (subject) 
NP. 
64. NP Final 
< n, NP XI ...> - 7 < n, IS X NPl > 
In addition to the a d d i t b d  orders for the paradigm example to be 
given in (65) below, the addition of t h e  NP Final Rule will predict Wt 
subject NPs fran a e  rmtrix sentence can appear a t  the end of the embedded 
clause, i.e. at the end of the wfiole sentence. 'Ihat t.his is correct is 
illustrated by the exanple in (65). 
65. a. rS VP NP] 
-6 & &6+.&-6 ilhd ni-nt Ihl ale 
dt-kncw-t that child- sa/t-build-t fence with-hmbo 
Ar&rirna 'Araarima knew that a child built a fence 
Araarirna with bamboo' 
b. [S VP WI 
# # t  0 
-a 
dt-write-a letter carefully Sepete 
'A letter was written carefully by Sepete' 
It is wrth pointing out that neither the Vexb - Initial rule nor the 
NP Final rule w i l l  allcrw an NP f m  the matrix clause to aflpaar within 
& enhdded clause itself. Such -1es are, in.fact, mgramatical as 
illustrated by the -1es in (66) below. 
. * # 8  8 0  & . .wpala &-dl& 66. a. aho-cllwel-a &&-& i l d d n i  
s a / t - M  that Asaapala child-dan sa/t-build-t fence 
J,. *-a -a . .- il&& 
sa/t-Jucw-t that childdem Asaapala fence 
Qle structure which appears to have a subject NP w i t h i n  the S e r l  mtence 
is q l i f i e d  in (68) below. T h i s  exanple, I w i l l  claim, is subject to an 
analysis in which the subject NP in question is not i n  fact within the abedded 
A s  stated, the metarule in (64) , i.e. the NP Final rule, also predicts 
the existence of a rule of the fom rS S/NP NPI. 'his is because one of the 
linking rules, (S-lbpicalization) , is of the form rS NP S m ] .  If the wriable 
X in the metarule can be anything, then it can be S m  as w e l l .  The addition 
of the rule rS S/W NPI -, is going to predict that an NP f m n  the 
ar33edrled clause can appear outside of its own clause to the right. That is, 
this rule will predict unbounded dependencies to the right. A tree diagram 
w i l l  help s!mw haw this w;3.3 bz psible. 
Since this sort of interaction has been of sate -retical interest in the 
sttdy of English ever since I@ss (1967) f i r s t  pmposed that rightward nwement 
w s  clause baunded, and C b t d q  (1977) built this cnnstraint into the Revised 
Ecte&ed Standard Thsory, this predictian merits sane discussion. I w i l l  
say at the outset that the data are not entirely clear, althmqh certain facts 
can be accounted far if rS S/MP NPI is admitted into the Consider 
the exanple in (68) below. In that ewmple, the subject of the matrix verb 
appears next to last in  the sentence while the object of the abedded verb 
appears in last position. 
I 8  
s1 
68- aho-cllwel-a 6 &dl6 &&Wd &hae 
sa/t-krK%v-t that child-den s a / t a d - t  with-.bambo -ima 
id2n-a~ 
fene-dem 
'What happened was that m n e  knew that the child had built 
~anethingwithbanbooandAraarinraistheonewfiD?a~~that 
and it turned out to be the fence that got builtt 
Ncrw if is the NP-Final metarule in (64) w h i c h  takes the subject NP to 
the end, predicting a sort of righbmrds topicalization, rS S/NP NP] ( d c h  
plts the object NP last) then the sentence in (68) above could have as its 
o t n r t u r P  that in (69) below.l0 
Inportantly, both tlae subject NP and the object NP of the ar&dded S c a n t l ~ t  
appearfollowiragthesubjectNPofthematrixverb. Sincetherecanbeno 
doubly slashed ~ a - i e s r  and since there are no other rules in this analysis 
to analyze such an order, the sentence (in 70) is cmrectiy predicted to be 
70. *&a-a && h4 s1 
~~4 ni-nt .de  e i m a  
sa/t-kmw-t that sa/t-build-t wi- w i m a  
In collecting the sentences l ike that in (68) m, the consultant's 
reactio~? a t  first was that the last NP oonstitakd an afterthrxaght; his 
j-t was that such amstructions might mt be a single sentence. After 
a nmnent' s reflection he remarked that if the final NP was marked w i t h  a 
ikmnstrative, then his intuition was that such structures amstituted a 
single sentence. Thus, there are clear indications that there is a discourse 
f l m c t i o n a s ~ t e d w i t h s ~ e s a l 1 O w e d b y  rss/UPNP1. ?his f a c t i s o f  
course mt represented here. 
Similar patterns can be observed w i t h  respect the placement of NPs and 
sentential sdverhi. W l  that the sentential adverb rule is rS S Advl. 
I f  there is rn N rS S/UP NP] rule, then, a t  present, there is no way to account 
for VX AdvS NP order. If there is such a nrlef there is a prediction 
that just one NP can be found beyond a sentence adverb (since ism NPs cannot 
be "extracted") . 'Ibis is an accurate reflection of the facts since one NP af- 
ter a sentence adverb is just fine (although it should be marked by a demm- 
strative) while two NPs are mt. Dmmstratives don't help this tim . Cmpre 
the exanples in (71). 
71. a. &&xih-a ibkha &hipica &-5&t& 
sa/-te-t letter imedhtely Septe 
'What happer& to Sepete is that he =te the 'letter imnediately' 
VP adverb on the other hand, behave diffefently. Recall the rule intro- 
ducing VP adverbs, rVP V X AdvVPl . W NPs are markedly better following a 
VP adverb than folluwing a sentence adverb. Ccrrpare the exffllple in (72) 
>dm with the exanple in (71b) above. 2% exanple in  (72) a d d  be the 
result of interaction between the NP Final rule and rS BIP Sm]  rule. 
Ihe findl object again rmst be marked by a demnstrative i f  it is to be part 
of same sentence. Ihe abbreviated tree diagram in (72b) oorrespnding 
to the exanple in (72a) shows that the subject NP is at the end of its clause 
by the NP Final *mle while the object NP is "topCalized out" to the right of 
fAe subject NP. 
72. a. ahaaddc 0 0 #  d -a ra&r6ab Hiri-WtE! . " ' Q  
sa/Write-tcarefully Sepete let- 
'What happemd to the letter was that Sepete -& it carefully' 
v .NPm Aav 
The opposite order, V AdvVP 0 S, is also attested, but that order canmt yet 
be analysed by the rules so far. 'Ibis order w i l l  be discussed a t  a later 
point. 
The evidence froan the adverbs and fran the ccnplement sentaces suggests 
that ttLe fomulation of the NP Final metarule in (64) is mt tPo weal, i.e. 
ulat Ulere is a rule S/NP NP]. Ihe problem is that the further away NPs 
get, that is, the further up the tree, the - the exanples get. However, 
it a d d  be the case that such r i g h W  -es are bounded by constraints 
other than strictly syntactic ones, say, processing. Such a claim has been 
made for sane analyses of English in w h i c h  mbomded rightward m3venm.t is 
restricted. See Gazdar (to appsar b) for a d i s c u s s h  of these facts in the 
-text of this fmmaork . 
Ihus I propose to leave the NP Final metanile as it is in (64). Its 
addition to the gramnar will, taken together with other rules discussed thus 
far, acmt for the additional 0- exaplified for the- paradigm exanple 
i n  (73) below. An abbreviated tree diagram is given for (73b) and (73d) 
illustrate how thse wrk. In (73)  the subject is found a t  end of the 
clause because it can always be there (i.e. by the NP  ind dl Rule) . Ihe 
applied object is topiCalized out to the left. In (73d) on the other hand 
the subject is a t  the end of its clause but the direct object has been 
tnpicalized out by the NP to the Right rule. 
73. a. V A0 DO S (NP Fin.) 
&fi-r&Alb nwaSn416 isM Adpala 
'What happemd was that Asaapah prepared i s ima for Wthat 
child' 
b. A0 V DO S (NP-Fin. and S-Tbp.) 
nwa&A16 AId-&+t?.-6. isM ~~5ApaI.a 
'  about) W t h a t  dlild, what happemd was that Asaapdla preipared 
isima (for it) ' 
c. JXl V A0 S (NP-Fin. and S-rIbp) 
is&& &6-d-rhd-d Q &&&&a 
' (about) tf-&that porridge, Asaapdla prepared (it) for the child' 
d. V A0 S DO (=Fin and Rt. Tap.) 
- - A  &dl6 &&pala is&tSl& 
'What h a w  was that Asaapala prepared ttte ish for the child' 
' \  
vp/ NP J!R (S) 
V 
' \NP NPm 
e- V DO S A0 (NP-Fin. and R t .  lbp) 
- ish& &&pala iimh-616 
'What ha-pen& was that Asaapala prepared porridge and it was 
a r  the/-t child1 
- & -a is- d d l &  
'WhathaFpenedwas thatAsaapalapreparedisima a n d i t w a s  
for the/that child' 
g- s v a, (Is s m  NPI) 
&fi - isM nwa&4G 
'Asaapala prepared is ima  for that (the) child' 
TIE raMining m e l z m l e s  are less easily motivated. Ihe evidence that 
these rules are distinct mt orily froan each other but frun the rules discussed 
so far acmes largely f m  a m s w t i o n  of their interaction w i t h  various 
kinds of ccmplenrmt structures. Ihus, it is restrictions on where such 
anplements can go, as distinct fran NPs, for exaqle, which allow the pro- 
cesses to be seprated out. I would like tro stress that I am relying tro a 
miderable extent on the speakers1 intuitions heref that is, fine distinctions 
be- odd, -tic, and h a m i g h t  ungramatical. Whenever agpmpriate I w i l l  
Ihe f irst  metarule of this sort is one which insures that saw=, but 
not all, categories following the verb in the ve& @rase can be found be- 
the subject and the verb. This rule is needed, for * account for 
- 
the order S PD DO V. ?he facts to be acoounted for are that N P  , FP ., VP and 
Rhrw can appear in this psition. but that K)NP. sf and F)NP cKmM. %ese 
pztterns are exaplified by the gramatid ewnples in (74) below and the 
74. a. rVP vP V] 
&-sep& uji-thb bssikeli aho-thanan I 4  , ,  
-a 
Sepete inf-oa-buy bicycle sa/t-want-t 
' (As expe&ed) Sepete wanted tn buy a bicycle' 
b* rVP WVP V1 
&sep&& - &  i& 
-Pee mil sa/t-read-t story 
'(As -1, Sepete read w e l l  and he read a story' 
75. a. Hv] 
*HiriHiris4g dl& *-'a il&&& &,- 
SePete that child- sa/t-build fence sa/t- 
b. [VPNP~)'NPV] 
*&-Sqg& &GI& I #  # a  il&&i. --a , I d  
Sw=te chiu-dem that sa/t-En~ild fence sa/t-k~wt 
c. rw NPW,mPV] 
*--& 
=Fete bicycle - d m  inf-oa-buy sa/t-oa-want-t 
The mtarule Fnaposed in (76) below, wfiich I w i l l  t e r m  the Variable 
Order VP rule, is restricted to apply just  to the c a w *  vhich appear 
. before the verb. w u s l y ,  it w i l l  allow for a nniltitude of orders. For 
irstance, one of the outputs is given in (76b) belaw. (76b) also fits the 
input structural configuration, so that another rule i n  7& is predicted. 
Essentially, what (76) does is to al low any ca- (exr=ept #me stipulated) 
to appear between the subject and the verb. 
76. Variable Order VP 
h i -  the orders acanmted for by the me-e in (76) are six more 
of the paradigm -1e. Since the rule inter- are getting pretty 
o~nplicated a t  this point, sane explication is in order. (77a) is nww anal- 
yzed by the grarrmar by * of the mtarule in (76) which predicts the 
existenceof a n i l e  [wNPNPVl. Recall that it is thesemnt icswhich 
keeps the gmmmtical relations straight. In (77e) the ve.& is a t  the end 
of the verb phrase via the met6.te just pmpsed. The subject is at the 
end of the sateme due tn NP Final rule and, finally, the DO is topical- 
ized out to the left.  The third m q m  -1e to be discussed if (77f) 
in which the verb is again last, due tn the las t  mentioned metarule, and the 
DO is topiCalized according to the specifications of the ~ p i c a l i z a t i o n  
rule. 
77. a. S AO DO V (V-O VP) &&& dl& h&&& 
'(AS e-) Asdapala the isirna for the child' 
b. AO S DO V (V-OVPandS4bp) 
llxVaAdl4 ASMpala is-& &-cM4 
'for the child, Asaapala the prridge as expect&' 
c. DO S A0 v 07-0 VP and S4bp) 
isint-a& &-a nwa4ndlQ &fi-rb&-L 
'the isk ASaapala prepared for the child (as expeckd) ' 
d. PD DO V S (V-O VP and NP-Fin.) &41g i s w b  &.*-& 
'for the child isima was prepred by Asaapala (as expect&)' 
e. DO AO V S (V-O VP, =Fin, and S4bp.) 
t t #  ismele hd1Q W-~i-nkdh 
'-/that i s h a  was prepared for the child as expecbd and it 
was Asaapah who did it' 
f. S DO A0 V (V-OVP andvF.Top). eais-& -1Q &&&-& 
'As e2p=&ed, Asaapala prepam3 ' that -porridge for the child1 
It is as important to characterize which orders are allowed by the 
Variable O r d e r  VP nile as it is trr characterize which orders are not allowed 
by this rule. In particular, this rule does mt allow for both an A 0  and a 
DO to follow a sententidl caplarwt. A s  far as I can tell such orders are 
mt good. It WES s. l i t t le kd for the m m t a n t  to decide & & I  
these were functknally akerrant in sans fashior: ar just p i a h  unqama~cal. 
As-g then to be mgramnatical, m, the prediction made by. the naetarule 
is borne out. It is not mgrammtical for one NP to be at  the end of the 
. ,  
ocmpla=?t sen-, howwer. I w i l l  return to this fact and its inplica- 
tions later. Mte that given the rule Is S m  NP]. one would expect this 
order to be gmmatical in case . Ocmpare the exanples in (78a) and (78b).. 
78. a. *Ki+&&nih-&-6 wi&& &4l= d fith& 
I-t/ua-mmhce-et that child-dem sa-go/t S.O. Araarirna 
h b. a-&&nihq4J-& fit & 
'I convinoed sawme that the child sbuld go, on behalf of 
Araarinra' 
Of remaining exaples in the paradiwewnple to be acoomted for, 
there are bm d c h  share similar m e s  with Wse acmmted for by the 
metarule in (76) above: A0 DO S V and DOAO S V. In these exanples, cafp- 
gories belonging after me ve~% are found be*= both the subject and the 
verb. Again, the facts are that NP . P P ,  VP, and Advw can be fand in this 
posi t im.  wfiile =)NP, and S / N P  onnot. T b i r  distribution is as in (79) 
below. 
79. a. IS WN? V] 
u-& 8 8  0 ,  # I  
inf-oa-buy bicycle Araarima sa/t-want-t 
' tn buy a bicycle (is what) Araarim wants 
rataraata nwaamle isinrtle Araacha ab-n-rw-el-a 
carefully childdem porridge-an A r a a r h  sa/t-oa-pqare 
app-t 
'carefully for child the pomidge Araarvlla 
- 
prepared' 
co *IS S 3F ?.g 
- 
LJiira nwaan-ole aho-thek-a iluwani Araarha -a 
that.  chi- sa/t-buil.d-t fence Araarima sa/t-oa+rm~t 
nwan-0l.e wiira aho-thek-a i1wan.i Araarima - m e l - a  
child* that sa/t-build-t fence Araarima sa/t-oa-knm-t 
baasikely-ule ahcm-thuna Araarim *n-thanana 
bicycle sa/--buy Amarima sa/t-oa-mnt 
in (80) beluv, we accmmt for the fact that just those categories that 
80. Variable Order S-Rule 
Ebr the sake of o o m p l ~ s ,  I' inclllde the bm crucial' m g m  examples. 
81. a. A 0  DO S V 
m l e  isirn-ele Asaapala aho-n-mw-4.a 
that child, (as -1 porridge was prepared by 
AsaapdLa' 
b. D O N  S V  
isinrele m l e  Asaapla aho-n-mwd-a 
'that pomdge, it was prepared for lfe ddld by Asaapala (as 
=P=ted) ' 
TIE m n a h h g  order fnm the paradigm ewnple to be acanmted for is 
V I30 AD S. When t.he applied objects vere first intmduc&, that rule placed 
next to verbs. I have no real syn&ctic evidence that this order is 
the correct choice. It i s  the case that in mnbiguous sentences, the first 
postverbal NP is taken tn be the applied object out of context, but it is 
hard to mke this fact into a coavincing syntactic argunent. But it is 
clear that  the o& DO A0 is needed as w e l l .  lhat this order is not yet 
accounted for suggests either a revisha cf W variable orf!er VP rrd..e tn 
allow for this order, or either of the two rules i n  (82) below are needed. 
82. a. LwVNP XI =) [wVXNP] 
/ 
b* W/NP NPI 
Either of the W rules i n  (82) above w i l l  account for the fact that  
only one object NP can be found after the sententidl c~nplanent (as in (78) 
abovle) because ea& affects only one NP. However, the metarule (82a) alla~s 
only one A0 to appear i n  this position because it is the one next to the 
verb in the inputrules, while a secondwill allow for t h e m o r  DO in 
t.his position. As far as I Iamw, the facts mrt the second choice. W 
i 
choice has the formal advantage in that it rllay allm the tnpicalizatim rules 
to be collapsed. However, there are sonvt . . that I am unsure about, 
i.e. the interaction of tZaese t w o  rules with the third class of adverbs, 
which I haven't discussed at all. T k  mrrect acwunt of this order, is, as 
far as I am mcerned, still open. 
Sorne analysis along the lines just  discussed is needed, -, because 
theorderSVDOAOhasanlybeendvedatbytheaddi~noftherule  
rs S/NP NPI to  the grammr. lhat rule, recall, had associated w i t h  it s a ~  
discourse function and it is clear that  the S V DO A0 order does not have 
the degree of eqhsis other stmcbzes of this sort have. Of course, it 
o o u l d b e t h a t t h e r e i s m ~ ~ l d t y ~ t h e s e r u l e s i n ~ c a s e o r t h a t  
the function was attributable distwce rather than structure. Z&ption 
of either (82a) or (82b) above seens justified w i t h  s c m ~  evidence favoring 
(824. Either w i l l  account for the order i n  the last paradign -1e in 
(83) below. 
83. V DO A0 S 
& is&& ma&& Adqala  
'What happer& was +%at Asaapdia was the one who prepared i sh  
for a child' 
It is worth pointii out that the in-on of the metarule in (80) 
above, that rule which related sizuctures with the final i n  the verb 
phrase and the vex% final in the ~entence are related in nuch the same way 
that the VP-'Ibpicalization rule and the SJRpicalization rule wax!. !l%at 
is, essentially the sam rules characterize strwtmes at the VP level as at 
the S level. !&is is an interesting observation and it suggests that there 
is further justification for the treatmnt of S as the maximal pmjection 
of VP. 
The analysis of ivhkua word order began with a trea-t of basic rules, 
i.e. those orders defined by rules not the out;xtt of sane Illetarule nor the 
result of either the derived rule schema or linking rules. m e  rules 
defined a single fixed basic order for Makua, essentially SKI in familiar 
typological term. It is appmpriaG to discuss this choice had 
any particular merit for the analysis of Makua. If one looks beyond just the 
subject, verb and object, b other categories, then it is possible to argue 
that this order is b be prefdoverOm7, SCN, or OVS. Suppose, for 
simplicity's sake, that we take 0 to be ;inv category admitted in a VP, eg. 
NP, g, sm, z, or w)NP. It muld not be possibie to state generalizations 
for Makua is, *r -le, one picked OSV as the basic order since sen, the 
categories which did not appear in this position (egg. =&I?, z, and g)NP) 
wouLdhwebbepartofrulesspecifvirwthattheyfol lowthe~.  In 
this way, the verb would mt  have unified order V 0 .where 0, 
-, is sort of category adnitted into a VP. Rather, the basic 
order for vtxb phrases would be 0 V in m cases a n d V 0  in athers. Sbuld 
m e  believe that such a statanent is mt  general emugh then tbe order V 0 is 
to be preferred. The same ar-t goes for the SUV and OVS orders since 
the categories are the same orres involved. 
IIakFwer, there seem to be m argmznt available for choosing between 
SVD, VSO, and V06 since there are m cmparable restrictions that can be 
seed to for these orders. That is, the m e w -  intmddng the 
subject fillwing the verb (V-Initial) and placing it sentence final (NP 
Final)  were entirely witbut restrictions of the sort found .EOp the V a r i a b l e  
Order VP rules and V a r i a b l e  W S rules. 
I t i sp r emtu re tod rawany~us ims f run th i s r e su l t abou tbas i c  
order as defined in this framwork (i.e. that the ncrtian basic order is either 
W p r i a t e  or mkfined) since it could always be l3e case that further 
analysis of mare det-ailed oonstmctions wmld reveal further -ts for 
chasing one order over amther. 
In addition to the above indeterminacy of the analysis w i t h  respect tn 
the choice of a basic order, .there is a second issue. This issue is raised 
by ny analysis of the derived.- by metanile which claim, according b 
the definition of basic order, that bitsansitive verb phrases do not fonn 
part of the basic .order. Again, it is unclear whether this is a criticism 
of the analysis, or tbe definition of basic wbrd o r d q  or whether it is arry 
criticism at  all, since these verb phrases do have derived v& in than 
mrphologically speaking and having derived syntactic verb phrases makes 
intuitive sense. 
Qle conclusion is clear, he-, and that is that it is possible to 
a c c o u n t f o r a l ~ w i t h a s m u c h w o d o r d e r ~ t i o n a s M a k u a i n a f ~ l y  
general fashion within a phrase stmctme gramnar. 'Ibis particular grammr 
mde sane claims about +A in-actions of rules and their reiative clause 
m e s s  so that it was possible tn separate out different syntactic 
interactions. The choices between rule Qps and, in mcular ,  the exist- 
e n c e o f a s y n ~ c v e r b # u . a s e i n s c m e o r d a r s b u t n o t ~ ,  isfurther 
sbslzmtiated in the analysis on verb agreamt in V and relative 
Clauses in Chapterm. Before going on to these analyses, Iwould like 
stap and m p r e  the'prresent analysis w i t h  three othtx p a s  that have 
been pmpsed for languages wi& word order freedan. 
5. Implications 
languages such as Makua w i t h  greater or lesser degrees of won3 order free- 
dom have been problenatic b r  syn* W r y  since the -on of trans- 
fomtional gramnar. The existence of these languages, in contrast to Ehglish 
which allaws little variation in order, has prmpbd the addition of various 
sorts of Brmal devices lm linguistic theory. Three such proposdLs are 
taken up here. One is the -ling rule pmposed by mss (1967) for Latin. 
The semm3 is Hale's (1979) single rule mtivated by the behavior 
of such languages as Walbiri. ?he third such device to be discussed here 
is Lapointels (1980) unspecified-category rule. Each of these is taken up 
briefly belaw and then cmpared tn the sort of analysis just Focaposell here. 
idossls Sambling FQile as f o d t e d  for Iatin is cast w i t h i n  the Aspects 
model of transfornlational gramnar. 
Such rules, as Fbss points out, have sane pmperties wfiich set than apart 
fran the mre farmiliar types of transformations. They can m l y  an indefinite 
m&er of tims .and, hence, are much mre poklerful than the familiar trans- 
formatias. IhE! analysis proposed here does mt result i n  potentially infinite 
derivations of this sort (al- it iAces a great deal of pencil and paper 
to figure that out). A semnd difference setting scrambling rules apart is 
that they result in unspecifiable constituent structures. It should be 
apparent that the present analysis insures c~npletely ipcified aolnstituat 
skudxes. Another possible objection that a scrambling rule for Iatin, in 
particular, is subject to, is that the fact that all subject NPs of a tensed 
verb must be marked in the mdnative case is not acmunted for. Within the 
sam tradition, specifically, w i t h i n  the Revised &tended Staradard ?hazy, 
this objection is overcane since scmddhg rules take place after both trans- 
fonmtions of the usual sort and logical. form, so that the gramnatical rela- 
tions (and, hence, case marking) can be kept straight. In the framework 
being midered here, howwer, grammtical relations are defined both syn- 
tactically and semantically -us(! of the nature of the rules. W i t b u t  
going into de-, it is presuned that this framework would m t  have diffi- 
culty i n  capturing this fact about Latin syntax because -tical relations 
are defined by the senantics for every syntactic rule regardless of order. 
It is r m t  what sort of scranbling rule within the transformationdl 
p m d i g m  could account for the Makua facts without provlduhg . . a omplete 
analysis w i t h i n  that paradigm. It is wo-e, however, to investigate 
hiefly the sort of scranbling rule that could be w r i t t e n  within the present 
@rase struc?ture gmmar, and, fs discuss whether or not such an approach 
for Makua would work. F i r s t  of all, a possible scranbling rule w i t h i n  the 
present f-rk might be that in (85) below. 
85. < n, [y X u  BY] ... > < I I , [ Y X B U Y ]  > 
=) . 
mm a.6 r Y E  [vN u ~4 
Qae oould, by speclfyuag . . f o r e a c h ~ c u l a r l a r s g u a g e w h a t n o d e y c a n b e  
(i.e. whether it is true of S, or S and VP, or S, VP, and NP, for example). 
Now the rules generalized over by this metarule will wscranblew categories 
only w i t h i n  their oonstituents. M e r  rules would be needed to break up 
coslstituents, analogous to the metanile relating VPs lm sentences w i t b u t  
VPs in Makua. A plausible dkdxmic  scenario then, for ways in which a 
language w i t h  fixed order arrives at free order, is that the change is a 
gradu one in which the n b  of oonstituents allowed to be free beoames 
greater and greater un t i l  the scrambling rule applies to the mst general 
set of categories possible. Rules "destroying1' constituent stmcture such 
as the V-Initial rule far Makua obuld likewise k c m e  more and mre general. 
?bus totally free order languages are not formally different from fixed 
order ones in this s d o ,  they sinply have generalized certain related 
structures to a greater degree. 
"Scra&lingW w i t h i n  the present stmcture gramnar is not subject 
b the same criticisms that a sambling rule w i t h i n  the transformational 
paradigm is. on the fomulation of the rules for the specific 
language, the use of a PS ox sambling rule w i l l  not predict an infinite 
set of rules. Because s PS or scranbling rule is 'defined for each category 
that it operates on, K) unspecified canstituent struchres w i l l  be created. 
The next question is whether Makua has any evidefiee i n  favor of a rule 
as generdl as that in (85) above. F i r s t  of all, since the NPs are fixed, 
m ni!.~, auld be a generalization about Ws. Secmdly, since the total 
nunber of categories within the VP (e.g. NP, V, E, etc.) do m t  appear 
w i t h  total freedan (e.g. g, for example does not precede the verb) this rule 
would m t  apply a t  that level either. Ihus, any general "scranbling" rule 
wouldbemmrkableforMakua. Itremainstobeseenwfiethersuchanapproach 
would say anythhg interesting about the syntax of Latin, for vie, or 
Walbki . 
Aslather mre recent approach .tb free word order languages is that pro- 
posed by Hale (1979). Hale, wfaen amfmnted with Walbiri, has proposed that 
there is a typological dichotmy bebveen languages which can be analyzed 
in ternrs of conventions and those which he calls W languages. !he syntax 
of W languages consists of just a categorial niLe of the follawing sort: 
86. E+ V 
Were E is the category of expressions and W is the  awry of words. Ihe 
senantics then has a lot lm do. Translation operations operating on the 
basis of mrpblogical forms of words (whicfi are mrked by a feature systen 
of what Hale tens categorial signaimres) fbPn semantic mtituents.  It 
is not a t  a l l  clear lrow this approa& would work for Malcua (if it would work 
a t  a l l )  since Makua nouns are mt case marked and there would be no way for 
the senantics to pick out s u b j m  and objects based on constituents. One 
anild imagine an analysis within Haleqs qsystenr  which made use of the wxb 
agreement -01ogy and s-ly gave fs+o (or three in * case of double 
object constructions) translations i n  which the agree-mt was hsuffi- 
cien't to d e e  which NP was the subject and which NP was the nbject. 
It is hard to imagine how such a treatment would account for unbt&ed 
dqendemies, &r exanpie, or the f ew mnstrainb on o* that there are. 
Hale's analysis of 7P llmguages amids the three obj e d m s t o a  
.- . 
- . Even *ugh the categorial rule would concatenate an 
infinite nuher of words, the semantics muld presurrably oonstrain the possi- 
ble anbinations of words so that a sentence can have only a finite n* 
of NPs or verbs. In the analysis enteriAned in  this chapter, *e fact that 
a well-fond Makua sen- con- just one verb is a syntactic fact, mt  
just a m t i c  one. The categorial rule also does mt provide for ideter 
minate constituent structure as the -ling rule does, because there 
i sn ' t  any constituent s-. Generalizations about case marking w i l l  
prenmably f a l l  out of the -tics, and not the syntax. However, it is 
clearly preferable on metkdological grounds to try to pruvide an analysis 
which does mt claim that langmges are of ~ J O  fundamntally different types. 
Lapointe's (1980) treatmnt of free word oYck~ crimes closer to Hale's 
categorial rule than to Fbss's scrambling rule. Briefly, Tapoink proposes 
that S-expansion rules can 'be of ism sorts, the fixed-category type, -e 
categories are generated i n  a fixed order by familiar sorts of @rase st- 
ture rules in the convention, and unspecified-category rules, wfiich take 
either fonn in (87) below. ll 
The first rule w i l l  ccncatenate any category at  the lerdcal level in any order. 
%e seamd rule can limit cateqories which can be amdzmated. Iapointe 
suggests that languages might differ w i t h  respect to which kinds of S- 
€!xplSion rules *ey hwe. Sane Languages might have only fixed-category 
rules (e.g. English) . Others might have both (e.g. Latin) and still others 
only w f i e d - c a t e g a y  rules. While Walbiri, whi& has cinly a fw a n -  
straints on order might be tbught to fall int~ this category, Lapointe 
suggests that even it might have same fixed category S-expmion rules. lhus, 
Iapointe does slot envision a rigid typological dichotmy as Hale does, but 
rather, as he points out, a graded systen. 
Another difference that Lapointe indicates is that Hale's W languages 
do not have an m k e d  (i.e. basic order) while any languagw having any 
E h c e d - c a ~ r y  rules &. aZe justification for inclding an unmarked order 
is largely speculative, based un obsermtims about utility of a basic 
order for language q u i s i t i o n  and parsing. In the framework being explored 
B r  Makua, the distinction between a basic and a non-basic order is not 
entirely clear cut as it turns out. A discussion of this point is deferred 
until the last chapter. 
Like Hale's analysis, Lapinte's pmposal avoids sane of the cr i t ic ism 
that can be levelled against a scranhling rule w i t h i n  a transfomational 
paradigm. Although the unspecified category rule w i l l  cancatenate endless 
nunbers of categories, only certain cabinations w i l l  g e t  a semantic transla- 
tion. Omstituent stru- w i l l  not be unspecified, altbugh i f  an unspeci- 
fied category rule is used, little anst i tuent  structure is present. Finally, 
since m i n * ' s  analysis is specifically designed to treat case marking, the 
Latin generalizations are captured. 
Without going into a full analysis of Wma w i t h i n  Lapointe's =rk, 
it is not possible to give any detailed canparisan. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to p i n t  out sane gmss differences bebeen the three appmaches 
outlined above and the analysis presented here. All three of the alternatives 
j m t  mentioned have one feature in camnn. That is, each of the analyses adds 
a fomal device which, i n  the end, claim that the languages using such 
devices are different fran thcwe that don't i n  sane fmdamental way. me 
analysis praposed here is completely within t-he f o n d  domain of the m r k  
being investigated. Makua differs (possibly) fram other languages like 
Dqlish only in the n* of rules (not the kind of rules) and even that is 
not clear. A second crucial difference is that both Hale and Iapointe make 
use of a great deal of semantic filtering, that is, strings of categories are 
m t e d  by the syntax as gramtical and ruled out by the semantics 
ii.e. they fail to d v e  a translation). W i t h  the possible of 
e i n t e r a c t i o n o f  thetenseandaspectwitht.hesyntaxallukd.tp inChapter 
11, no sucfi sanantic filtering is done in this systen. While it is always 
possible that languages a u l d  differ along the lines put forth in the alter- 
natives just discussed, it is just as possible that they don't. Makua, 
at least, &esnlt sean to be necessarily different in kind fran English 
w i t h i n  the frammork being explored here. Only a -rough analysis of 
languages l ike Wlbiri w i t h i n  present fra3llework would &de evidence 
whether free order languages are the smne or  different typological.ly from 
fixed order languages. 
NOTES 
h e  rules in (2a) and (2b) make additional different predictions regard- 
ing pssible orders. (2a) but not (2b) will predict the order because 
objects oould also appear on tIae right. 'Ihis order is illustrated in the 
a h r w h t e d  tree below. 
The = m e  in (2b), on the other hand, does not affbazt the order of object 
NPs. 
5 s  ~s  pers so^^ ammication) has pointed out, thge is a straight- 
f o d  sense i n  which the derived rule schena is a netanile. 
h e  remjranent of distinct -tic translations also rules out a 
rule schem analysis aollapsing syntactic features to a single rule of the 
sort utilized by Gazdar, Pullun, and Sag (1980) in their analysis of the 
English auxiliary systen. 
h e  is analysis of infinitive ccnplemnts (suggested tn ne 
by Gazdar (personal cammication)) whi& deserves atten&n. ake present 
analysis clainr; that infinitive phrases are special instances of verb 
@u-ases. Infinitives, in  turn, are 'treated- as special kinds of verbs. ?bus 
one would ape& that they exhibit &like behavior. This claim is borne 
autbythefactthattheycanbemdifiedbyadverbs. Objectagreemati4 
Likewise a feature of verbs. Ihe lack of subject agreemmt d d  be viewed 
as j u s t  part of the special nature of infinitive phrases. In addition 
suc31 vab-like w e s ,  they also -it noun-like pmperkies. First, 
the infinitive prefix u- is traditicmally treated as one of the mun-class 
prefixes. Seoondly, min i t ive  phrases may fmction as the subject or object 
of a verb. %us, there is both mrpholcgid. and syntactic evidence that 
infinitives are both ncaninal ad verbal. 
These facts are suggestive of an analysis i n  which infinitive phrases 
are nsminalized. A rule of the sort i n  (a) below will claim that infinitive 
phrases can be either instanoes of verb phrases or mm @xzdses (due to the 
merit o p t h n a l i w  captmed by mtarules) . 
All features on the infinitive input w i l l  be predicted to carry over id 3m 
output,-e.g. the [+inf] feature. What I have not resolved to ny sakisf-n 
is the X level of the mminalized infinitive, &ether it skmld be NP (fT) or 
N a n  (i). I sinply do not have the evidence to decide. Acw&ing to the 
analysis of noun phrases to be discussed in VI, me tJaild expect 
that if m a r e m r a t h e r  l-hanNP, t I r e n t h e y c o u l d b e m d i f i e d b y ~  
strati-. Cmsscategorial generalizations expressed by would lead one ta 
expect that if they are instances of V P ~  a t  sgne l d  of analysis then 
they are Nam (q. Hmever, this need not be t3.e case. In spite of the 
lack of evidence, hokFwer, the noaninalization analysis of infinitive phrases 
nukes sme very i n m t i n g  ~~ w'i'uh. regard to word ordsr in Makua, 
That is, when the infinitive -es have mninal chara-istics mey have 
distributhnal -istics of NPs. K h m  they have verbal &am&xbtics, 
their distributiron is different. I will amtinue to explore this analysis in 
footnotes a t  relevant pints in the e. 
'The aonstructbns in which the abject of the infinitive triggers agree- 
ment both on the infinitive and the main verb are not unattested i n  other 
Bantu languages. Kis-. (pmanal -tion) has fom3 similar sorts 
of in Qrinwini a d  I&mu. Rmwer, he has pointed out that 
in these languagesr which have a rmr=h mre rigidly fixed order than Makua, 
the object need not be next to the verb in order to trigger object a-t, 
Thus, it may be inammpriate evl~n for Makm to claim that the gapped NP 
i snext tothev&3.  I t ~ y n E l y b e n e x t t o t h e v e r f , i n ~ b u t  
because of the order variations there is rmothirag yet  to suggest arrything about 
this order. 
Note in addition that  there is a merit for the rule in (36) i n  
English, the AP rule one wuld need for b@mmemnt cases. 
'Maha, like m q  other Bantu languages, dDes not have a great wny 
adverbs. So far I have rot uncovered any that are mt related m ~ l o g i c a l l y  
either ~ adjectives or to infinitives, Thus, the iidverb 
'slowly' is related tD the adjective 
used as an adverb meaning 'well '  o r  
case, only the order w i l l  distinguish which is meant. Since adjectives 
always follow their nouns (no order &an- is allowed), 'rata following a mun 
7is taken to be an adjective if possible, an adverb o w e .  Its reduplicated 
fom rataraata 'carefully' has only an adverbial usage. How productive this 
redupkcation pprocess is is mt  kmn. A clearly pmkctive way of making 
adverb is the prefixing of 'M- to the infinitive form. Thus, 'mhi ica 
'shortly, before long' is &ted to uhipica 'to not delay'. A -zs&irly s 
pmductiveformisprefixingwotntheverbstem ( t h i s d b e a n a l y z e d a s  
- 
u + a + infinitive (*ch has itself an IF prefix) according to d 
- 
COdl=ence nil- in the language but I Zn undecided about that). %us 
vmohulunaca 'quietly, without talking' is related to the verb utiulmaca 
'to not tdlk'. Inny m l e ,  all adverb of the reduplicated sortbehave as 
VP adverbs and all adverbs of the l a t t e r  tm sorts behave as sentence adverbs 
but it is m t  kmwn if t.his is a valid generalizationor not. 
'Note that VPm w n ~ d  be a violation of the A over A -trai.nt if that 
were to be inposed. Certainly rwrun phrases are inviolable. Qle cannot, for 
exaple, relativize out of a noun phrase containing a relative clause. I f ,  
bwewr, infinitive p h r a k  can also be instances of NP, then *e -&on 
of infinitive phrases could be sukmmd mder VPm. That is probably 
oomect w i l l  be substantiated at later points. 
!this analysis also raises the question w h d  PP should Likewise be 
analyzed as an instance of NP. I think that this is not unintuitive but I 
lack crucial evidence. 
*since constituent questions in - languages s- to 2we s y n w c  gaps, 
i t i s r e a s o n a b l e t o a s k h o w s u c h c o n s ~ b e h a v e i n M a k u a .  W e n y  
analysis is not arnplete, it seem probible that mnstikbent questions do 
not involve gaps. !Ib$s is because caplstituent question words are always 
right i n  the syntactic position assigned to that oanstituent behq -timed 
bythebasicni les~etheyarermtalwaysri~inotherplaces .  Whenthey 
appear elsewhere; they seem to follow the rules applicable to the questioned 
oanstituent. Thus, the question words for NPs 'who' 32 and 'what' isiensi are positioned like the NPs they substitute for. In tion is the 
given in (45 ) in Chapter 111 which showed & behavior of constituent questions 
in matrix clauses, the example belrow shows that a question mrd can raMin 
in an e@edded clause (sud~ a question is not, -tly, an echo qiition) . 
Likewise, the ques th  word for the subject of the embedded clause can precede 
the matrix sentence parallel In &e position of a non-tion word NP (alang 
the lines of the S-Tbpicalizatim rule to be discussed shortly). So it searr; 
plausible that question words Br NP are just  a special kind of NP that 
Sb0ul.d receive a unique m t i c  translation. 
(a) AraaruM t t  . -ha &G 
Araarirrra sa/t/*t that w b  sa/t/go/t 
' W b  was it that Araarima thinks left?' 
(b) A p k i  Ar* we&riha wiirSl aa?x&l& 
'who does Araarilna think left? '  
Th&ir  syn-, on the other hand, involves no syntactic gap. The upshot 
of th is  is tbat such slxuchxe are not available for testing the appearance 
of doubly-slashed categories. 
'NM~ that the rule $ S/NP NP] rule is m t  parallel to the S+bpicaliza- 
tion rule i n  that it dcies not apply to categories PP and w. According 
tr, the tests developed i n  this section, this appears to be correct. .Neither 
m r  PP are very good in examples parallel tr, the -tical (59) and (61a) 
(62) with NPs. Catpare the examples below. In (la) a VP appears "extracted" 
out of an clause. In (lb) a PP appears i n  the same position. me 
ewnple i n  (2a and b) show that a and PP, mspectively, appear following 
an NP which itself follows a sentential advexb. A l l  are not very good, which 
indicates that thh' restriction to NPs is oorrect. 'Ibis poses a problan for 
the analysis of VP as NP. -, I did not test subject infinitives. It 
ramins to be seen is this could be mrked out. 
l01t is at  this p i n t  that the virtues of a naninalization analysis of 
infinitive w e s  (and possibly prepsitional phrases) .beoarres prti-ly 
attrad5vee It could be that the Correct cfraracterization of a in the 
variable order m M e s  is sinply NP, rather than NP, m, PP. %en, scm 
different analysis e d  have to be given for adverbs. Just for the sake 
of a q m m t ,  suppose that 8 is NP in the above rules. 'IlkLat eliminates 
fxun m i d e r a t i o n  altogether. The mtamles kXIl that infinitive 
pbrases can appear preverbally only when are instances 'of NP, i.e. 
when are rmnindlized. That leaves the distribution of m/NP to be 
'acanm- for. Note hocllFever tha t  w/NP could not be an instance of nanindl - 
ization (hence, m t  an W ,  if extraam out of mun #zases is generally 
in the language. For VP/NP to be nmimlized would involve a 
Ncan NP/NPl violating established prhip les .  If  Ki?/IMP is 
never an instance of NP it would not f i t  a, i n  the me-es and never appear 
P-ly 
The distribution of categories would then be accmuntd for. In addition, 
the sanewhat ad h c  character of the variable order metarules is considerably 
reduced. 
Makm would W be an ins- of a language that all& fr& of 
NP and Adverb but T Y ) ~  else.
lhubseqmmt to the wording of his thesis Lapointe revised his analysis 
of free order rules (Iapointe to appear). Ebr discussion of this revised 
pmpsal w i t h  respect .to Makua see Stucky (1980). Ihe very general cammts 
~ade  w i t h  respect to Lqminte's pruposal i n  this thesis still obtain. 
C H A P T E R  V 
V E R B ~ J l m l '  
In this chapter, the analysis proposed for word order in Wcua (h 
the previous dpter) is extended to include verb agrement. Ihe analysis 
of v& agreemMt in this chapter relies on the matching of rule features 
rtlarking ~loun classes on NPs to syntactically defined agrement features on 
verbs, wh ich  ilre amelated with the lrxzn class indicated by the agreanent 
norgkes  themselves. In additim to the syntactic features, I make use of 
the Head Feature mnvention as defined by Gazdar (to appear b) Wch allows 
agremmt to be stated more generally than would otherwise be possible. I t  
is, crucially, the use of the rule features tngether w i t h  the Head Feature 
convention 6 c h  captures the generalizations about verb agreemnt in l&kua, 
althougfi the analysis of verb agr-t requires tire addition of no new 
formal a p t u s  since bo& rule features and the Head Feakzre Cbnvention 
are devices whi& axe already part of the frammrk. 
. The analysis of verb agreement develaped in this chanter acmmts for 
obligatory subject agreemat for all classes of &, and agreanent of 
the applied object and causee of the bitransitive verb discussed in Chapter 
IV, In addi.iion, the ~~~ of the formalism predicts tb! restricted verb 
agreanent w i t h  the direct object NP of bitransitive verbs in such a way as to 
skuply differentiate bebeen orders induced by the basic rules and metarules 
fran thnse based on the derived rules and linking rules, pmviding additional 
support for the fomulation of the specific rules in Chapter IV. 
The chapter is set out as follows. Section 2 incldes a discussion of 
the facts tD be accounted for, along w i t h  the foxmulation of the rule features 
for agreenent which are tied to tfre se t  of basic rules discussed in Chapter 
IV. The third section of this chapter shows how these verb agr- featurss 
interact w i t h  the metarules. Section 4 treats verb agreemnt for derived 
rules and linking rules. In the' final section (sectLc,n 5) the implications 
of this treatment for both the analysis presented arid the mre general ques- 
tion of a basic s y n m c  word order are discussed. 
2. The f e  and the rule feature schema 
2.1 The facb  
The facts to be accounted *r include subject and object agreemmt with 
overt subject and object NPs i n  the w n s ~ n s  presented in Chapter IV. 
A s  in pr&ous discussion, sentences without overt subjects and object NPs 
m t  treated. 
A Makua verb w i l l  exhibit a subject agreenent prefix mxrespmling to the 
mun class of the subject NP or, in the case of personal pmnouns, a prefix 
CO- to p e r m  (e.g. f i r s t  perm singular or plural, sewnd person 
singular or plural initiated, second person singular or plural uninitiated, 
U person singular or plural initiated, and third persan singular or 
plural uninitiated). While this ph-n could be observed in all the 
examples thus far, I will p i n t  out once again exactly what to look for 
follcwirrg the subject agr-t prefix is consonant initial so that subject 
agreewntonbeobsemedinitsunderlyingfonn. Ihesubjectnounis'nivaka 
'spear', a class 5 noun. In this case the subject agpeement prefix is ni- as 
-
well. 
1. ni-&A ni-blithQ-a 
pref-spear sa-t/a-break-t/a 
'(the) spear is braken' 
In (2) below the subject noun is 3dg 'hoe/hoes' which a x l d  be either a 
Class 9 or a Class 10 nxtn in isolation. Ihe subject agremmt foxn here 
is - ci- bwever, indicating that ih&t is to be taken in the plural. 
2. i-hi& ci-brithhyA-a 
pref-hoe stit/a-break-t/a 
' (the) hoes are broken' 
In (3) the subject NJ? is of Class la and there is no overt subject agxeement 
mrker present. 
3. ebbasikeli g--rithh+a 
pref-bicycle sa-t/a-break-t/a 
' (the) bicycle is broken' 
The mrpblogical non-identity of the noun class prefix and correspnd- 
ing subject agreement prefix in exanples like that in (2) precludes any 
analysis fi& rests on a sinple mrpholcgical a&ng process. -thing 
also needs to be said about the lack of the subject a g r m t  prefix for 
Class la nouns (the lack of mrphems is true of third person singular personal 
p m n m s  as well). As far as I can tell, it rrakes no difference to the 
analysis W e r  a m o m  w i t h  no @mnological shape is assun& or vhether 
the verb has no agreement mr@~ane at all as long as the verb is marked w i t h  
its syntacti'c agreemnt feature (it could be the case that a formal treatment 
of *e mzpblOgY, which I have not attmpted here, tJould chose be- the 
ism a p p d e s ) .  In any event, there is no @mnological or txnrologicdl 
pmess (that I am aware of) which is semiti= to the warance of sane 
While it is generaUy true that a verb can agree w i t h  a t  is sa~ntical ly 
the subject NP in any sen- regardless of mrd order, there are W 
instances in which what is a m u b j e c t  NP senantically may, cptionally, 
trigger subject agreanent. Ihese bm very i n w t i n g  cases are Wen up 
separately, or2 in Section 3 of this cfiapter and the other in Chapter VI. 
Ihe analysis of verb agr-t here insures m l y  that the noun class of the 
m t i c  subject NP triggers verb agreenent. 
Objects, like subjects, also trigger ve& agreement, but the facts in 
this case are much mre ocmplioated. I w i l l  begin f irst  by discussing object 
agreanent of transitive vd16 (including causative and amlied forms of 
basically intransitive v-1. Then I w i l l  take up the bitransitive verbs. 
Cbjectagreemntprefixes,asno~inChapterII, -up-the 
tense and aspect prefixes and the verb stan. W1 that for purposes of .tone 
h 
assignment in I m i t  upi, object prefixes behave as part of the root. Like 
the subjezt prefixes, the object prefixes cannot be identical copies of the 
mun class prefix since, for exanple, the object agmammt mqhene for Class 
la nouns (that have no prefix tharrselves) is rmr - (which a l w -  with a 
nasal cansa~n t  beBm amonant-initial stenrs) . lhere are object prefix 
n n ~ @ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o n l y  forpersonalprrmouns andclass l , l a a n d 2 m u n s .  lhereare 
m cbject agreatlent mx@~anes for all the other classes. Again, the question 
-
arises as to whether there should be a mqham in the instances where no 
overtmrphemeappears. Ps in the caseof t h e m i s s i n g s u b j e c t p r e f ~ ,  there 
is (as far as I kmw) m phonological or tarw>hgical  rule sensitive to the 
positions in whi& gaps i n  m1@101cgy occur, so that a mrphatle would not 
be necessary at least. So long as have sane rule agrement feature, 
the analysis praposed here w i l l  work. 
Leaving aside cases in which no overt object NP a~pears (see the exaqles 
i n  ( 9 )  and (10) in Chapter IS for sane discussion of the anaphoric and indefi- 
nite referential functions of the object prefix) , ax facts are that overt 
object NP or personal pronoun w i l l  trigger cbligabry abject agreenmt when 
the verb is transitive. This is true not d y  of b a s i h y  transitive verbs 
but derived transitive verbs (i.e. the causative and the =lied) as well. 
The examples in (4) belaw show h w  this works. The sentences in these exanples 
would be ungramnatical without object agreenent (just as they wuld be ungram- 
matical without subject agreement). Significantly, any of the six possible 
pemutatiom of the three words in ea& sentence w i l l  also require object 
4. a. &ima a-bri-thh&wa. &sikeli 
Araarima sa-ebuy-t/a bicycle 
'Araarim has bought a bicycle (la) ' 
b. 2mArlm 8 .  a-h&-thhtba &&ikeli 
Araarima =-a/=-buy-t/a bicycles 
'2Araari.m has bught bicycles1 
One generalization b be captured, then, is that a single NP object of 
a transitive verb (regardless of whether it is a basically transitive verb 
or  a derived transitive verb) will trigger agreement. 
Agreement facts for the bitransitive verbs are mre carplicated. mnsider 
f i r s t  the cause of a derived bitransitive vab and the amlied abject of a 
derived bitransitive vcxb when that a~plied object is a recipient, a beneficiary, 
or a locative (but not, crucially, vhen it is an inslmmmtal). When an object 
of that group is of an agreeing class (i.e. a prsonz.l pronoun, or a rmrn of 
Classes la, 1, or 2) then verb agreewnt is with that ubject regardless of word 
order. Thus, in the following ewarcple, the subject NP is the pmmun'mii - 'I1, 
the applied object is a beneficiary of Class 2 and the direct abject is of 
C l a s s l .  I n ~ c a s e t f t e r e i S a n ~ e c t ~ t ~ m ~ r b o t h t h e o b j e c t s  
k.g. mu- - for Class la and -a- - for Class 2). When the agreement prefix is tha t  
for Class la, only the reading i n  which the Class 1 mun is the amlied abject 
is allowed, regardless of order. When the agreenent is with the Class 2 
noun, on the other hand, the readiIq is revered, again, regardless of order 
(that Class 2 mun is &ken .tD be the applied object). CQtpare the exanples 
i n  ( 5 4  tint2 (5b) belaw. 
5. a. mii ki-ho-&thh&-h &&&a6 &ikeli 
I sa-t/a-~a-bWap~t/a bays bicycle 
'I have bought tIag bays for the bicycle' 
(obviously an unlikely situation] 
h ki-h&-th &,-&-A *w & & -  
I sa-t/a/ba-bw-appt/a bicycle bays 
'I have bought the bicycle for the bays' 
lhese facts also hold for recipient applied objects, locative applied 
objects and causees. Ihe really tricktit cases are ones i n  which one of the 
objects is of an agreehg class but the other is not. 
One might expect, on the basis of the evidence in (5), that overt agree 
r m t  with one of the NP objects would insure that the reading is always one 
in  which the object agreed w i t h  is the beneficiary, since it is the case 
i n  exanples like (5) that it is the applied object which triggers agreamt 
(and not the direct object). M s  is not the case. In the exmples in  (6) 
belw, there is only one object NP which has an agreemnt mr@~ene (unlike 
the exaples in (5) in which both NPs had an a-t nnrphenes associated 
with then). In the -1es in (6), the noun .&silceli 'bicycle' is of 
C l a s s  la and has associated with it the object prefix form'=- (which surfaces 
i n  this ewnple as a nasal cansanant) . N* 'messenger', on the other hand, 
is a Class 3 n o u ~  and it has rao overt q rmt  pre* correlated with it. 
It turns out that in  a subset of the orders, the reading w i t h  object a-t 
can be that of the direct b jec t  and not the applied object. Onpare the 
-1- in (6) . In (6a) there is agreement with the Class l a  noun; .&ilceli 
'bicycle' and the reading is the less likely me in which the messenger 
was bought for the bicycle. In (6b) , the word order is different but the 
agreenmt facts are the same, and, importantly, the reading changes. 
6. a. A n&g& b&ikelwe 
I sa-t/&buy-=t/a messenger bicycle-dem 
'I boqht a messenger for the bicycle' 
(ard I m h t  a bicycle for the resenzper) 
b. &sikely-hi mii t h  ntenga 
'The bicycle I bought for messenger' 
Ihus, under certain amditions, either an applied object or a direct object 
can trigger object agreanent. ?he facts about this second agreerent s t r a w  
h r e t a k e n u p i n S e c t i o n 4 o f t h i s ~ i n ~ j ~ o n w i t h t h e a n d L y s i s  
of agreanent for derived a d  lW&g rules. 
The facts w i t h  respect to object agreatrent for instmmentals are differ- 
ent. In this case, either the ins-t or the direct object can trigger 
agrement in the o* S V Inst.  D3 (unlike agreanent facts for the 
bmeficiary applied in exanples in (6) ) . Ihe tendemy is for agreement 
to be w i t h  the direct objezt rather than the htrunent  h e .  -lied 
object), althxgh, in principle, a sentence like that in  (7) is anbiguous 
because the tm objects are of the sam mun class. 
7. m i l  I D I I  & ha- & 
I s a m e a t e n - a p p w a  leopard child 
1) Iusedaleopardtofrightenachild 
2) I used a child to frighten a leopard 
?here is then, sane slight indication that mrd order has an effect on 
agreaent strategies. Rather than present all the details regarding this 
in-n of order and agreanent a t  th is  point, I w i l l  take then up in the 
course of the analysis * mey will be easier to -. The analysis, 
then, w i l l  have lm account for subject agreement in all clause types, object 
v t  with transitive vlerbs, and object agrearrent of various tyFes with 
bitransitive verbs. 
2.2 Ihe analysis - Vezb agrement and the basic rules 
In this sectiori the analysis pmpsed for word order in Chapter IV is 
enriched by the use of Ism f o n d  devices in order acaount for verb agree 
rtlent. These tm devices, sire mloyed i n  the analysis for phemwna ather 
than agr-t, are the Head Feature Oanvention and rule f e a w .  
First ,  I am assuning a finite set of features on nouns d c h ,  for their 
memnic value, are the nunbers traditionally associated w i t h  the mun classes, 
eg. [la] for C l a s s  la nouns, [51 for Class 5 nouns. Such features are asso- 
ciated with the lexical entry for nouns (although I am not tMking precise how 
tkis is to take place fonmlly here). mu, prebxmiml symbols w i l l  include 
such f e a W .  
In additian, a naJ type of s y n m c  feature for verbs w i l l  be emplayed. 
me fornuitation of this version of the feature I owe to Ivan Sag. This new 
feature w i l l  be a single- set whose only nmber is an ordered pair. !lhe 
f irst  of 'the ordered pair w i l l  represent an a-t feature froan the 
same set of nunbers used for the noun classes and it signals subject agreement. 
me seamd mgnber of the ordered pair is also a noun class feature fran the 
sam set, but it corresponds to the object agreement prefix. Like the muns, 
verbs have a s m t e d  wi*  these syntactic features. ?here will be, then, 
features of t 3 ~  following sort: [ <1,1 > I  ( v k r e  subject agreanent is Class 1 
and object agreantnt is Class I), [ e l ,  2 '1 and [< 2, 2 > I ,  etc. IkJwwer, 
as pointed out above, no attenpt to fonrmlate how exactly features 
oome to be on the verbs is attenpted in this analysis. I am assuning the 
assigrment of features takes place in the word formtion rules in the lexicun. 
In addition to the syn-c featmes just presented, I will make use 
of the Head Fea-e Omvention which insures that the features on a e a s e  
level node are the smne as Wse on the head of that m e .  Its utility 
will beccm apparent when the agreement scheme are proposed. Here is the 
fbrmal definition of the Head Feature Cbnvention (henceforth HFC) . 
8. "HEC: Inanileof thefdrm D+...&... here6 istheheadof 
D, '6 carries all the features associated w i t h  D. " 
(Gazdar: to -b:7) 
I now define "head of" info-ly so that (for purposes of this thesis) VP 
is the head of S, V is the head of VP, Nan is the h s Z  cf &I, and N is the 
head of Nan. (See Gazdar to a~pear b:7 fbr a f o n d  definition of "head oftt.) 
me HEC insures that features are permlated down a tree. lhat is, , 
features wuuld need only be specified cm S, far ewnple; would subseqwntly 
be passed dclwn to the VP and to V by comentian. But, i n  spite of the 
fact that VP is defined as the head of S, the present analysis, for the most 
part, does mt make use of this relationship. Rather, agreement features 
arespecifiedontheVP. I h a v e d m s e n t h i s a ~ f a r t v m r e a s o n s .  One 
is that the analysis wrks out better this way &r the interactbn of the 
m e w - .  'Ibis evidence w i l l  beccme clearer as the analysis pmgresses. 
The second reason is that if ,  instead of defining a-t at the VP level, 
a-t is defined at the S level, then it bemms to account 
for the differences in agreement far intransitive, transitive and bitransitive 
verb phrases. The difficulw arises becauser in Makua, agremmt facts are 
different for each of the types of verb phrase . These diffexences seem pro- 
perly attributable to the verb phrase rather than the sen-, and it is 
straightforward tn pick out intransitive VPs froan transitive VPs, for exanple, 
according tn the subcaqrization facts associated w i t h  those in each 
of the rule types. It w i l l  be easier tn discuss the particular cmsequmces 
after sam part of the analysis is presented, so that I will cane back to 
this point shortly. 
Taking ttte features of the sort defined above !&r nouns and verb a- 
mt, these are inoorporated into bm of the basic rules as in (9) helm. 
revised rules Wen together with the HFC will insure that the featur- 
postulated for the NP and the VP w i l l  be permlated onto their respctive 
heads, Nan and V. 
As Gazdar (tn a- b) points out, this appmach e la t e s  the need 
B r  copyiq rules which involve hunting for the subject and the verb and then 
aapying the features. Instead, the features are already there, and the rule 
features sinply insure that these features mtch. It is worthwhile noting 
that the incorporation of the features directly into the rules w i l l  make 
agrezmnt obligatnry (because a sentenoe will be well-fonaed only if there 
is a g r k t  and only i f  the features match) i n  just the way required. 
Ihe agreement schema in (9) m e r  with the H I T  w i l l  analyze a partial 
tree like that in (10a) below because the feahmss m a t d ~ .  They w i l l  not 
analyze a partidl tree like that in  (lob), because the features in that tree 
do not corda te  in the manner required by the agreement S&~IB. Circled 
features indicate the mma- f e a w .  
NE' /s\ VP 
Note that the rule in (9) claim that a U  verbs, even intransitive verbs 
have abject agreemmt. A t  first glance, W might seem to be the wrong 
claim. -1, hever,  that at  least sane intransitive verbs (e.g. d r h  
'tn see') are subcateqrized for *e rule in  (11) below, so that verbs which 
seem tn be basically senantically intransitive do in fact shaw up w i t h  object 
Ebr those intransitive verb6 that do not exhibit object agr-t, I w i l l  
assume that 6 in rule (9) above ranges over pl (the npll elaaent) as well. 
The two patterns in (12) below illustrate. how an intransitive verb works. 
If there is no object for the verb tn agree with, the verb phrase m& has 
the f~ature B in it (as in  124) .  In the second case (la), there is an 
object NP, and it triggers agreemnt due to the m a w  requirement. 
Ni? VP 
Ebr som of the basic rules, the !&llcWing extensions are props&. 
Mast rules are a a m p d e d  by an ample. 
13. a. IS NP VP I 
Eal E<ar~>l 
b. *ima a-ho-h-t+&l-& seriiLiya 
Araarima sa-t/a-oa-cut-a bardm 
'Araarima has cut .split hntxn' 
17. a. [= V N P j  
E<a,B>I EB 1 
b. &ima a-ho-Lk-& v-&&elela b&ikeii 
Araarima sa-t/a-try-a. infinf%a-repck bicycle 
'Araarima has tried to repair a bicycle' 
b. if-ho-6-lika Weikeli w&r&elela 
Araarirna sa-t/a=--t/a bicycle inf=-repair 
'Araarima has tried a bicycle to repair' 
b. Ar-inra a--thh&&a wiGQ a-h-reh&el-& 
A r = h  z;a-t/a+mt-t/a that experts sac---repairsubj 
&ikely=a& 
bicycle 
'Araarima wants that experts repair -that bicycle' 
4 I  . 20. b. . a-no-ii-&nan-a Uikely4& ~~ 
Araarima sa-t,/a=+ant-t/a bicycle-den that 
a-n-rehelel-6 
r*subj 
'Araarima wants that bicycle that repair (it) '
3.0 Metarules  and verb agreement 
Tb begin with, the niLe schemata for ve& agreemmt will interact w i t h  
metarules in a straightforward fashion. Since verb a-t has been speci- 
fied for the basic rules which fonn the input to the mtarules, any syntactic 
feature, including verb, a'jrement, w i l l  autumtically be carried over to the 
output unless specified oc41-e. An exanple w i l l  show how this works. Suppose 
Suppose we take the NP Final rule praposed in Chapter IV repeated here as (21). 
21. NP Final 
< n, rS NP XI .. > =) < n, is x NP] ... > 
One of the inputs to that rule w i l l  be rS NP VP I. And without m e r  
[a1 [<a,@>] 
chrmgos, theoutputwill.bepredictedtD be [s Vp NP I, with verb agree 
[<a,@>] [@I 
ment intact, in acardance w i t h  the iagreane~t facts. In general, this result 
(i.e. that verb agreement retlains intact) w i l l  obtain wh- the category 
Howwer, when the category admitted by an input rule is not the same as that 
&tkd by its oorxespnding output rule, and in prkicular, i f  s a ~ ~  ca+esory 
is present in the output which is not present in the input, then agreemeslt 
w i l l  be insufficient. Take for exanple the Verb-Initial rule, repeated here 
22. V e r b - I n i t i a l  
< n ,  rVP V XI ... > =>en ,  r S V  NP XI ... > 
One of tk i np t  rules to the V e r b - I n i t i a l  rule w i l l  be [w V W l  
I<a,B>I [Sl 
By the Head Feature mvention, the V i n  that rule will have its features, 
aswil1theP-L Huvever, theoutputrulehasan"extraWn, thesubject, 
which has no a m t  feature. When the agreenst  feature is added to the 
"extra NP", one also needs to insure that the verb agrees with the subject. 
Thus, agreenent features w i l l  have to beaddedto theverbas well. If 
~ r e ~ m n t  features are not added in the verb, then the possibility arises that 
the-will not agree with the subject (or anything else in thesen-, 
forthatmatter) .  f is be cause one oft he input rule swill be rw V W l  
[<a &>I [B 1 
while the output could be rVp V NP NP I .  'Ibis is an undesirable cons- 
[<ar 6: : [Sl [Y] 
quence altngether . 'If~us, tkE Verb - Initial rule needs to be revised as 
follows. 
23. (Revised) V e r f r I n i t i a l  rule 
< n, rVP V X I  ... > =7 < n, Is V Np X I >  
[a I 
t.hat this sort of problan could not be alleviated by paslalating agree- 
mt features a t  the S level since it would still be necessary to specify 
either features for the S (taking V t~ be the head of S), o r  for  the V. 
Ncrw either this is a loss of generalization, since agreatlent must be 
specified again, or else there should be evidence that this extra specifica- 
tion does - mrk. In the case of this V e r b - I n i t i a l  structure, there is 
evidence whi& suggests separating out just this order for special tseatnwt. 
This is because the order CNSX (where X inclu3es a VP a M ,  for ewnp?le) show- 
ing that it is indeed the VerbInitial rule togelhr w i t h  S-mpicalization 
that has created this order, the object NP can, under very limited conditions, 
trigger both subject agreemnt and object agr-t, while the subject triggers 
no agremmt a t  all. aZe conditions under which tMs happms are related to 
tense and aspect, as w e l l  as to the state of the world being talked about in 
the sentence. Here are the coditions. When the order is cXmr (as stipulated 
above) and when the tense and aspect mrkers are of Set A (as outlined in 
Chapter 11) and when the object NP is in the same state after the action of 
theverb has been canpleted, then the subject c b s  mthave to trigger subject 
agreement but the Wect can. (This alternative agreenent pattern may be 
obligatory but I am not sure.) !Ems, canpare the exanples in (24) below. 
Eating Itlanioc (in 24a) differs fmn planting IMnioc (in 24b) in that the manioc 
exists in a different state after the -letion of the action of the ve&. 
Understanding (25) requkes a amtex t .  If Hin- has had the job of . 
stitching up the book then the different agreement patterns have distinct uses. 
The one in which the object triggers subject agr-t (25a), - that the 
book didn't get stitched (i.e. it r anainedinthesmestate).  Theonewith 
real subject agree~lent, (2%). implies that it did get stitched (i-e. it 
changed sta.teS). 
24. a. -me *& 1& 
manioc -dem sa/ta-plant-t/a boys today 
'that d o c  was planted by boys laday' (not the girls) 
b. ll&ngwA-% IEl -lily5 a d r b  l&o 
'thatn=nioc was eatenby the toys &' (not *girls) 
boolc-dem sa-finish-t/a brother 
1) (sub. ag. w i t h  b h A )  
'the book my -has finished with' (i.e. finished stitching 
it) 
2) (sub. ag. with iki*d 
'the book my finished with it' (he's given up 
stitchingitandhasgivenittosatleoneelse.tofinish) 
Admittedly, the mnlitians znrder which the objeck can trigger this "funny" 
agreemmt are rrot entirely syn-c, since t.here is an interaction of tense/ 
aspect mqhology and the state of the mrld. The -tion of subject agree- 
ment by a wicalized &j& is attested i n  other languages. Keach (1980) 
treats a similar, albeit much mre  general -,for a dialect of 
Swahili. But it is important for the aralysis of Makua that it is this 
order and this order alone, me in  w h i c h  there is no synhztic verb m e ,  
in which the qrement patterns are different. Illtimtely, this order w i l l  
have to be singled out for special treatment. lhus, the separate specification 
is not as arbitrary as it f i r s t  appears. I w i l l  mt attatpt to specify 
this alternative agr-t pa- here, .in part because it involves inter 
actions with other rules and in  part because this sort of &tic and prag- 
matic interactbn is just the one alluded tD at the end of the seamd chapter 
M c f i  is simply beyond the s a p e  of the thesis. I bring forward the evidence 
just to suggest that tAe apparent loss of generalization in the a g r e t  
schamta for is mt as bad as it f i r s t  appears. 
~ i s a s e c o n d m e t a n i l e w h i & h a s t h e s a m e p o t e n t i a l ~ l e n s .  '&is 
26. '< n, [VP X V Y , .  n ,  [ X qlP V Y] ,... > 
PI 
Again, ttEe agr-t for the subject w i l l  have to be fully specified, but in 
t h i s c a s e I h a v e n o e v i d e n c e ~ ~ i n g f ~ i n ~ o f t h i s .  
Finally, there are the additional cases, analagws is the instanoes 
just discussed, in which the output of a mtarule c0dltai.n~ an e1-t not 
mt in the input. !l!hese involve the m M e s  relating non-applied or 
mn-causative verbs their derived anmbsparfs, Part of the notintion 
for separate rules, rather than a single rule, Iw V NP NJ?] , was semantic , i.e. 
it was suggested that a sophisticated -tics would want to distinguish an 
instnment, say, fran a causee. A t  that p i n t  it was also suggested that 
were syn-c differences which -rted the rmlti-rule a m ,  
d y ,  that agreement facts for the beneficiary and instnmmtal applied ob- 
jects differed. I w i l l  rmv demmtrate haw these rules interact with agree- 
mrrt features. 
As presently formulated the agreenent sckmta as defined for the basic 
rules w i l l  interact with metarules intmduchg the derived verbs to 
predict the wrong results. Consider one of these metart i l es  i n  (27) belcw. 
27. < n, rw V XI,... >-><n, V NE' X!,,.. > 
[-I [+-I 
[-bed [*I 
autplt is claimed to be (28b). 'Ihat output rule has no provision far agree- 
ment of the object. 
A similar problem bld.s for the bitransitive verb phrases, &=re the 
one of the input rules will be as i n  (29a) and the output will be (29b). 
The output' rule does have agreanent specified both for the VP (and the V by tk 




Ihe inwrrect predictions of the mtarule intmduchg derived VPs can be 
eradicated by amending the rule as in (30) belaw, which insures that the 
output has agreerwnt w i t h  the derived "extra1' NP and that the VP has two 
agreanent features. 
30. (Revised) Derived VP M e w e  
r-appl 
. 
The oorrect interactions are mw insured. First, the basically intransitive 
VPs w i l l  have the required agreemmt features on the derived VP. The input 
mile rve V 1, for -let will now have rVP V NP 1 as its axres- 
[ < a , ~ > l  [<a,8>1 [BI 
ponding output insuring agr-t of the "extra objectw. A basically trans- 
i t i v e  VP, w i l l ,  ~~ to  the amended metarule have as an input rule 
[vp V W 1 which is irw mrrectly the related rule [w V N P  NP] 
[<a, 8>1 rs1 [<a,y>l [YI [BI 
in which it is the extra I'NPNP" which triggers object agreement in accmnlance 
w i t h  the facts. Recall f r a  the introdmtny discussion i n  S e d a n  2.1. in 
this cbpter, that it is the applied object and mt  the DO which gets agree- 
m t  (in this order S V A0 DO). The rules i n tmcbbg  the causative, =pe 
applied benefichq and recipient w i l l  have to be revised in  this fashion. 
B J ~  since the instnmental agplied behaves differently, else w i l l  
have to be &me. Thus, tAe amended rules w i l l  acount for the exaples in (31) 
below in which it is the "extra" NP which gets agreement. 
31. a. 2 d h - h  -6 6'- 1 nwa&dlE? 
Araarima sa-t .--retunJcaus-t .. child+- 
'Araarima caused the child to returnt 
b. ~r&ima A -  6 - 1 -  d l &  
Araarinu sa-t, . -q; d t - app t  . child-dan 
'Araarirna has waited for the childr 
c. &-&-W . -ihd &M+ 
Araarima sa-t :ba write-caus-t . m s s  letter 
'~raarima l ~ d e  k;is tea* write a letterr 
&&-- &-&-A i b i M W i 3  
Araarima sa-t .- oa - send -*t teachEPpDss letter 
wrote a .i- m/for his 
The instmental awlied, on the other hand, behaves differently from 
the cases just discussed. First, there al?pears - be a related prepositional 
amstrwtim for these cases, as in (32a-b) . (32d) shnws, in addition, that 
when the direct object is of an agreeing class (i.e. when there is an agree- 
ment prefix a-le, then the object triggers agreement) and i f  t.he inzi-- 
strongly preferred (as apposed .tD kving no agreanent a t  a l l ) .  On a other 
hand, as (32c) illustrates, there are ism readings, suggesting that either 
the direct object or the instrunent can trigger a-t. 
32. a. FF-Inst. 
d kahFmw I 8  ; '.'.popih-Q m& n i - h i i k  
I Sa/t+xL/threaten-a child with-1- 
'I - M a c h i l d w i t h a  leopard' 
b. mii lcaho-mobpap # 0  a ha"&& n i d  
I sa/tQa/-ten-t leqa.L.-d with-child 
'I threatened a leopard with a child' 
c. m i i  
1) 'I used a leopard tn threaten a child1 
2) ' I u s e d a c h i l d t o t h r e a t e n a l ~ l  
d. mii kab(&)-popih*h d n i a  
I sa/t-oa/threaten-=appt child muse 
1) 'I used a muse to -ten a child1 
2) 'I used a child to -ten a muse1 
This  interaction can be accounted for if the = M e  relating the prepositional 
htmmmts and the applied is amended to include agreement as follows. 
Now i t d l  be the case that theagreement iswiththe instrunent and the 
direct o b j e ,  since one of the input rules w i l l  be rW V NP P P ]  
[<a, B>l [BI 
to Ule facts in example (32b). Rmwer, the fonmdaticm in (33a) is still 
not suffi&ent, for it does not dllow the instnmmt NP tn trigger a-t 
when it is m t  the ~ama mun class as the direct object NP. In fact it reqllFres 
that the abject and the ins-t be of the sam class (because both NPs end 
'upwith [BI features). TMs isbecauseaptentialinpltruLeis V NP 1 
[Bl [<a,~>l . 
but an outplt 1, V NP NP I is always ill-formed. Such ewnrplles are 
[<a,B>I rv1 It1 
clearly good (as (344 below illustrates), whfxe the direct object is of class 
rule once mre tn acoount for the -ty. 
34. a. *ima &-&&-a 4 in&& 
Araarim sa/t-cut-t knife (cl. 3) mat (C1.9) 
'Araarhm used a knife to cut uttl 
What can be said far this analysis is that it is possible to capture this 
optionaliiy only muse the a w e d  instnmwtal rule is separated out f m  
the other rules.' 
Taken together, this agreemnt analysis thus far doesn't appear ~ be 
almether unified. It was necessary to specify agreement, in  a nmber of 
cases. In one set of cases, it was derivative of the fondism itself. 
lhnever the metarule did not have the same node adnitted i n  its  output as in 
the inplt, then agreement had to be reqie&fied. However, there was s a ~  d- 
a internal to Makua (i.e. the Verb-Initial rule) which suggested that 
this appma& might mt be urmtivated. In a secmd set of cases, the inter- 
action of the' a m t  s- and the metarules Itlade the wroag prediction 
(i.e. in < ! e  case of the derived verbs) so that it was necessaq to build 
agrement in- the metarule. Again, it is not entirely clear that this 
approach is wmng, since it could be utilized to separate out t ?  i n s t n m m t a l  
applieds, for instance, froan the other applieds. 
In addition to the eviden=e from Makua in favor of such a =-unified 
a m &  to agreenent, there is, am- o w  Bantu Larrguages, at  least, 
that such special differences in agreanent patterns is typical. Far 
instance, in U u b a ,  a Bantu language of. Zaire, there is verb a-t mt 
only with direct objects in  the derived bitransitiw verbs, but w i t h  the ap- 
plied objects and causees as well. 'Ihere is even a third object agreement 
position in  that language for locatives. The inWaction of agreemmt in 
this case I disoovered is extremely a~nplicated and, i f  :a, spec t ic  account 
were be given of the sort here, then all the separate.rules would be useful. 
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In fact, the differences in behavior of the various senantic classes of objects 
of the applied verbs is not mmmmn either (e.g. Chmwm . . .  r Kisseberth 
M m s k i M  (1977) ) . '&t I am suggesting then, is agrement are 
to sane extent variable 8113-ag even the Bantu languages and the freedcan of 
this a m  makes it possible ts IMke precise details crP agreemnt fran 
language to langwige. It remains to be seen this appmach w i l l  mrk 
in general and wh- the missing claim, that is, that a m u s t  have 
a-qt is a valid criticism. Ihe questkm does arise, of courser if one 
did disoover a language w i t h  ccnpletely regular agreement M e r  this sort 
of aplxoach oould male any generalizations to that effect. First, it sbuld 
bemtedthat%wayinMchIa&tedagr-tismthecluilypass- 
ibility available.2 Secondly, ea& language would have to be a m b e d  on its 
crwn merits in order to see what the analysis a r  that language ought to be. 
Thus, any oonclusion abut  the =rk is not well justified a t  this point. 
Certainly I do not wish to imply that it is this m r k  which forces a non- 
unified analysis. Fully explicit accounts of e a-t (down to a l l  the 
i d i o m t i c  details) are rarely given in any paradigm. 
4. Derived rules, linking rules, and agreemnt s-ta 
There are several questions to be addressed in defining a-t schmta 
&r the derived rules and the linking rules. One revolves around the inter- 
action of the agreement schenata (as defined far the basic rules) and the 
derived rule schema itself. The seocnd question is raised by the fact mt 
linking rules and derived rules are separate rules and, hence, require separate 
statm%nts far ag~emmt. In addition, what appears to be a ladc of generdl- 
i=tion turns out to be just the p i n t  in the grammr a t  which Makua mrph- 
ology behaves differently, so that the apparent lack of m z a t i o n  again 
mrks in fmr of the analysis for Makua. I w i l l  begin by taking up each of 
these foPRal issues separately, &owing they are potentially problematic 
and shaw lrnv tbse pmblem can be re sol^. 
Th? derived rule scherm, recall, relates basic rules and derived rules 
in such a way as to keep synkictic features intact. Since agream~t has 
been defined in tezm of syntactic features on the basic rules, these features 
too will autmnatically be carried over. mus, for +31e Basic rule in (3%) 
below, there will be the folludng derived rule in (3%) . 
E3mever, no a-t features i n  (3%) above have been specified for 
the gapped categxy itself. N o t e  that the derived rule schema insures that 
both categories that are gapped, i.e. NP i n  the rule i n  (3%) above will 
necessarily have the same feature. Before wlaining lxm this is to be 
resolved, I will develop one other point. Linking rules, which are not 
derived via the derived rule schaM also insure that the features on the gaps 
are identical, e.g. as in the S-Tbpicalizathn rule in (36) . 
By virtue of the fact that the rules (36) links up to are rules derived v ia 
the deriwd rule schema, they w i l l ,  kqether w i t h  the Linking rules, insure 
that the same feature is passed down the tree. A simplified tree diagram will 
. ~ k m w t h i s i s s o .  
[a] [ < ~ , B > . I  IYI 
v 
/ / \  
NFJ sm 
[<a,B>l [ B l  
NP 
/ cy l  \ 
wm 
[a 1 [<a,B>I [yl 
The analysis *us far makes isu predictions. First, it predicts that 
itn. lhat this predicthn is correct is exaplified by the ewnple in (37) 
w i t h  topicalized object. 
37. &ikelyL&Q ~ r a a r v ~  #  . a---a I t  &. d l &  
bicycle-dem Araarima sa-t/a-lolow -t/a that chilL&&n 
g-ho f"- &""-" 
*B 
sa-t/a-oa-repxh t/a 
' W t h a t  bicycle, Araarim larows that the child has repaired1 
agree with the gapped NP (as in the example in (37) above). This prediction 
is false. The bottan clause in which the gap show up must agree with the 
noun that has been "-". Ihe bottan clauses are distinguished fran 
arry other clause fo-ly, so that it is possible to stipulate a-t. 
The following mhrule will insure that the bottun clause has *e care& 
agreenent j%r object gaps. 
38- C ~ m  X m/NP Yl =) rwm X m/NP Yl [Yl [Yl  Csl Csl 
rr1 
The metarule insures the ao~~ect agreement for object gaps not only for 
S-Tbpicalization but for W-Tbpioalization. 
Anadditional rule is needed for subject gaps. lhis is given in (39). 
I t  w i l l  acmunt for a agreanent of a subject gap in the clause from which 
it is missing. pie fact that this -t needs In be stipulated twice 
suggests that there might be subject-object aqmmkk.  There is at least 
one in Mcua, the "fumy a-t" mted in the previous section on agree 
mmt and mtarules. It is unclear to me &ether this sqpmts  the distinc- 
tion in the two rules above wi-ut having fully foxmlized that part of the 
analysis. Nsertheless, the rule in (39) w i l l  account for subject gap 
a-t facts in  (39b) below. 
b. 1lwaht51B &ilm w d &  ~-ho-&&&-A 
child/dem Araarinra sa-t/a that sa-t/a--repair-t/a 
Gisikeli 
bicycle 
'that child 2kaaxi.m thinks that has repaired a bicycle1 
another, mre subtle prediction. Recall, the o~lp1-t structures captured 
would be Ism patterns, i.e. one in which the xmtrix verb has a-t, 
oomeqmdhg tn ttae r d e  just mentimed and another, w i m t  agreenent on 
ule matrix verb, and which 0 0 ~  to the rule Cw V a together with 
[<a, P I  
micdLization. In (40a) w h i c h  m e  to * tree in (41a), an NP 
has been miCalized directly out of the enkdded sentence. There is m 
object agreemt on the matrix verb. In (40b) mmspnding to (41 . )  the 
topiCalized NP has as its gap postverbal position follawing the mtrix 
verb and agreement is triggered. 
40. a. &ikely-a6 a-nod&-a &h d 4 1 Q  
bicycledm A r m  sa-t-3amw-t that childden 
+ b & a - d  
s a - t d a - r e t  
'that bicycle, Araarima knows that theithat child repairs (it) '
I&hO-h-m&l-B 
'that'bicycle Araarima ktrows of it that the/that &ild repaired 
(it) '
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'Ibis analysis also makes yet another interesting prediction. It claims 
that any NP "gap" triggers agr-t. This means that even direct objects 
of bitransitive verbs whi& do not trigger agreamt awrding to the basic 
agreemnt schma should get agzeam~t  in stmctums Wiving linking 
rules. In the clear cases this prediction is borne out. WE! a case in 
which the applied abject is of a noun class which does not have an object 
agreamnt mix but the dixect object is. Ir. (42) belaw, m object pref ix  
shcws up i f  the Class 3 noun ' ( n w  'mtssenger') is interpre- as the 
=lied abject. If a-t w i t h  the Class la noun ' (&ilteli 'bicycle' ) 
object as in (42a). w, when the direct object is q ica l i zed  by either 
the w i c a l i z a t i o n  rule as in (4%) or by tltae s-icalization rule as in 
(424 (these being the only way im get these md o* in this analysis) we 
fina -t the direct object indeed triggers a-t. 
42. a. ki-ho-h-thh&&l-~ n&g& h i k e l y - x e  
I sa-t/a&buy-appt/a =sen- bicycle-den 
'I have bought a messenger B r  -/that bicycle' - unlikely 
situation 
b. w i c a l i z a t i o n  
w &ki1~0ly-151& ki-h~ - thh&nd-'a n&g& 
I bicycle sa-t/a-a*agp-t/a mssenger 
'I have bought the bicycle, (as expcted) , for a msenger' 
c. S-l'bpicalizatim h b&ikely&l& ki-ho- 6 -th &-&-'a n&d &I 
bicycle-dem I sa-t/a-oa-bq-app-t/a messenger 
'the/that bicycle I have baught for a nressenger' 
'Ihus, fbr *ese exanples, the prediction that any gapped NP regardless of 
its grannmtical relation will trigger verb agreement is borne out. In  addi- 
two possible analyses in & mrd order analysis, one which  involves a linlcing 
rule and one which does not. A s  predicted, this double analysis should 
predict that there would be Ism possibilities, one with agreemmt and one 
wimt. 'Ibis is in fact the case, as illustrated by the example in (43) 
below. The order is S DO A 0  V. It could either be analyzed by the 
~ i c a l i z a t i o n  rule t o g e m  with the Variable Order VP rule (in which 
case we expct agreanent) or by the Variable VP or&r rule together with the 
VP Object Final rule (in v h i &  case no a-t is expzted) .  The 
optianality in this case supports the claim that gapped NPs trigger obliga- 
43. m i i  baasikely-ulle ntengole K i - h - ( n ) - t h h d d  
I bicycleden mess/- sa-t/a- (oa) -a 
'I (as expect&) ket 'b bicycle for the messenger' 
Accordbingly, the rule rS S/NP NP1 o~ght  c hdcce e r - n _ t  e kP'1. 
Thatis, inasentencewiththisorder: VAOSDOwheretheDOcanonlyget  
in this position by means of the IP to the Right rule, one agreemmt 
with the DO. In this we,  the facts are hard to interpz-et. ~irst, there 
doesn't seem be any reading V A 0  S DO a t  all, as in ecanple (43). Instead, 
Agrearrent is taken to be indicative of the AO. Ieaving out agrement doesn't 
help a t  all: the senmce, the aansultant clainrs, wuldn't be used .that way, 
but i f  he had to interpret it it muld have the reading V DO S AO, where 
mthing triggers agxeemnt. Here is a plausible scenario for the fact that 
the above sentence has only one reading. Fi rs t ,  it muld be that this sole 
interpretation reflects a parsing strategy. What could be wing on is that 
iAeverb.is follawedbyanNP that ismtinagreementwith45everb (in fact 
canwt be) but the verb has -t indicating in a t  least one analysis that 
that NP must be the DO since DO'S dan't trigger a-t. lhen, the final 
NP sbws up and it is interpreted as the AL). Now, is'- any reason to 
that a parsing strategy might be involved in this hsimce? I f  there 
is anythbg to the discourse f u n e n  as I understand it, then the answer 
is yes. First ,  postverbal position is new infomation (new i n  the sense 
t h a t t h e ~ i S m t ~ t o ~ t h e m l e o f t h e p a r t i c i p a n t s )  sothat 
even context w i l l  not help in deciphering the role of NPs following the verb. 
lhus, it is plausible a t  least that in this case there is sanething wing on 
besides pure syntax. 'Ihe fact that same interpretation is m w  allowed in 
posismhl position but in prwe&al position there is context to help out, 
points to a difference be- these exanples and the ones discussed ~ o u s l y  
(42), where all *NPs preceded the-. 
The analysis also pretticts that when both the AD and the DO, for exarrple, 
are of different noun classes but both nxvr classes have object agreanent, 
then the 'Ibpicalized DO &mild trigger egmmnt, a t  least optionally, since 
the revised derived nile s&am and linking rules claim that this is so. 
Well, such optbnality does not exist in my sanple. What happens is that in 
an -1e like that in (44), the !Lbpi&ized NP is always men to be the 
AD. 
44. mpb61b ki-&thh&n-a ni I # 
(Cl. la) - 1. s a - ~ a - O t i ~ t / a ~ )  
'Ebr the tire, I bought a rim' - not ' T b  tire, I buqht for a r im'  
mrcing the scad resding is rmt possible even with wntexts I have been 
able to scant up with.  Invoking a parsing strategy in this case is a little 
harder to mtivate since the ewnples involve pre-verbal NPs. However, I am 
not sure what the status of topicalized NPs w i t h  respect to discourse function 
is. It is wmth pointing out that the lack of a seoond reading could have 
e x p l a M w  other than str ict ly syntactic ones and fact that mese sen- 
tences are syntactically ccmplicated (more so than the ones created by the 
mic rules) suggests that it is difficult to draw any finn conclusions. 
Still, in scaue cases direct object agreenent does s h v  up as 
predicted and these puzzling facts are accuunted for. 
5. Qndusions and Implications 
I n t h i s ~ o 5 1 I w o u l d l i k e ~ d i s c u s s t h e ~ r t t h a t t h i s a n a l y s i s  
of ~ n J b  -a: gives for the rules in Chapter IV, the implications for 
agreemmt in general, and the inplications with respct to syntactic basic 
order as defined in this framework. 
First of all, agreemmt facts sqprt the distiraction be- o m  
defined by linking rules and derived rules on the one hand and basic ~ A e s  
and -es on the other. This is because of the necessity for foxmlating 
#e agreemnt features separately B r  the bottan clauses which predked 
0- puzzling facts about the agreearent of direct objects in double 
object oanstmctions. In addition, some lneager slqprt f m  "funny agreanent" 
for the absence of the ve~3 FJIEISE in just one order (. . .VS.. .) errrerged. 
~IE! particular kird of analysis g i m  here, one %hi& involved syn- 
tactic features direcELy i n  the rules -vest necessitated the spelling 
out of qreamnt far various kinds of rules. rn a oertain extent, this 
- semd of value s h  it was possible to capture sanrt of th idiosyn- 
cratic facts about agrea~lent in Makua. It should be pointed out that tkis 
analysis is perhaps rrot the only way b do agreemnt in this frmnework al- 
e I have not aame up w i t h  anything that w i l l  allow for agreenmt to not 
oorrelate with -tical relati- in the cases where it does not in Makua. 
With respect to the issue of basic order, the mt that can be said is 
t h a t ~ s e e r n s t o b e ~ ~ . u e i n s p e c i f v i n a ~ t f o r s a n e o r d e r  
only once since it can interact with the metaniles and derived rule s- 
in a straic$~tfomard way for a l;lrse subset of the cases. 1f' the orders 
had been all specified by basic rules, then agreanent would have been 
less general, since a-t would have to have been stated for each order 
seetely. But this is a matter of degree, and it is hard to tell whether 
it is of great enough degree to be significant. As far as I can tell, 
nothing the verb a v t  analysis e s e s  be- picking as basic VSO 
and deriving SVO by me-de since the end M t  wuld be the same. For that 
matter, it doesn't choose VOS a d  ?50 since they have to be stated 
s t m t e l y  ..inany case. Plus, this part of the grannaribcs mthingmre for 
picking out a single basic order than analysis of word order itself. 
b e  derived verb phraoos again suggest that placing the agreanent 
featuresontheSmde~dhavetorequirethatsamehawbitxansit ive 
stmctmzs be differentiated at that level so tfiat applied objects get agree- 
mint -- they have to and the optianality of the imtnmmtitl amstructions 
is accounted for. While the present analysis which places * agreement at 
the VP level seam a bit  &unified it is the case in Makua that a q e m n t  
is nat alingether unified. And, as I point out, other Bantu languages 
have this mriability as w e l l .  
*In Bqlish, for exanple, apreennt does not differ &r transi- 
ti- and intransitive verb phrases, an analysis which places agreaneplt 
features at the S-level may very w e l l  pruvi.de a mre general aanunt. In 
addition, I have not -lored the ramifi cations of leaking for universals 
w i t h ~ . t o ~ m ~ e s o r ~ l i n k i n g r u l e s a l ~ t h i s w o u l d b e  
a masonable place to look. Rather, I have done what was necessary for 
W c u a a n d i t W  b be seenbwother languages turnout. 
C H A P T E R  V I  
1. IntlduAim 
In this chapter I develop analysis of tha syntax of Makua relative 
I 
clauses. .mfs analysis provides supprt fbr the general analysis proposed 
thus far i n  two ways. First, it m r t s  h m  agr-t pattans in rela- 
t ive  clauses make use of the separate agrement statenrmts i n  that analysis. 
In p r k i c u l a r ,  hottan clause @manma fa- are oorrectly predicted for 
the relativization. Seoandly, additimal widenr=e is also given for the 
presence of a syntactic verb phrase i n  sane o- (e.g. SVO) but not in 
others (e.g. vso and WS) . 
In additiron to the above issues, it is hoped that the discussion will 
- - - - - i j - S s ~ e d  look at part of the syntax of hhkua. Because of 
------. 
certain rnmlogical  G&Simr";-h-~-rticular, a e  d s t r M n  of dar~n- 
strative suffixes (typical of PPs but not sentences), it is necessary to 
treat the structure of NPs as wel l .  Such morphology is often taken to be 
indicative of ncarjnalized relative clauses, i.e. sentences related to NPs. 
Such an analysis for relative clauses in Ma3wa is argued against for two 
reasons. One is that treating a relative clause as an NP makes the wrong 
predictions w i t h  respect the distribution of the demnstratives. 
Secondly, it is shown b w  the naninal mrphology that appears a t  the end of 
relative clauses can be predicted i f  the [Np Nan Sm] rule is adbpted 
for the relative clauses &qether w i t h  the NP rules needed hdepadently 
, 
in the language. 
The structiie of this chapter is as follows. In Section 1, f e  to
be acaounted for are laid out. In Sectian 2, I in- a partial analysis 
of NPs in Malcua and show lmv their structure together kith t fae  stncture of 
the relative clauses aamunts for the distribution of demmstratives a t  the 
end of &tie clauses. In Section 3, &e analysis of & agreetent in 
relative clauses is taken up. The fourth d o n  con- a discussion of 
a special -t suffix *ch shclws up on relative clause verbs. ?he 
final sectinn surrmrizes the findings and states the inplicatiolls for both 
the analysis and the franmork under investigation. 
2. Relative d.ause facts 
Since the facts tb be acoounted for are sawwhat detailed, it w i l l  be 
helpful to lay out certain of these befme the analysis is introduced. 
Wevant general dxservations inelude the following. First, there are no 
mrphemes -bebeen the head noun and a relative clause. 'Ihat is, there is 
lo word analyzeable as a or aaplementizer.2 Tn the exanples i n  (1) 
below, a subject is relativized. Nobe that the head and its relative clause 
nray precede or follow the verb. The head mm comes f irst  i d a t e l y  followed 
by the relative ciause ve%, I i y  te~~& d3i& its t/a 11~- can be 
drawn only frun the Set A A outlhed in Chapter 11 ., w i t h  all verb agremznt 
intact. 
I ) .  1. a. nnafunzl aarh-he iki&b- ({ilk) u - b &  
skdent sa/t/a/loset/a book -(den) s a - t / a ~ t / a  
'the stuiEent w b  lost a book has (already) left1 
b. wlYD-w% I U d m z l  * I .  &he iki-(&&) 
sa-t/a-gbt/a s M m t  sa/t/a/lose-t/a book-(dm) 
' W t h a t  student a lost a book has (already) left '  
Seaondly, the head no* always EKecedes the relative clause. In addition, no 
categories other than mun mdifiers (i.e. adjectives and possessives) may 
intemene be- the head and i ts  relative clause. lhus in (2a) below, 
t-he head rroun is modified by an adjective (the only order for a noun and an 
adjective in any case) and the sentence is gramatical. me inttmention of 
an adhrerb, %!bile not uqrammtical altosether, signals a different rn-, 
a noun follckJed by a prenthetical relative clause with a prw#mindl. head. 
'Ihis differ- is reflected i n  the translation of (a). 
2. a. d.h-sepk6 A&hya '-a & -t- hl  t 
Segete sa/t/aoa/taket/a bicycle other sa/t/a-want 
uthhhi Ilmdkmp l # . - Iilh 
tobuy stu32nt4em 
'Sepete took tlr ~5br bicycle *it a S-t ?PA- k bq* 
b. &--& &wi &;1& nc;'ud 
sepete sa/t /Wtaket/a bicycle other-den yesterday 
h #  t hk-tum uthw &i 
dem sa/t/a-want to buy student 
'mte ~DOIC the other bicycle yesterday, that one which a 
student wants b buy' 
In fact, the b m  exanples in (2) behave quite differently with respect to the 
??ke:LA =f L--n*-+i.=, j**a++ f iery a seprate analysis. S i n c e  the 
behavior of deno~,stxatives in  -relative clauses is -allel that of NPs, I 
will pas- a full discussion of this evi- u n t i l  the analysis itself is 
Wen up. Briefly, bmnzr, for relative clauses like those in (2ai a demn- 
strative suffix i n  a-t w i t h  the head noun can optimally be found 
attached to the last word of tfE relative clause m e s s  of the category 
of that i t e n  (as inf2d above). ' If fAere is such a demnstrative suffix, thtsm 
an optional demonstrative prefix can be attached to the head mun as in (3) .  
Like the suffix, the prefix agrees with the head noun of the relative clause. 
h 3. &-sep&A &&ibyA-a. (&&)-b&ikeli nkhh nno-t..hh 
Sepete sa/t/a-oa/lose-%(decn) -bicycle other sa/t/a-t 
'Sepete -t?ook that bicycle wfiich a student wants to buyu 
The dsnanstrative mixes and suffixes are identical dam to their idio- 
syncratic @mnological properties w i t h  respect to v m d  OOalescen~~. Afiy 
otAxzr pattern of damnstrati- (i.e. both prefix and suffix on the head 
rmm, for -1e) is either uqmmtical or indicative of the kind of 
struckae of (2b), a parenthetical relative clause with a pronaninal head. 
These facts are discussed in  mre detail in section 3. 
Word order in relative clauses is obviously a rele~nt i.s.sw, but since 
sane of the facts w e  discussed in Section 4.2 of Chapter In, I w i l l  mt 
repeat the exanples here. Basically, there is a bmdency for the t~ 
ame first in  a relative clause. Ihus, the preferred order for any relative 
clause is that in which the NPs, regardless of their -tical relation, 
Mlavthew=rb.  I t i s n o t c l e a r t h a t t h i s t e n d e n c r y s h a u l d b e ~ i n t o a s p -  
tactic constraint since, as I point out in  Qlapter 111, it could be that the 
prese12r~ of the %- first facilitates mfa~%Ii?~~ nr Chzt t h e  IS SCFE 
hmtiQnal correlate to the orders which, in conjunction with the fmctim 
of relative clauses, turns out to favor a verb first order. The analysis 
m s e d  here puts no constraints on order i n  relative clauses. 
Amther relevant fact i s  that mly NPs can be relativized. And, parallel 
to the tcpicalizatim cases, no NP can be relativized out of a prepositional 
phrase. lhus, the following sort of interaction is pmhibited. 
4. a aa-*e i d i n &  ni ... 
W e  sa/t /aWt/a Sqete mat w i t h  
'the Wfe with which Sepete cut mat...' 
me fact that then? are no FPJNP catqories in Makua would be treated a t  tha 
point in the gram~,r  in which the slashed categories are f i r s t  defined, 
H-, since prepasitional phrases can be tapicalized, relativization 
of t h e P P s w i l l h a v e t o b e b l o c k e d .  'Ihiswillbeachievedbythelinking 
rule for relative clauses which will specify that only NPs can be relativized 
(i.e. [ Nan S/ 1 E ( ~ 3 .  Thus, neither of these constraints will actually 
cost anything in the gramnar, Note however, that the PPs behave as islands 
for a l l  "e&mcthww and this is &mnally represented differently fran the 
fact tha'c PPs mt be relativized -elves. 
Ihe facts just discussed hold true of relative clauses regardless of 
whether a subject or an object NP is relatd~zed. EIu-, iAere are ism 
facts which distirrguish subject relativization fran m-subject relativizathn 
when an NP is relativized out of a sinple sentence. The facts discussed 
imwliately below do not hold for relativizatim out of ar33edded sentences. 
mey only hold for the tnpmst clause along the "extraction path." These 
latter facts are taken up in the course of the analysis, One difference is 
the behavior of verb agreawnt on relative clause verbs. lBe seoond is the 
appamnce of a special agreanent suffix on relative clause verbs. 
*==-t facts are these. Whtm norrsubject NPs are relativized out 
of a sinple sentence, subject agreemmt on the relative ~ 2 ~ 9  verb may be 
-- _ _ 
--- 
-- ---- 
either w i t h  the subject of the relative clause or w i t h  the head noun. !his 
aption is illustrated by the example in (5) .  me mq4mlogy of the head 
agrement is identical -tn what it wuuld be i f  it were the subject. Given 
a choice, the amsultant prefers head agreemmt rather than the subject 
agreem~t regardless of &e order of the mrds i n  the relative clause, but 
subject agreemat is not a t  all mgramatiaal. 
-han-fi& I&-se&&(&) 
forget/a Sepete- (den) 
'the spear that sepete forged.,"' 
In addition, even when the subject does m t  tr igger agr-t, and the rela- 
tivized object does, that relatixized abject still triggers object agresmnt. 
Note i n  (6) below that the verb agreement is obligatory just as it was for 
topicalized NPs in the verb agreenrent analysis in the preceding chapter. 
11 h 6. &ikeli aa- n -th &e A - K ~  nth&&& * B 
bicycle sa/t/a -0a-buy/app/t/a Araarim messenger 
'the bicycle that Araarh  bow#~t for amessenger...' 
The second difference atb5b-e to m-subject relativization is the 
a-e of a suffix on the relative clause verb i n  agreemat w i t h  the 
s u b j e  of the relative clause. This suffix is optional in one order. i. e. 
&en the subject hmdiate ly  follows the verb. 'Ibis is Wt order in which 
there is m s y n m c  verb phrase (as dictated by the Verb Initial metarule) . 
~ o t e  that this is the second time that agreenwt is different for this order; 
the f i rs t  was those exarqles of "funny" agreenent in which the direct object 
tri1:.~1Ed subject agr-t under certain -tic and pragmatic conditiom 
in Chapter V. 'Ibis agreaent sham up elsewfiere as part of the possessive 
nrorpkme suffixed tb nouns and to infinitives in mmhaliza&ns. Its rela- 
tionship to the other fm is taken up i n  Sectbn 4 of this chapter. In 
(7a) belm, hawever, are -1s skwing the -ty of this suffix in 
-------------_- 
the 'ilS OL- ~1B%rkksz@ative clause. Ihe ewnples in  (M)  illustrate 
--------\ 
---\ _ 




7. a. nr& waa-re&-(&&) mi&m dt416.. . --- -- - --- 
trap sa/Wa-set/t/a-(ag suff) boy well-dan -- _ 
'the trap that the bay setmll..)(as oppased to those sameone 
else set badly) 
7. ' b. N& waa-redly- &&I& r A a 1 B  I* B I  
'the trap that the! boy set well...(as opposed to W e  he 
didn't set) 
c. xdh waa-dy -  rat& m&w41&... 
'the trap that * boy set w e l l  (as apposed to those he set 
0 .  MY) '
3. Ihe distribution of danmtratives in NPs and relative clauses 
I take up the discussiron of the detl~nstratives by first  sbwing h m  
damnstratives interact w i t h  the categories of the noun #rase. I w i l l  argue 
that the d i s t d h t b n  of dammtratives i n  relative clauses is directly 
related to the behavior of the NPs. I will as- a three bar NP, using 
thefamiliarsynbols, NPfor& N m f o r F , ~ f o r $  andNforN. 
The demnstrative affixes are nmde up of an agreenmt p-ix and a sten. 
(A full table of danonstrative form can be found in A.) ~akua, 
like many other Bantu languages, signals a three way deictic distinction; 
near the speaker, near the listener (but not the speaker) and far both. 
Ihe demmstratives w i l l  be translated as 'this', 'that, and'that over m'. 
%eir distribution is as follows. A demnstmtive suffix may appear optionally 
on a mnm as in (8a). When there is a suffix, the prefix may also appear as 
ir~.(3b). When just a prefix appears, (as in (8c)), howwer, the structure in  
is no 10- an NP of yrv sort but a copllar amstructian. m e  is 
no overt present tease altbugh there are overt form for the other 
tenses. 
8. a. ni&- (M) b. (h&)-nidk&h& 
spear - (d=+sp= 
'(the/that) spearspear' 'that (the) spear' 
8. *c. ih&ni& 
*that spear (that one is a spear - ok) 
ll~us, & aorrect fonns for nwns wi*  demnstratives in NPs can be said im 
be that in (9).  
9. a. (den) -noun-& 
. &-noun 
Now when an adjective m i n g  the noun a~pears, the adjective always 
inmdate ly  follows the noun, and the demsnstrative suffix shms up not on 
the noun but on the adjective. P a r a l l e l  to the examples in (8),  one finds 
in (10a) a damnstrative suffix on the adjective and in (lob) a prefix on the 
head noun and a suffix on the adjective. In (lOc), just a prefix dtm~trative 
again results in a a2pubr construction as (8e) did. 
lo .  a. n i .  ni-khA-(M) 
spear a m e r  - dm 
' (Wthat) other spear' 
b. ( ni-M-& 
(denl-spear am-em 
' (Ulat) /the other spear' . 
*c. *ni* 
den-spear apther 
*/that other spear' 
('that One is mther spear' - ok) 
It is a bit  tedious to go through the sixteen logical possibilities Br darpn- 
strative marking &r the mun and adjective so I w i l l  sinply summrize the 
results. Only the patterns in  (9) result in an NP. Any other uxbination is 
either a cons-n or else mgramatical. mus (dem)-N A-dan is 
the NP . p a w  to be accounted for. A l l  other possibilities need to be ruled 
out. 
Mre oaplicated NPs involve genitives. Again, the won3 order is fixed. 
The head noun oomes first, followled by the genitive mar- misting of an 
agreeuent prefix (in agrement with the head noun) and the stem -Q, which is 
in turn followed by another noun. An ewrrple without demnstratives is i n  (11). 
0 i k i  yo nwaana 
book gen child 
'a child's book' 
Damnstrative patterns are as i n  (12). The dmmstrative suffix is in agree- 
nrentwi th theheadnounandi s~~suf f ixedrmt . to thehaadbut~ theend  
of the genitive phrase as in (a) and bl Ihe prefix appears in  front of the 
head noun and the demnstrative suffix mst be present as well. !this is illus- 
trated by the exanghs in (12). 
12. a. ikit&u y &(fiQ) 
book gen 
' (the/that) child's book' 
b. (i l&-ki&bu yo m&-inQ (-1 book gen child-d€in 
' (that)/the child's book' 
*c. 6 ki&u yo & 
&SIP book gen W d  
*that/- W d ' s  book' 
('that ale is a child's book' - ok) 
!the Bllckling rules acmmt for the distrihzkh of the demmtratives 
(agreatlent details aside). 
b. rw ( D d N o r n  . Dan] 
The rule in (134 insures that danonstrative suffixes are al-ys optional 
(whicfi they are). The rule in (la) insures that the demnstrative prefix 
shaws up only i f  there are suffixes. (13 and b) mther w i t h  ( 1 3 ~  and d) 
get damnstratives on rrxln Wases consisting of a noun and an a d i d v e  and 
of a noun and genitive in just W way WE? want, i.e. (dem)-N- A-dem, (den)+ - 
gen-N-den. These rules e n m t e  m other giving the desired 
result. 
I now turn to the relative clause ckmmkrative p a s .  Ekcall 
fmntheewnplein (3) that t h r e w a s a n o p t k n a l p a t t e m i n ~ c f ! a ~  
strative in agreement w i t h  the head noun is suffixed to the last word of the 
relative clause. Just i n  case the suffix appears, the prefix also may show 
up, this time prefixed to the head mun. Suppose v e  a&pt the rule in (14) 
as that  for relative clauses tenatively. 
14. & N c n n S h  I * a  6(m3 
'Ibis rule says that a NP can consist of a Nam follawed by a sentence with a 
ho le in i t .3  % w i l l  infactbethenrleadDptedfor~& i n i n b u t  
the rest of the d v a t i o n  is yet tn oame. lh is  rule w i l l  interact w i t h  the 
NP rules in (13) hmever; to give just the right results for the damnstratives. 4 
That is, relati= clauses of the pattern in (1) and (31, (6), (7) above, are 
predicted to be accepale  but any other patterns, i.e. dem N-dem X, 
N 4 e m  RC, c k e N  RC, N-dem X-dem, etc., are ruled out. 
Now the f i r s t  Ism of these patterns predicted to be ungrmrmatical are 
not, strictly speaking, ungr-tical. They are, hxwer, relative clauses 
of the parenthetical sort.  How these relative clauses without overt heads 
should be treated rests, in part, on kxv sentences without cvert subject 
nouns thanselves are to be analyzd. 
So far, the analysis of relative clauses acanmts for the following 
facts: 
1. Ime obligatory order of the head noun follmed by the relative 
clause. lhis holds because there is no rule reordering within tbe W .  
2. ?he distrribcrtion of the damstratives. Nate that W analysis 
does mt require that relative clauses be syntactically nrnindlized (i.e. 
senlmces related to NPs) in order im get lk! correct distributim of the 
demnstratives. That distribution falls out frrrm the relative clause rule 
togetAer with the NP rules in (13). 
3. Nothing other than an NP may be relativized. 'Ifxis is ac03unted 
for by the fact that the linking rule introducing relative clauses specifies 
only NPs. 
In the next section, the analysis just pmpsed is extended to  treat 
EX% agreanent i n  relative clauses. 
4. Verb Agreamt i n  Relati-ve Clauses 
Verb  agreenent in  E%.=?E *sti-52 clauses differs froan tkt in main 
c l a k  in one important way. AS mloentic in W thend section of this 
-, where the relative clause facts m Laid out, the subject agreement 
position on the relative clame verb (SA) may be filled w i t h  a prefix 
which agrees e i * +  with the subject of the relative clause or w i t h  the head 
-- 
mun. Ihe term subject agreerent position is zL.-r al-ugh these -1es 
show that not only subjects t r iw agreerent in  this position. lhus, 
either agreemnt is acceptable for the relative clauses in (15). In (15a) 
a d i rec t  object has been relativized and *'agreement is w i t h  the object in  
object p s i t i o n  and either the subject or object in tbe subject psition. 
In (15b) is an instance in which an -lied object has been relativized. 
Like the direct object the h d h c t  obj& governs agreanslt i n  the object 
agrement position and either it or the subject of the relative clause verb 
governs agreemmt in the subject position. As far as I am mare, this 
pa- holds for relativization of all norr-subject NPs regardless of their 
grammtical relation. 
lions 
l a j t b J  
sa-t /a/~a-h~b aq s u f f .  
'the lions which I have hunt&...' 
&/&&$&& w- 
persan sa/t  dm-ite-t/a-ag suff old rnan letter 
'the person %r w h m  old m Illan a letcter...' 
In  a subject relative, a t  least i n  relativizatiqn of a subject out of a 
sinplex sentence, it is impossible tn tell subject can tx5gger 
agreatlent as well as t l e  head since it is the case that the agremmt is 
the same. (barpare the ewnple i n  (16) belav wia "&e exmp1es in (15) 
lions 
la3 
s a - t / a - s l ~  
'lions which are s lqing.  . . 
blativization out of e&edded clauses w i l l  be taken up as the analysis 
progres-• 
'Ihe f irst  thing tn be noted about the agreemat analysis for relative 
clauses is that all of the extensions made *r the analysis of agreemnt in 
the cases of WIbpicalization and VPlbp idza t i an  w i l l  be applicable in 
relative clauses as w e l l ,  because the relative clawe rule likewise involves 
both a linking rule and derived rules. The relative clause rule in (17) 
below will insure that the Nan w i l l  have the sm? mun class feature as a due 
tn the HEC. The rule also insures that a and its oorrespnding gap also 
have the sam feaizre. Recall that only NPs are relativized i n  Makua. 
'Ihis rule mther w i t h  the bottm clause a-t metarules in the previous 
chapter w i l l  predict that the bottrcmt clause NP gap triggers neces- 
m y .  !the agreamt fads for relativization should, therefore, parallel 
the agreement facts for topicalization in Makua. lhat this is tme is 
aoenplified by the ewmples in (18) and (19). First, relativization triggers 
obligatnry verb agreatrent so that even relativized direct objects in bi- 
transitive c l a m  trim agreenent as in. the exanple in (Ma), . . 
18. a, b&ikeli 
-PI - t h h w e  e i m a  nth&g-61~ * B
bicycle sa/t/a -~a-buy/m/t/a Araarima mwenger 
'the bicycle that Araarinra bought for a messenger;..' 
In addition, verb agreement with the relativized NP occurs necessarily in the 
bottom clause but not in the intamdiate clauses. Thus, an &&ding verb 
is not eqected to show a m t  w i t h  the relativized itm, unless it 
happens to be of that class of w h i c h  subca-rhes for an NP that 
belmgs sermntically to a VP conplarmt or an S oarplemnt. lhen WE! expect 
that agreement on an in-ate clause verb would be optional. When 
agreemnt is present, it is due to relativization out of an intermdiate clause: 
magreenest is attritutable - t ~  relativization out of the bottonrnost clause. 
This 0ptioMPiW is ill-bd by the exa"p1es in (19a) and (19b). 
19. a. &ikeli ki-n-&ih-i16 & ~i.&ep;?& a+&*- 
bicycle I-oa-thinlc-t that sepete sa**d 
'the bicycle w h i c h  I think (of it) that S e p t e  has bought.. . 
/ ryl.\ 
Nan S/NP 
b. &wi k i - e i l d  d 8 ' 6 a&+h&a ... 
bicycle I-t/think-t that Sepete sa-t-oa+t 
'the bicycle .that I think that Sepete has bought.. .' 
I now turn to the specification of the albsmative agr-t pattern 
for relative clauses in Makua. In this pattern, the subject agreement slot 
on the verb is not filled w i t h  tihe agreement form for the subject of the 
relative clause. Rather, that slot is filled w i t h  agreamt w i t h  the relati- 
vized noun. Non-subject agreement is, strictly speaking, al-rn 
it appears to he the preferred a-t strategy for the cansultant. lb 
begin wi th ,  I w i l l  add a feature [+R] b the relative clause rule in (20). 
!tiis feature is not simply an ad hot device to capture the agreemmt facts. 
It is also used to capture facts about the distribution of the agresm~t 
suffix to be discussed in the next mbsecth. For the m a ~ t ,  bwem.-, , I 
w i l l  discuss h~ it interacts w i t h  the alwtive verb agreaent pattern 
just discussed. lb express the optionality of this al-tive -t 
pa-, the following meme is acbpted. 
W 6 is any + V c a w r y  and 0 € [ N P j  
This metanile says that any [+R] [+a category w i t h  the agreement pattern 
[<a ,B> I can also have the agreanent pa- [<y ,B> ] vhere the subject verb 
agreenent slot is in  agreanent with the gapped category. [+V] stipula- 
tion is necessary in  order tn &law alternative agreemnt i n  orders in which 
fbr t b s e  orders in which S is ttae maximal pro jectbn of V (e.g. VSO) and in 
which VP is the nriurimal projection of V (e.g. SW and W). Because the HFC 
will alluw t.his feature only to percolate a m  clause dawn, this restricts 
altamative agreement to the top clause in accordance with Makua facts. The 
alternative agreemmt pattern does not shuw up on the enbedded verb. lhus, 
mntra~t he grammtidity of (22) belav, in which the a l t e r ~ t i ~ l l t  agreetllent 
sbm up on'the tapverbwith the mgramnaticalityof the almtive agree- 
mnt p a w  in the lower clause. 5 
22. 616 phil.ii%x a-bthh-h 
b-h~-~l im-$i  3 
sa/t/a-say-agg suf that sa-t/a-buy-t/a 
~~ 
sepe- 
'Ihere is a book I say that Sepete bought1 
The alternative i!qament pY~ern is mt the only topclause @I- 
in Makua. In Qlapter 11, I noted that there are ism sets of tense and aspect 
rnrpkms in Makw, and that one set has restricted syntactic distz&ution, 
for exaqle, only one set appears in relative clauses. ~ r t a n ~ y ,  this 
restriction holds only of the top clauk. lhat is, the tense and aspect 
mrphems are not resfzicted in distribution in the mbedded clause from 
wbi& a rmun has been relativized. I have not attmpted a fonnal analysis 
of these facts in this thesis, but it is important to mte that both of 
tFlese tup clause @ematma affect the verb, since it is the use of [+R] 
bgether w i t h  the H X  whi& accounts for the agreerent facts. It is an 
in-ting empk5cal question whether a l l  tnp clause phemmna affect only 
the verb i n  all -. If SO, tben like a [+R] feature and 
the HE" w l d  be well d v a t e d  hnnally. In the next section, I turn to yet 
another tQp clause pkmmmn, one which also affects the verb and wbich 
capiaizes on the [+R] feature introdwed in this section. 
5. Verb Agreemnt Suffix in Relative Clauses 
In this section I discuss the distribution of a suffix vhich aFpears 
on relative clause verbs. T h i s  sectian begins w i t h  a descriptive acanmt and 
ends with the praposed analysis. 
specidl agreenent suffix happens to be mrpblogically identical 
to the agr-t suffix part of a possessive marker which appears suffixed 
to mum in wnstrmtians like that in (23) belaw. In (2%) is a possessed 
mun d c h  may appear w i t h  or w i l h u t  an overt possessor NP. The possessive 
suffix is made up of a class a g r m t  mrpkne which agrees in class and or 
pwmn w i t h  the possessed mun (in (2%) w i t h  a Class 5 noun) and a person 
agreanent suffix signalling agreemat w i t h  possessor (in (23a) with a 
third persc#l sg. initiated nouno /-aya/) . In (2%) is a aonstructian which 
looks suspiciously like a -izationo6 m this type of mtmction 
the suffix appears on the' infinitive form of the verb. Ihe prefix part is 
in agreemmt w i t h  the infinitive class (/-u/) which in this case glides to 
[*I by regular glide fonmtian rules in the language and the suffix part 
of the m,- signals agreamt with the subject of the mmhalization. 
23. a. ni&A-nAyA (&&&j 
'(sepetefs) his spear' 
b. ~s~ d k d y &  m i l &  urik&ika 
Sew to azbitrate-suff disputes be/unpredictable 
'Sepete's arbitrating of disputes is unreliablef 
'Ihe person a-t suffix (henceforth the agreenznt suffix) appear 
ing on the relative clause v-r on the other haradr is missing B f i r s t  
part; only the last agremrmt part s b w s  up. Its distribution is as follows. 
First of all, this suffix shows up on a relative clause mx-b wkhen a now 
subject NP is relativized out of a sinplex sentence. It agrees w i t h  the 
subject of the relative clause. Su& suffixes are obligatory unless the 
subject bdiately follows the vw5. Ihus, such a suffix is obligatory in 
q l e s  like m e  in (24b) and (244  but  optional in (24a) (where the 
subject imnediately f o l b  the -1 . 
24. a. h waa-r&iy-i&j ' n& &t~i&... 
trap sa/Wa-set/Wa- (ag suffa f;ay Wldem 
fthetrapthatthPboysetwell.  . . ( a s o p p o s e d t o t h o s e ~  
else set badly) ' 
b. & lnnh&m waa-dy-&6$&] rAtb1d 
trap that the b y  set d . . . ' ( a s  apposed to those he 
aianf t set) 
'thetrapthat-boysetwell (asapposedtoWseheset 
badly) ...' 
Note that is no avert agreemnt in the suffix with anything other than 
thesubject (unlikethecases in  (23b) abme). lkae foxnin* ewarp?le 
here is due ds mnml -logical. processes in the language w h e r d q  the 
final /-e/ of the verb glides to [y] w i t h  a m e t a n t  1- of 
the initial /-a/ of the -t suffix /-a/. 
However, it is mt the case a t  the appearance of &is suffix is 
just tied to the relativiation of norr-subjects. If any NP, subject or not, 
is relativized out of an abedded sen- then the same facts hold a r  the 
smtrix verb but mt the ahdded verb. mus in tk! examples in (25) below, 
rnsuffixcanshawupontheenhddedvexb. Instead, thesuffixshmvsup 
on the matrix verb optionally if the subject of the matrix subject is hnedhtely 
following the -. 
sa-t/dsee-t/a bicycle sa/t/a/thinti/ta: suff maarima 
& 8-b&thh(*aaya) n w a h 4 1 &  
sa-t/-q suff child* 
'I saw the bicycle (that) Araarima said that the child has 
boraght ' 
sa-t/a-see-t/a bicycle Araarima sa/t /a/Wnk,h-*ig suff 
wiir6 *b-ir-th*((aaya) l ldn416  
that sa-t/a-oa-buy-*ag suff child-dpm 
'I saw the bicycle that Araarima said that the child has 
Wt' 
Ihe absence of any class agreane~lt m3- like those found in (25a) 
and (25b) above suggests possible amlyses of this suffix. One would 
claim that the suffix is indeed the whole possessive suffix but l3ere just 
ha- to be no overt mrpheme for agreement with a tensed verb. Under 
this analysis one wuuld expect to find &' link be- relativeve clauses and 
possessed nouns and the apparent naninalizations. A second analysis would 
treat tk agremmt suffix as just that, a nD- suffixed directly W the 
relative clause ve&. ?here is one differ- bebeen the distribution of 
the s u f f i x  in relative clauses and nanhlizatims, at least, which is that 
of the optionality. 'Ibis suffix is never optianal in the al?parent n aninaliza- 
tions while it is in the relative clauses. 'Ifim, rrrthirag will be lost by 
trying an analysis &ich awnmts for the agreem?nt suffix in the relative 
clauses separately fnm the other cases a t  first, looking for gaaalizations 
'b the other cases later. 
By way of review, then, here are the fact. .to be accounted for. An 
agmsmnt suffix shows up on a verb when a m-subject has been relativized 
out of that clause. Ihe agreemmt suffix is in agreerent with the subject 
of that verb. Just in case there is rn syntactic VP in t k  order of the 
relative clause, then the presence of this agreatwt suffix is optional. 
The f irst  part of an analysis of the distribution and agrementtof 
- 
the suffix is a mbrule whi& picks out the agremmt feature for subject 
IPS in order in the sentence for [OR] clauses and relates than to [+R] 
clauses. It passes that subject agmxmak feature onto an agreement suffix 
trim by the [+Rl feature. ~ v e n  though the agreamt fa- on the 
[+V] i tem can be altered by the alternative agreemmt mtamle in the 
preceding section, this will m t  affect the agreement of the ag. suffix 
because the metaniLe intmduchg alternative agreemnt w i l l  not affect any 
other features than those stipulated by the rule and nothing was said abwt 
the ag. suffixO7 
An additional rule stat ing what a V w i t h  the [+Rl [+ago suff .I 0c)nSi~ts of 
is needed in the gramnar. 
*7- .[v. v -ag suff I 
Recailse W [+ago suff.1 feature is tied tm the I+R] feature, the effects of 
this interacthn of rules w i l l  be to insure that only the fmp-mst clause 
of the r e l a t i v i a a n  path is affected. !&us, the facts in ewnples like 
(25) above are acmunted for. 
Note that the above fonuulation (by stipulating the presence of VP) 
does not allow for the presence of the ag. suffix in the clauses that do not 
umtain a syn-c m e  (eg. VSX) . Tb allow for the optionality 
of t-he suffix in such stmcbmss, the following mtarule is in.troduced. 
!hw rules forming the input w i l l  not have a feature [+ag. suffix], but 
~ r u l e s e n ~ t e d b y ~ o u t p u t w i U ,  acanmtingfortheoptbmdityin 
the relevant o*. * 
m this section, I will d z e  the findings in this 
chapter and discuss the inplications of this analysis of relative clauses 
fG r  * gemal analysis of mkua. 
The second section of this chapter was devoted, in part, to a d-ed 
discussion of the Makua m t m  w. It was shown that &e relative clause 
was attributable to the stnrtrPe of relative clauses, lNp Nan Sml, rather 
than .to SOE nrrdnalization analysis of relative clauses. It was argued that 
the structure of the relative clause bgetber with the regular NP rules in 
the language predicted the distribution of demnstratives in agreement w i t h  
the head noun on the end of relative clause. 
The analysis of the verb -t in relative clauses (in *e third 
m a n )  provided support for the general agreenwt analysis in Chapter V 
by shnwing that qreemnt for relatidzation and tcpicalization were exactly 
parallel. In particular, it was shown that relativizatbn triggers obliga- 
tory agreement in  the clause containing the gap site, hzdng the mmequene 
that a direct object, w h i c h  m d y  does not trigger agr-t necessarily 
triggers object agreement when it is relativized. ?he use of the HFC in 
anjunction w i t h  a [+Rl feature introdwed for relative clauses & the 
correct claim about imp-clause ph-, m e  pherYHneM that affect only 
the top-mst clause along the "-an path". This  [+R] feature was also 
used to account for the distributim of a special agreement suffix in rela- 
tive clauses. Again, the fact that it w a s  tied to the H E t  mde the mrrect 
predictions w i t h  respect to the distribution of agreement suffix i n  
lnp-clauses. Finally, it was shcrwn haw the lack of a s y n m c  verb phrase 
in one order (e.g. VSO) but not in others (SVO or VOS) muld be capitalized 
on i n  order .to m u n t  for satle atherwise idiosyncratic distributional facts, 
thus lending support to the stsuctures stipulated by the mrd order analysis 
in chapter IV. 
% u s ~ ~ i s a a n p ~ e ~ l y r e v i s e d a n d e ~ v g s i m o f t b e  
analysis in a paper, "The syntax of Makua relative clauses" which I presented 
at the Eleventh Annual African Linguistics Wermcer held at Boston 
University in April, 1980. 
*In addition, unlike - other Bantu languages (e.g. !Wdluba), 
relative clauses have no special m e  mking setting than off froan verbs in 
other clause types. Iheonly tone differences I amaware of are tm: 1) a- 
ent obligatory phrase final l ~ w e r i q  at the end of the relative clause and 
2) the lack of focus tcabe w i t h i n  the relative clause itself.  
%here is one pssibly important -way in w h i d ~  this tm~4mjnt of rela- 
tive c l a m  differs fran that which Gazdar has developed for English. 
reader is refern=d.to Gazdar (iaappeara) ardetails. Inbroadoutline, 
he treats the structures of relative clauses a r  subject relativization 
differently fmm that of relativiatian of o m  NPs. Subject relatives 
mnsist of a head NP f o M  by a tensed VP, while object relatives oonsist 
of a head NP followed by a S/NP. Ihe way in which he arrives at this differ- 
ence is by imposing a Generalized lkft Branch Cmdition which bars any 
category f m n  being "exkac&dn off a left branch. Inpsing this constraint 
far Makua w i l l  not, of murse, result in the blocking of subject gaps because 
of the different mrd orders. lhus the rule rSm V N P / N P N P l  wouldbewell 
50- i n  spite of the Left Branch -tion. ' In addition, the facts which 
fa l l  out of this analysis for Ecqlish (i.e. the differences i n  the deletion 
of Wh-wxds, for -1e) do not hold far Makua since t-here are m Wh-words. 
Ebr those bm reasons, m, subject and object relativization pmceed in 
~ ~ a m e m a n n e r i n t h i s a n a l y s i s .  (Butseethediscussiollinthefourthsec- 
tion of this chapter where the distinct.libn betkFeen subject and object rela- 
tivizaticm is crucial.) 
41n additim, rwminalizatbn (i.e. turning the S/NP in* a giant NP) 
muld also mke the wrong predictions about vtxb rnrphology since the 
ncminalizations, (both the -t naninalizatims discussed in the chapter 
and the gerundive ncnrindlizations discussed in the (7) above have 
infinitives, while the relative clause verbs are fully tmsed (in spi- of 
the fact that their tense and aspect is restricted to a m c u l a r  set). 
'1f relative clauses in  Malola had an R-node, thar it wuld be amber- 
scme im treat a g r m t  in relative clauses. aS is because the relative 
clause rule wwld be that in (la-Ib) belaw. 
!Ib define agreemint would require both of the f e a m  specifications as in 
(2a-b) below. First, an a- feature muld be required for the &node. 
lhen that feature vmld have to be passed to the S-"hole". 
'Ibis is necessary in order to amid a partial tree of the sort in (3) d c h  
muld even-y result in an mgramnatical sen-. 
Nan R 
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In this way the relatiomhip between the mun class of the head mun and its 
"hole" is less W, alnost arbitrary. 
%ere are other ccnstructic~ls are me clearly nmimlizatims, 
which could be tensed genmdive nominalizations. Ihe following discussion 
axpxes the agparent nanindlizatbns and the gerundive naninalizations just 
for the sake of aonpletemss. No account of these aonstmctbm is attenpted. 
I have consistently used the term "a~parent" since these constructions 
differ l3-m other NPs in important ways. F ir s t ,  i 3 ~  i n s  order of such 
stmdxres  is not fixed, as illustrated in (1) belaw. 
h 1. a. uthhb&wAy~ ihipi &sE+& k -&- 
to buy-suff hoe %=t(= now neg/sa 
Ur, yahgli 
'Given Sepete's b q h g  a - hoe, m w  he won't borra~ mine again1 
b. uthh-- HG-s+t& adpi,... 
'Given S_epete'sbuyhg of a hoe...' 
c. &sW uthhhnk-w&& ihip8.. . 
'Given Sepete's buying of a hoe...' 
- 
d. i h i ~ l e  uthh-- rdii-w.  . 
'Given Sepete's buying of a hoe...' 
h, f .  1 r3hi-w ,Jif, ~ ~ . . .  
'Gi- septets buying of IA-E hoe (as expeckd) ...' 
The order within the genmdive d x & i . r ; r ' k l a ,  1i.k that of the NPs, is 
fixled. !thusr t h e ' o r d e r o f t h e g e r u r d i u e ~ t i m s m u s t h + h t i n  
(2) below. No 0- pf3m&ttian is gralnmiccal. 
2. uth- iGp& wa Hin-&& h i  dt&iha 
tobuy hoe gen Sepete sabe  inf- 
'Septels wing of a hoe was  unin-' 
S d ,  neither gerundive naninalizations (nor NPs) allow gaps. %us the 
sentence in (3a) i n  which a NP has been relativized out of a m v e  is 
ungrmrmatical. However, either re la t i~za t i an  or topicalization out of the 
wF==t naninalizations is al&. 
3. a. *ihi& ~eerh-bka aakf uthhi& wa &e& 
hoe sa/t/a-think-suff be -buy gen Sepete 
'the hoe that I thought was of sepetels buying.. .' 
.be *Q u t h h a  r4in-e W a M  lda5- 8 .  
. hoe/& to w gen -Pete =/ag inf 
'the hoe, Sepete's b@ng of w unintended' 
c* *W& -&& ** ihipH 
sepete s=/t/a/*ag.ef to b~y-ag.-'tPe 
'Sepete who I think's buying of a hoe...' 
d. ki+o&&l-a uth yh ihipk 
Sepete sa-t/a--.t/a to m-ag.suff b e  
"&hi. d m  
=/be to be unintended 
'Sepete I l u m ~  his wing of a hoe was unintended' 
Thus, the apparent nominalizations are beginning not to bok like nominaliza- 
tiom a t  all. 
In addition, the gerundive nortlinalizaticms alwqm trigger infinitive 
agrearrent in subject 3grem~nt position on the verb, but not the qparent 
ncminalizations. aOmpare the acanp1es i n  (4) below. (Note tone change on ag. 
suffix, hawwer) . 
u*h&+&& 4. a. h WPg &-- ka--- 
tobuy-ag.suff. hoe Sepete rn IW s/a-t/a/OWbrro~ 
-* 




'Sepete's wing of a b e  was the result of the disputes of 
the day before yesterday1 
Both c o n s ~ n s  appear to be equally m v e ,  that is, either a genad- 
ive or the apparent naminalization can be found for mst verbs. ?he differrmces 
lie in their syntax. Treating the apparent -zaw as -a- 
tims (i.e. damhated by NP) nill then make .three wmng predictians; the 
wrd order would be fixed (which it is not) , they muld trigger infinitive 
agremmt (whi.ch they not), and there s W d  be m gaps (but there can be). 
I If one began w i t h  a less general rule, say rSm NP a V / N P ]  
[a1 rag suff] 
' [a1 
for ewacple, then t ?  possibility of mrd order freedoan is lost -since this 
rule does not mt as input to either the Verlb-Initial rule or the N F  
F e Eeme no rule [ V / NP NP] d d  be pxdi.ctd.  
@ Wsuffl 
- - 
But these are clearly orders which are nee& for relative clauses in Makua. 
8secarrse of ~ l e  mR-- of certain orders in relat ive  clauses 
due ts the verb first tendency it is impossible to determine exactly i f  the 
other order which has no VP, (i.e. one which captures ZU3 DO V S) has 
Ulesaraepmprky. 
C H A P T E R  V I I  
CONCUXSION 
In this last chapter, I would like .tD pull bgether the findings from 
the ckpters in order to discuss the implications for three issues 
raised by the analysis of Makua in canjunction w i t h  the present f r m r k .  
%e f i rs t  issue to be discussed is that remlving amum3 pneral questions 
regarding the syntax of free word order languages. ?he second mcerns the 
relationship of ths mtion syn-c basic w o d  order .to the analysis proper, 
on the one hand, and the fr-rk on the other. Finally, certain formal 
devices of the f-rk are wduated w i t h  respect .tD their explanatory value 
withrespecttoMakua. 
2. Freewordorder- 
?he phenomerron of free word order (or free ocmstituent order) has 
of i z + ~ r c  syntactic theory since its imepkhn. !Be seeningly 1- 
difference between the syntax of English, say, whose mrd order is relatively 
fixed, in cmtrast to Walbiri, whose wbrd order is renarkably free, have not 
been pulled wether. The recalcitrance of free mrd ordrx languages to 
if there are fundamntally different kinds of languages. &is question has 
been phrased by =ky (1979) w i t h i n  the omtext of a discussion armcerning 
just this issue. 
" . . .Are there actually .two Qpes of languages, quite different? 
Or is there a super-system, of which the ism types are species? 
lhese are crucial questions, w h i c h  are f a .  from being clearly 
understood." ( W k y  1979 : 194) 
While the present analysis of Makua does not wntribute a c l e a ~  yes or 
no answer to thiS question of w h e  l3u?re are fmdamentally different kinds 
of languages, several anmnts are in order. F i r s t  of all ,  Makua is different 
from both Wlish and W a l b i r i  in the degree of order freedm permitted. On 
the one hand, Makua does mt have a fixed order with respect to subjects, 
ob j&, and verbs as English does (and Walbiri doesn't) , but on the other 
hand, the categories of & mun @rase are fixed, unlike Walbiri (or Latin) . 
. . . . 
In addition, certain amplenwt types (3, ghUP and w , )  always follow the 
verb, again, unlike Wiri.  Thus, IMma seems tn be about midway bebeen 
the relatively fixed order of m l i s h  and the very free order of Walbiri. 
This relativity is suggestive of a cantinuun rather than a cl-t distinc- 
tion. This suggestion is particularly difficult tn evaluate wimut a specific 
p r q a a l  about the paramters along which langmges could differ w i t h  respect 
to of word or aonstituent order freedm. Within the present framsmrk, 
at least, the differences English and Makua are mt formal ones, rather, 
they differ (perhaps) only in n u b r  of rules rather than in rule types, (and 
even this is not clear). It was suggested a t  the end of Chapter N that the 
effect of "-lingu in the present framsmrk could be arrived at if there 
were additional generalizatims aver classes of rules and, Tczzther, that this 
pmvided a plausible dhdmmk scenario for language change. It rerclains tn 
be seen whether Iatin or Walbiri, for exanple, wuld be amenable to analyses 
w i t h i n  the framemrk beirq explored here. 
Within tbse  fomal -&es whi& do claim a distinctian between fixed 
and free wrd order lariguages, whether this distinction is claimed to be a 
didrotcmy (dlong the lines of Hale (1979) or a graded ccmtinum (Lapinte 
(1980) it is difficult to ascertain where hWaa fits. Within me's dictrotcny, 
which divides languages into those w i t h  a syntax of the sort and Wse he 
terms P languages, it sbuld  be pointed out that insofar as the present ' 
fmmsxxk inaorpurporates syntax, IWma mrks out pretty w e l l  as an lan- 
guage. It is less clear that MaJcua would fa l l  intn t.he W type. This last 
claim is based on bm obsenmtians. One (mentioned in Chapter IV) is that 
the semantics in Hale's systan would have to be made sensitive to verb agree- 
ment since there is no case =king for the categorial signatures to be serr 
sitive to. 'his mdificatian muld, presuMbly, not be impossible tn o v e ~  
ame. H o ~ ~ e r ,  the facts about verb a-t %r sinple sentences (in 
Chapter V) and relative clauses (in Chapter VI) indicate that this w i l l  not 
alwAys be a reliable way in whi& to insuxe that subject NPs are subjects and 
object NPs are objects, because granmtical relations are not always in a 
one-mne corresp&nce with ve& agr-t. 
Sewndly, treating Wcua as a W language ka ld  miss stating the fact 
at there are ~yn-c m t s  on order in Malaza. QNSr the fact that 
l 3 ~  framework employed here does rely on syntax and in no way poses any 
problem, hereas the description of Makua as a W language does pose major 
problem, it seerrs Wely that l&kua would not be like Walbiri, i.e. not a W* 
law=ge. 
Lapointe (1980) dxs not make a dicbkmy but, rather, suggests that some 
&quages might have one or both of his sorts of rules: specified and unspeci- 
fied category rules. The question for Makua then would be which of the orders 
(if w) is of -unspedfied sort, and which are to be chracterized by 
W i e d  categ~ry +-ules. Fbllawing Lapoinb strictly would force me tn 
doose a single order as basic, if any orders are to be derived by a specified 
cateqry rule. Other orders would then (presumably) be derived by unspecified 
categmy rules. HokFwer, it muld be difficult to treat both W and W, £or 
exanrple, as possible verb phrases s y n ~ c a l l y ,  because one or the would 
have t~ be derived by an unspecified category rule and hence, that one 
vmuld not have a syn-tic verb -. Ihe WidePlce f r a n  the unbounded 
facts (i.e. VP-'Ibpicalizatim) suggests that both W and W can 
have syntactic verb phrases. Choosing ~ characterize Makua by mans of 
entirely 'mxipcified awry rules, on the other hand, wuld result, in a 
serious loss of syntactic gerrtralizatians. It is pmnature to draw ary  hard 
and fast aoncl~~~ions w i t b u t  exploring these alternatives in great detail. 
Yet, it is inpartant, I think, to note that the treatment of Makua within 
the f-rk enployed .requked IK, new formal devices. 
3. Basic syntacticorder 
Chapter I11 was devoted to a discussion dis- . . i3ii notion of 
a syntactic basic order frcun other uses of the term basic order (e.g. 
typological, marked vs. unmarked). A definition of basic order within t h i s  
p h r a s e s ~ g m m n a r w a s t h e n p m v i d e d ,  thatorderdefinedbyrulesnot 
derived by the slashed category schena, the linking rules, or the output of 
-es. In this way the basic order is not stated at the lwel of the 
rules themselves but at m meta-level. F'urthermxe, this distinction is 
not entirely intuitive, since rules emamrated by non-basic rules have equal 
weight in the gramnar. I t  was suggested that the only way to find out the 
merits of the definition w e  to try out an analysis and see what the results 
-. 
As a s* pint ,  SW was picked as a basic syntactic order. In the 
end, e e  was precious little evidence to supprt this claim. First, it was 
s h m  in the presenting the wozd order analysis, that there was sane 
generdlizat.0~1 that verbs preceded their m p . ~  wts rather than the other 
way ammd. Exever, this evi- does mt pick htween SVc, VSO or WS. 
Sti l l ,  'the word order analysis and the subsequent wrb agrement analysis 
suggested that sane basic order was desirable, since c&m.n 
- genemlizations 
could be cam by -S of ~ t a r u r e s .  
'Ibis indeterminacy w i t h  respect to the choice of a basic order suggests 
three explanatims. First ,  it could be that the definition of basic order 
is irrdevant for -ase structure gramnars. Seoondly, it could be that a 
syntactic definition of basic order is irrelevant for natural language. In 
&is case, one wwld look -ere i n  the gramnar for a definition of basic 
order. W y ,  it omld well be that I just haven't found that part of the 
granmm &ch wwld force a mice. 
4. Mdwa and the framework 
Ttm related issues w i l l  be discussed w i t h  reference to the analysis and 
the specifics of the framework. 
Firs t ,  it has been shawn (not j u s t  i n  this thesis but in all the mrk 
*us far) that given the &tion of the derived camries and derived 
rule s* together w i t h  m e w - ,  W kinds of generalizations can be made 
in a phrase struckme gramtlar often argued mt to be possible. Unbounded 
depdencies can be captured in a generdl fashion with the derived rule 
SChEma. Generalizations about the relatedness of mrd orders not involving 
slashed cawries were stated by meiamles. It was Shawn haw this latter 
device together w i t h  sane basic assurptians of syntax (i.e. generalizations 
over S and VP) led to a simple and elegant s t a f m t  of order in Makua. Thus, 
it is not the case that phrase structure gramnars are tntally incapable of 
capturing linguistic generalizations (in spite of the increased proliferation 
of rules m a traditional TG treaimmt). 
?he seamd point w i t h  ref- to the fomalhm is mre  specific to 
Makua. Ihe formal distinctions between the derived rules and mdaniles with 
respect tD predictions about mhnmded dependencies and mrphology (as 
discussedinSectbn1ofChapterIV) provedtobeenlighteningwithrespect 
to the syntax of M h a  word order. It was possible to separate out distinct 
syntactic phemtma, those inmlving- unbounded dependencies and those operating 
within the clause. These separate processes m mer reflected in the 
analysis of agreemnt where that distinctian was capitalized on, in order to 
account for agreenent of direct objects in double object constructions. 
Finally, t%! use of the HEC made possible an account of certain mrphology, 
alternative agremmt p a w  in  relative clauses and the ag. suffix i n  
these same amstsuctians. In this way the armal distinctions were eqloited, 
suggesting the validity of such devices, or, a t  least, their analogues. 
Mu31  mrk ranains to be &ne on Makua. Little is krmm about anaphoric 
prooesses or the intera&ion.of such relevant senantic as 
quantifier scope and word order. Even though the s a m t i c s  has been slighted, . 
the syntactic analysis stands, I Imp, as a plausible a m t  of a language 
with a mnsiderahle degree of order freedom, gwerned by recognizable and 
familiar syntactic principles. 
AF'PENDM A 
W appendix aontains (1) a chart pruvidhg the noun class prefixes 
in the Im.ithupi dialect of Makua ( d c h  are listed by nmbrs correspodhq 
to noun class prefixes reoanstructed for Protn Bantu (Cole (1971)) along 
w i t h  a-t rnrpkmes for subject, object, adjectives and denrrmstratives 
and (2) fsm lists of tense/'&- rn-, one for tbse whi& require 
aontrastive focus and one for Wse which do not. 
h I. I m i t  upi noun class prefixes and agreamt fonm A - ? indicates that I 
not have the relevant data. 
 noun 'class prefix sa oa ad?. 'ag. dm. aq. 
1. sg. nar B 111V- nar -ula-, -ule-, 'UYOI 
la. sg. % B mu or a- w -ula-, -ule-, -uyo 
2. .pl. a- a- a- a- -ala-, -ale, -aye- 
3. sg. I[ICT nar % mu- -ula-, -*, -tryc- 
4. pl. mi- i- % ci- -&-, -ale-, +yo- 
5. sg. ni- ni- %- ni- -nna-r -rme-# -mm- 
6. pl. m- m- % ma- -ala-, -ale, -aye- 
9. sg. i- i- %- i- -ilar mi le ,  - i p  
10. pl. i- ci- 8- ci- -cii-*, -cile- , -ciyo- 
14. sg/pl/nt. u- u- %- u- -ula-, -ule-, -uyo- 
15. infinitive u- u- %- ? ? 
16. locative w w % u- ? 
17. locative n- ~ a -  %- no -7 -Vale, -=!?- 
18. locative ~ltv- nu- %- nu- ? 
*cii surfaces as -ci in suffix position 
kt sg. 
2nd person sg. ( W d  uninitiated) 
2nd person sg. (adult initiated) 
3rd person sg. (uninitiated) 
3rd person sg. (initiated) 
I s t  person pl. 
2nd person pl (uninitiated) 
2nd person pl. (initiated) 
3rd person pl. (uninitiated) 











11. A q  of the ccmbinations of tense aspect lmrphanes in set A below may be 
used in sentences with contrastive focus, sentential negation (i.e. with the 
ver)al prefix (A) or in relative clauses, cleft-like constructions, and 
- 
canstituent questions (but mt in  e c b  questions). Those anbinations in 
set B canwt be used in the above mentioned constructions (al-h thqr 
a m  in dekarative sentences without mtrastive focus, in echo qusstions 
and w i t h  verbs ccmtahhg the stem negator hi-). lhus the s e  of tense and 
- 
aspect mrphen~~ i n  a and b are in  -1ementary distribution w i t h  respect W 
the syntactic aanstmctims they may appear in. Ea& form is aampnied by 
a lebel (although these are tentatively assigned). 'Lhe Lists are, in addition, 
possibly inmplete. 
A. 1. Presenttense: a- - - 
2. Present habitual: sass--a - 
- 
3. Present iterative: sa- 
- -- 
4. Present iterative habitual: s a ~ m d t - a  
-- 
5. Present perfect perfective: sa-oaq-ile 
 
6. Past perfective: sa-aa-oa-VS-ile   
7. Past perfective iterative: sa*-oa-VSes-ile 
 - 
8. Future (nan-volitional) : sa- - infinitive (-turr- = 'want' ) 
--- 
B. 1. Present continuous: sa-aa-mVS-a 
- - 
2. Present contimmus habitual: sa-aa-mVS-ak-a 
-- -- 
3. Present continmus iterative: 
4. Present mntinmus iterative habitual: sa-aa-no-VS-es-&-a 
--  
7. Present perfect iterative: 
8. Present perfect iterative habitual: 
9. Past: 
10. Past Mitual: 
ll. Past iterative: 
12. Past iterative habitual: 
13. Past amtinmus: 
14. Any subjunctive: 
15. Any amditional: 
16. Future: 
17. Future habitual: 
sa--a&-VS-es-a 




final suffix -e 
final suffix -eke 
18. Future iterative: 
19. Future iterative habitual: 
20. Going-*Future: 
I. Basic Rules: 
1. < I, rs NP VPI, VP' (NPt) > 
[a] [<a,B>I 
4. ' <  4, rVP v NP NPI , . . .  > 
, [-us1 
7. < 7, rVP V N P  NP],... ' 
8. < 8, lw VNP NP],... > 
11. c 11, rS (amp) Sl . . .  > "ur- ccmp € '  {w i i ra ,  eti, t b k o }  
[+ccanpl (5 is an abbreviation for s . ) [+canpI 
12. c 12, rVP v TI, ... > 
[<a, @ > I  
13. < 13, [w V NP g] ,.. > 
[<a, B > l  is1 
. . 
14. < 14, [w V El ... > (m is an aJkeviation for 
[<a, B > l  v -1  [+infl 
19. Relative Clause rule: 
20. NP rules: 
a. rNP BJcan (-1 I 
b. rNP (-1 Nan m1 
21. Agreenwt Suffix: 
11. Linking Rules 
<18, is a S / a  I ... > where a E' ENP, W, PP) 
[vl [vl 
< 19, rVP a VP/ a 1 ... > where a E' {NP, PP, W} 
[vl [vl 
be < n, [In? V XI... > < n, rVP V N P  XI ... > 
[-awl [+awl [vl 
[-benl [+loci 
r <a, B'l [<a,B>I 
C. < n, [w VX] ... > s n ,  [w V NP XI... > 
[--I [+an?] [vl 
[-=I [+-I 
[<a, B>l  I'a,B>I 
d. < n, rVP V X I  ... > e n ,  rVP V NP XI ... > 
r-appl [+=I [vl 
[-*I [+*I 
[<a, $>I [(a, B'l 
2. VP Adverb Metarule. 
3. Verb-Initial : 
< n, rLT V X I ,  '> <n, I S ,  V N P  XI, t ( ~ t )  > 
[<a , B>l [<ar t?>l Ial 
4. NP-Findl (S) 
-c n, NP XI ... > < n, rS XI@] ... > 
5. Variable Order VP: 
6. Var iab le  Order S: 
< n, rVP X a V Y ]  ... > < n ,  [ S X a N P  V Y ]  ... > 
t 61 
7. NP F M  Rule (VP) 
< n, rVP V PIP XI ..: > < n, rVP V X NP] ... > 
< n, rVP V X  P P ]  ...>' < n ,  [w v NP X ] ...> 
[<a, P I  [+inst] 8 . [YI 
[-=I [<a, {yl>l 
[+inst] [+appI 
[+inst ]  
10. Derived Rule - Subject Rgreement: 
11. Ag. S u f f i x  Agreement: 
12. O p t h a l  Agr-t pattern (Relative clauses) : 
x V Y I  I s l e  x v Y I  
[+R3 [<Y,~'I [YI 
[<a, 6'1 
13. Optional Ag. Suffix Rule: 
where a e '  fNP3 
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